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RESUMEN

Hoy en día, los servicios de supercomputación tienen un papel muy importante en nuestras
sociedades. Los supercomputadores están compuestos de cientos de miles de nodos
interconectados para crear sistemas escalables, rápidos y eficientes. La red de interconexión
es responsable de interconectar los nodos de cómputo creando un sistema donde los
problemas se resuelven de forma colaborativa entre todos esos nodos. Por tanto, la red de
interconexión es un elemento crítico, una red mal diseñada puede convertirse en el cuello de
botella de todo el sistema, degradando el rendimiento de las aplicaciones.

Hay muchos aspectos involucrados en el diseño de una red de altas prestaciones. Entre
todos ellos, nuevas arquitecturas de switches jerárquicos, como Omni-Path (OPA), BXI o
Cray X2, han aparecido para mejorar la latencia de los paquetes, reducir el coste del sistema
y aumentar la tolerancia a fallos. Además, la provisión de calidad de servicio (QoS) se
ha convertido en un aspecto importante en estas redes para garantizar que se alcanza un
determinado rendimiento. Una prueba de ello es la inclusión de mecanismos orientados a
habilitar QoS en las tecnologías de redes de interconexión dominantes como Infiniband (IB),
Gigabit Ethernet y OPA.

Un elemento imprescindible para la provisión de calidad de servicio es el algoritmo
de planificación de salida, el cual determina cuándo los paquetes se tienen que transmitir.
Un algoritmo ideal debe satisfacer tres propiedades: equidad, buena latencia de extremo a
extremo y una complejidad de implementación baja. Los planificadores basados en tablas
son capaces de proporcionar estas tres propiedades, y debido a esto, IB y OPA implementan
esta aproximación.

Los objetivos principales de estas tesis son: i) explorar si los planificadores basados en
tablas son apropiados para arquitecturas de switch jerárquicas, ii) adaptar estos planificadores
a OPA; y iii) explorar las ventajas de estas arquitecturas frente a las no jerárquicas.

En esta tesis se presentan unos modelos de simulación de switches jerárquicos y
no jerárquicos como son OPA e IB, respectivamente. Estos modelos tienen todos los
mecanismos necesarios para habilitar QoS. Para llevar a cabo los experimentos, se ha
adaptado un planificador basado en una tabla de ancho de banda básica y “Deficit Table”
(DTable). DTable es un planificador basado en tablas que ofrece un buen balance entre
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latencia extremo a extremo y coste de implementación. Además, se ha adaptado DTable a
IB y se ha realizado un estudio comparativo para determinar las ventajas de las arquitecturas
de switch jerárquicas en términos de provisión de QoS.

Finalmente, se ha explorado cómo mejorar el planificador actual de IB, haciendo uso de
las dos tablas de planificación disponisbles. En ese sentido, se presenta una herramienta de
análisis de las tablas para determinar de forma precisa la latencia extremo a extremo y la
división del ancho de banda esperada. Además, se detalla una metodología de evaluación
de QoS en IB en un clúster real y se evalúa la herramienta de análisis, comparando sus
resultados con los obtenidos por el clúster real y las simulaciones.
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SUMMARY

Nowadays, supercomputing services play a critical role in our societies. Supercomputers
are composed of hundreds of thousands nodes interconnected in order to create scalable,
fast and efficient systems. The high performance interconnection network is responsible for
intercommunicating the computing nodes, creating a system where the problems are solved
collaboratively among all these nodes. Therefore, the interconnection network is a crucial
element in supercomputers and a not well designed network may become the bottleneck of
the entire system, degrading the performance of the applications.

There are many aspects involved in designing a successful high performance
interconnection network. Among them, new hierarchical switch architectures, such as Omni-
Path (OPA), BXI, and Cray X2, have appeared to improve packet latency, reduce overall
cost and increase fault tolerance. Also, quality of service (QoS) provision has become an
important aspect of these networks to guarantee that certain performance is achieved. Prof
of that is the inclusion of mechanisms targeted to enable QoS by the main interconnection
technologies such as Infiniband (IB), Gigabit Ethernet (GE) and OPA.

A key component of QoS provision is the output scheduling algorithm, which determines
when a packet should be transmitted. An ideal output scheduler should satisfy three main
properties: fairness, good end to end latency and low implementation complexity. Table
based schedulers are able to provide these three properties, and because of this, IB and OPA
implement this approach.

The main objectives of this thesis are: i) to explore if known table based schedulers are
suitable for hierarchical switch architectures; ii) to adapt those schedulers to an hierarchical
switch simulation model such as OPA; and iii) to explore the benefits of these architectures
versus non hierarchical ones.

In this thesis, we present a hierarchical and a non hierarchical simulation models such as
OPA and IB, respectively. Those models have been provided with all required mechanisms
in order to enable QoS. In order to carry out the experiments, we have adapted a simple
bandwidth table as the first step to enable QoS in hierarchical switch architectures and the
Deficit Table scheduler (DTable). DTable is a table based scheduling algorithm which offers
a good balance between end to end latency and implementation cost. DTable has also been
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adapted to IB and we have carried out a comparative study to determine the advantages of
hierarchical switch architectures in terms of QoS provision.

Finally, we explore how to improve the current IB output scheduling algorithm, which
is a two table based scheduler, by using both tables. In that sense we present an IB table
analysis tool to accurately determine the expected end to end latency and bandwidth of the
traffic flows. Moreover, we present a methodology to test IB QoS table configurations in a
real IB cluster and we evaluate the analysis tool, comparing its results with those obtained
from a real IB cluster and from simulations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this Chapter, we first introduce the reasons that have motivated this work. Then, we define
the objectives aimed by this dissertation, and specify the tasks developed to achieve those
objectives. Finally, we include the main results obtained.

1.1 Motivation and Justification

High performance interconnection networks technologies have been in constant evolution
along the previous decades. This evolution has been motivated by the increase of the
application computing demand. In order to meet this demand, there are three main strategies
for scaling the computational capacity of high performance computing (HPC) systems. First,
horizontal scaling, i.e. increasing the number of cores for each node without increasing its
individual performance. In second place, vertical scaling, i.e. increasing the number of
nodes without increasing the number of cores. Finally, a combination of horizontal and
vertical scaling is also possible.

Regardless of the followed strategy to increase the HPC computational, the growth of
the computational requirements of HPC applications result in a higher information rate
exchanged between each node. In those systems, the high performance interconnection
network is a crucial element. The network is in charge to carry the application traffic between
nodes. Since each node can produce a great amount of data at a high rate, network contention
may appear and, application performance may be affected. Given that, a not well designed
interconnection network may become the bottleneck of the entire system. High performance
interconnection improvements have been focused both on the physical elements, e.g. links,
network interfaces, switches, etc., and on the techniques they implement, e.g. arbitration
algorithms, contention management, failure recovery, etc.

Switches are likely the cornerstones in a high performance interconnection network.
They are responsible for moving forward the information, enabling the communication
between nodes. The switch design becomes crucial and many researchers and vendors have
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proposed different solutions to achieve the maximum interconnection network performance.
For instance, one of the main solutions has been to increase the total bandwidth per switch by
combining a higher pin density and faster signaling rates. As the total bandwidth increases,
switch designers face two possibilities to exploit this bandwidth: to build switches with a
high number of thin ports1 (high-radix switches) or to build switches with a low number of
fat ports2 (low-radix switches). On the one hand, high-radix switches have some advantages
such as: the system overall cost is reduced due to fewer switches are required, and the total
available bandwidth and the network fault tolerance increase because more links between
nodes are available [61, 98, 3, 49, 5]. On the other hand, the main advantages of low-
radix switches are: faster packet transmission due to the wider connections and the cost and
efficiency balance can be maintained easily. Since in most cases the switch architecture is
very simple, the buffer requirements are lower, the simpler virtual channel allocation process
is simpler and thus, the required silicon area is smaller too.

Therefore, both switch families have many advantages, however, they also present some
disadvantages. In the case of high-radix switches, some implementation proposals are
infeasible, such as fully-buffered crossbars [61], because they require a huge silicon area
when the radix increases. Low-radix switches have other disadvantages, for example, the
number of devices required to build a system with many processing units is very high.
This fact causes side effects such as an increased control traffic through the network, a
more complex network management and a higher wiring cost. In this scenario, hierarchical
crossbar switch architectures have proven to be able of take advantage of the best of both
switch families. These architectures can achieve a very high port count while keeping the
architecture and allocation process complexity simple and low, respectively. Some examples
of hierarchical crossbar architectures are YARK [98], Slingshot’s Rosetta [97], Omni-Path
[17] and BXI [39] switches.

Interconnection network technologies have been competing to achieve better
performance and market share. Infiniband (IB) and 40/100 Gigabit Ethernet (GE) are two of
the most representative non hierarchical switch architecture technologies. Whilst Omni-Path
(OPA) is one of the most important hierarchical switch architecture technology. In terms of
market share, in the most powerful computers list TOP500 [107], 49.4% of these computers
use GE, 33.6% IB and 8.4% OPA as their interconnection network technology. Looking at
the top 100 of supercomputers, 61% of these computers use IB, 13% OPA and 1% uses GE
according with the ranking published in June, 2021.

Current interconnection networks carry out not only traffic of applications such as
backup or file transfer protocols, which does not have traffic requirements processing all
traffic equally. These networks also carry out traffic from other applications like real-
time protocols [75], MPI communications or traffic from users with different privilege
levels in the system [79], which usually need to differentiate between types of traffic, user,
etc. The increasing use of Internet, even with wireless devices, has been one of the most
dominant contribution to the need of quality of service (QoS). Furthermore, new types
of applications have appeared, such as on-demand video streaming, live televisions, real
time voice communications, and other real time or interactive applications, among others.

1Ports with a low number of bits in parallel. For example, 8 bits or less per port.
2Ports with a high number of bits in parallel. For example, 32 bits or more per port.
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Many of those applications are running on large clusters and supercomputers which use high
performance interconnection networks. These HPC networks must provide QoS in order to
satisfy application requirements and to deny traffic flows from overusing network resources.
Otherwise, the application user experience would be irregular. Therefore, QoS has become
an important aspect of interconnection networks and it is widely accepted by both research
community and manufacturers. A sign of this interest is the inclusion of mechanisms aimed
to provide QoS on interconnection networks such as GE, IB and also OPA.

One of the most important QoS mechanisms is the output scheduling algorithm [38, 47].
High performance interconnection networks usually use packet switching [40] as switching
technique [15, 6].

As stated before, these networks carry packets from different applications, users and
flows interacting with each other in every network element. The output scheduling algorithm
determines when a packet should be transmitted, on the basis of some expected performance
metrics. Without any scheduling algorithm, traffic flows may use as many resources as they
need. In the worst scenario, a single flow may consume all network resources, causing a
degradation of the other flows performance or, even worst, starvation. In such a way, users
may experience a poor system performance even if the system is not overloaded. Therefore,
the output scheduling algorithm is a crucial element to provide QoS.

Output scheduling algorithms orchestrate when packets from different application flows
are delivered to the next network device in order to meet the specified end-to-end latency
and/or bandwidth requirements. An ideal scheduling algorithm implemented in a high
performance interconnection network should satisfy the following properties [47]:

• Fairness: The amount of delay in servicing a request as a result of the arbitration
process for shared resources. A fair algorithm must still guaranteeing that the request
will eventually be serviced. It is defined as the maximum difference with respect to an
ideal fair queuing scheme.

• Good end-to-end latency: It is defined as the sum of all delays experimented by a
packet since generation to reception.

• Simplicity: In terms of computational and implementation complexity. The processing
overhead must be smaller than the average packet transmission time, otherwise, the
system will spend more time choosing packets to deliver than delivering packets. The
output scheduling algorithm is typically implemented in hardware, and thus a very
complex scheduler will require a huge silicon area.

Designing an output scheduling algorithm involves inevitable trade-offs among the
stated properties. The computational and implementation complexity are the most important
properties. The fairness property only affects to the short-term distribution of the service
offered to the flows sharing the link. End-to-end latency implies burstiness of the flow at the
output of the scheduler, thus increasing the buffering requirements in order to avoid packet
contention.

A well-known scheduling algorithm family is “sorted-priority” schedulers. This family
of schedulers use a global variable called virtual time, which keeps track of the server’s
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progress and is updated when a packet is received or transmitted. Each packet has a tag with
a time-stamp, computed as a function of the virtual time. They offer a very good fairness and
low latency [103], but the complexity is very high for a high performance interconnection
network. The complexity of these algorithms is mainly determined by the complexity of
calculating the time-stamps. This process relies on the specific scheduling algorithm. For
instance, Weighted Fair Queuing [38] is more complex than Self-Clocked Fair Queuing [46].

Table-based schedulers are another well-known family of scheduling algorithms. They
are based on a table with multiple entries assigned to one or more flows. Each entry has
a weight that determines the number of packets that may be transmitted. This family of
schedulers is able to provide good end-to-end latency and fairness. The latency can be
handled by controlling the maximum separation between any consecutive pair of entries
assigned to the same flow [7]. In terms of complexity, they present very low computational
and implementation complexity. The scheduler is generally composed of a table withN rows
and 2 columns (flow/VL and weight) and a pointer indicating the last selected entry for each
port. The number of table entries typically ranges from 64 to 128 entries, depending on the
number of admitted flows the technology wants to differentiate. The higher the number of
entries the better the flow differentiation the table permits. This approach has been followed
by interconnection network technologies such as IB and OPA.

QoS provision in high performance networks has been well studied. However, those
studies have been performed in non hierarchical switch architectures such as IB. Regarding
QoS provision in hierarchical switch architectures there are not many studies on this topic.
Despite the fact that they are well-know architectures, they became popular in commercial
switches only recently. In fact, the most popular hierarchical switch architecture technology
in the TOP500 of supercomputers is OPA, which has been introduced in 2016. Given
that, QoS provision in hierarchical switch architectures is an interesting topic without much
research on the subject.

1.2 Main Proposal

The main goal of this Ph.D. thesis is to make realistic and effective proposals aimed at
providing QoS to hierarchical switch architectures. As mentioned above, the QoS provision
in this kind of switches has not been studied in depth. Because of the lack of research in
this topic, it is unknown if the output scheduling algorithms currently proposed are suitable
for those switches. Due to fact that the most popular QoS algorithms implemented in high
performance interconnection technologies are table-based schedulers, we are going to focus
on these algorithms as starting point.

A simple idea to provide QoS to application flows using a table-based scheduler is to
implement an arbitration table per output port with two columns: the first column indicates
the flow identifier or service line (SL) and the second column records an associated weight
for each flow. The weight represents the maximum amount of packets that a single flow may
deliver before giving the opportunity to other flow to transmit packets for an output port. The
arbitration tables are cycled through in a round-robin way until an active flow with available
weight is found. A flow is considered “active” when it stores at least one packet and the
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flow control algorithm allows the transmission. Weights are decremented on the table entries
when output port flows transmit packets.

Flow ID Weight
0 55
1 45

Table 1.1: Simple arbitration table

Table 1.1 shows an example where two flows are considered: flows 0 and 1 have a
weight of 55 and 45, respectively. Given an output port with this arbitration table, if the flow
0 delivers 3 packets, the remaining weight will be 52. By means of the arbitration table, the
total available bandwidth is divided among the flows present in the system. The fraction of
the total bandwidth φi assigned to each flow i is

φi =
weighti

N−1∑
j=0

weightj

,

where N is the total number of flows in the system and weighti is the entry weight assigned
to flow i. Given that, in the example shown in Table 1.1, the flows 0 and 1 will obtain 55%
and 45% of the total bandwidth, respectively. This output scheduling algorithm is able to
provide bandwidth differentiations and presents very low computational and implementation
complexity. In fact, it could use less silicon area by using only one arbitration table per
network device and having one counter for each output port indexing the current selected
entry. This optimization is possible if the system has the same configuration on all ports,
which is usually the most common scenario. Nevertheless, this basic scheduler would be not
able to provide latency differences, which could be crucial in many scenarios. Also, as we
have found in our research, this kind of table-based arbiters is not able to properly provide
bandwidth differences between flows when the network becomes congested.

To determine the viability of this idea, we have performed experiments in two different
scenarios, using a hierarchical switch architecture, such as OPA, and a non hierarchical
switch architecture such as IB. We found out that this scheduler is not able to meet the
bandwidth requirements when the network is congested, some flows get more bandwidth
than expected. In the hierarchical switch architecture the incapacity of the basic arbiter
to provide bandwidth differences between flows is not very obvious in some configurations.
Networks using hierarchical switches become congested near to the 1 flit/cycle/NIC injection
rate giving the impression that this scheduler is able to properly segregate flows. However,
in those networks that get congested earlier, hierarchical or non hierarchical, the weakness
of the basic scheduler is more obvious.

We have adapted another existing table based scheduling algorithm called Deficit Table
Scheduler (DTable) [73]. This scheduler is based on an arbitration table similar to the one
explained before. However, this arbitration table has a larger number of table entries, e.g. 32,
64, 128, etc. In addition, it has a deficit counter for each flow, which is initially set to 0. The
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deficit counters represent the weight that the scheduler owes to the flows. This difference
pursues two main objectives:

1. Improve bandwidth differences between flows, trying to meet the stated bandwidth
requirements.

2. Give us the possibly to provide latency differences to flows, by means of the number
of table entries assigned to each flow and the maximum distance between any pair of
consecutive table entries assigned to the same flow [7].

The configuration methodology of this scheduler allows to find out the required weight
for each flow in order to meet the bandwidth requirements. However, the weights computed
by the configuration methodology in some cases are float number, which produce some
issues:

• The fractional part will only be useful once it is accumulated in the deficit counter and
the sum is equal to one packet. Note that if the high performance interconnection
network implements virtual-cut through as switching technique, it cannot deliver
fractions of packets.

• The final hardware implementation will require more silicon area due to the IEEE 754
floating point representation [57].

• The final entry weight may not be enough for delivering a packet without cycling
through arbitration tables several times.

Hence, non integer weights have to be rounded up, thus producing a side effect on the
bandwidth provided, i.e. a flow may get more or less bandwidth percentage than expected.
To solve this issue we have proposed a DTable bandwidth correction algorithm. It is able
to detect and correct those flows that are getting a wrong percentage of bandwidth. In first
place, this algorithm gets the real bandwidth Rφi assigned to the flow i as:

Rφi =

J−1∑
j=0

weightj

N−1∑
k=0

weightk

,

where J is the set of table entries assigned to flow i, weightj is the weight assigned to the
table entryj andN is the total number of table entries in the arbitration table. Then, in second
place, the algorithm computes the amount of excess or missing weight of the flow i as:

Dweighti = −1×Round((Rφi − φi)×
N−1∑
j=0

weightj)
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where φi is the desired bandwidth and Dweighti is the total amount of excess or missing
weight for flow i. Finally, the algorithm distributes Dweighti in a uniform way among the
table entries of each flow. The obtained results show that the configuration methodology in
combination with the bandwidth correction algorithm is able to give us the desired bandwidth
differences.

We have performed the same experiments explained before using this scheduler, i.e.
using both a hierarchical switch architecture and a non hierarchical switch architecture
such as OPA and IB, respectively. We found out that this scheduler is suitable for both
kinds of architectures. It is able to provide bandwidth and latency differences and does not
struggle when the network is saturated. We also realized that this scheduler works properly in
hierarchical switch architecture with a few modifications. In addition, because of hierarchical
switch architectures saturate later than non hierarchical switch architectures and suffer less
Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking, DTable works better in hierarchical architectures. In this case
the latency and bandwidth results for each flow are closer to the desired ones.

1.3 Objectives

In summary, the main objective of this work is to provide QoS support to hierarchical switch
architectures to help applications meet their QoS requirements. To achieve this, the following
particular objectives must be met:

• Goal 1: To acquire an in-depth knowledge of the interconnection network architecture
on high performance computing systems and the available HPC interconnection
products in the current market, specially those that use an hierarchical switch
architecture.

• Goal 2: To build an interconnection network simulation environment that allows
us to evaluate the network performance of the hierarchical and non hierarchical
switch architectures using different output scheduling algorithms. This simulation
environment would be useful as well in other future proposals.

• Goal 3: To propose a basic scheduling algorithm able to provide bandwidth differences
between flows. For that it is necessary to design and evaluate an interconnection
network topology using hierarchical switches with QoS support. It is also required
to develop a scheduler which does not provide any QoS as a baseline for comparison.

• Goal 4: To improve the VEF2 framework speeding up the trace based simulations and
obtaining much more detailed trace files. Speeding up the simulation time brings us the
possibility of using synthetic traffic to simulate the background traffic while measuring
the application performance when different QoS and/or network configurations are
used. Only by using this combination of traffic is possible to measure the performance
of the algorithm when using applications, since otherwise the application would not
have to compete with other traffic flows and would use all the network resources.
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• Goal 5: To adapt an advanced scheduling algorithm able to provide bandwidth and
latency differences between flows in a network using hierarchical switches.

• Goal 6: To develop scheduling algorithms for non hierarchical switches and, design
and evaluate an interconnection network using non hierarchical switches with QoS
support. With both kind of switches implemented, we can perform comparative
studies between hierarchical and non hierarchical switch architectures in terms of QoS
provision.

• Goal 7: To develop a methodology to enable and improve QoS provision using
commercial hardware. In that sense, an offline analysis tool has to be developed in
order to obtain the expected results in terms of bandwidth without any real system.

• Goal 8: To validate the results obtained by the offline analysis tool using real hardware
and a methodology to test QoS configurations.

1.4 Methodology and Work Plan

The research has been developed following the usual methodology in this kind of works.
Once the problem raises, we set the initial hypothesis and then we present a general proposal
and propose several specific tasks in order to achieve this general proposal. Finally, we
evaluate their behavior and compare the obtained results against other possibilities. This
methodology involves the development of a set of tasks that must be completed successfully
to meet the objectives of this thesis. We describe these tasks, grouped by objectives:

• Objective 1 - To acquire an in-depth knowledge. The review of the state of
the art has been focused on acquiring the necessary knowledge on: the hardware
components required to implement high performance switches, such as buffers,
arbiters, crossbar, etc; the main architectural design options like switching techniques,
flow control, resource allocation, etc; the main output scheduling algorithm used in
current commercial interconnection technologies; the required and used mechanisms
to provide QoS to applications and flows, both the mechanisms proposed in the
literature and the mechanisms implemented in commercial high performance switches.

In order to acquire this knowledge, we have defined a task consisting basically in
consulting the appropriate documentation, i.e., books, papers and websites.

• Objective 2 - To build an interconnection network simulation environment.
Specifically, we have defined the following tasks:

a. To review the available open source high performance network simulators.

b. To choose the most appropriate simulator to use in our experiments.

c. To choose an appropriate hierarchical switch architecture and to implement it in
the simulator.

d. To choose an appropriate non hierarchical switch architecture and to implement
it in the simulator.
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• Objective 3 - To propose a basic scheduling algorithm. In this case, we have defined
the following tasks:

a. To review the mechanisms used by the hierarchical switch architecture required
to provide QoS.

b. To implement those mechanisms in the simulator as well as more detailed
statistics on the flows.

c. To implement a basic table-based output scheduler.

d. To implement a round-robin scheduler used as baseline for comparison. This
scheduler will represent an scenario where QoS is not provided.

• Objective 4 - To improve the VEF2 framework speeding up the trace based
simulations. We have defined the following tasks to achieve this objective:

a. To update the VEF trace format version adding fields that led us to speeding up
the simulation time.

b. To add dependency types present in the trace records to reduce the window size.

c. To update or to create again the existing trace files.

d. To measure the speed up obtained with this version update.

e. To test the accuracy of the new trace files.

• Objective 5 - To adapt an advanced scheduling algorithm. To achieve this objective
we have defined the following tasks:

a. To review the most interesting output scheduling algorithm in the literature able
to provide both latency and bandwidth differences.

b. To study the required modifications to the algorithm in order to work properly in
a hierarchical switch architecture.

c. To implement the scheduling algorithm in the simulator and perform comparative
studies between the scenarios where no QoS is provided, QoS is provided using
the basic and the advanced output scheduling algorithm.

• Objective 6 - Development of the scheduling algorithm in a non hierarchical switch
architecture. To achieve this objective we have defined the following tasks:

a. To review and implement the required mechanisms to provide QoS in the chosen
non hierarchical switch architecture.

b. To implement the same scheduling algorithm in the hierarchical switch
architecture.

c. To perform a comparative study between both kinds of switch architecture
with the aim to find out the differences between architectures in terms of QoS
provision.
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• Objective 7 - To develop a methodology to enable and improve QoS provision using
commercial hardware. To achieve this objective we have defined the following tasks:

a. To study the current high performance interconnection networks commercial
hardware.

b. To choose a switch capable of providing QoS to applications.

c. To study the QoS mechanisms of the chosen switch.

d. To develop an offline analysis tool able to calculate the expected results in terms
of bandwidth division between flows.

• Objective 8: To validate the results obtained by the offline analysis tool using real
hardware and a methodology to test QoS configurations. To achieve this objective we
have defined the following tasks:

a. To develop a methodology to test different QoS configurations in the hardware.

b. To compare results obtained with the offline analysis tool and the results obtained
with the real hardware.

c. To validate the results and the tool behavior.

1.5 Results

The thesis development has started reviewing the state of art as proposed in Objective 1.
Once this objective was achieved, the development of the tasks associated with the Objective
2 started. We carried out the studies presented in this thesis using simulation for being one
of the most popular techniques to evaluate, verify and validate the behavior and performance
of high performance interconnection networks. There are multiple simulation tools such as
Garnet [4], Booksim2 [55], xSim [19], etc. focused on on-chip networks. These simulators
allow full-system simulations, feasible for on-chip networks, due to the small network
sizes. However in the context of off-chip networks, the computational resources required
makes full-systems simulation unapproachable. Moreover, there are also multiple off-chip
simulation tools such as CODES [32], SST [93], SuperSim [74], etc. As result of these tasks,
we have chosen the Hiperion (HIgh PERformance InterconnectiOn Network) simulator [52],
which models several characteristics present in the current commercial switch architectures,
mainly focused on direct topologies, such as virtual-cut through switching [58], virtual
channels [36], credits-based flow control, the bubble flow control [27], etc. Hiperion is
also open source, which allows us to modify the simulator as we need. Moreover, Hiperion
has been used for years in our research group and has been used in multiple publications
[10, 12]. This fact gives us a deep knowledge of its operation and a wide flexibility regarding
the techniques that can be implemented and its interoperability.

Once we have chosen the simulation tool, we have proceeded to develop both non
hierarchical and hierarchical switch simulation models. We have implemented IB and OPA
as representatives of non hierarchical and hierarchical switch architectures, respectively. As
stated in Section 1.1, those switch technologies are two of the most used in the TOP500
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of supercomputers. OPA was initially developed by Intel until 2019, when all the OPA
technology IP was transferred to Cornelis Networks, a new company that is continuing the
support and development of OPA products [33, 34].

Note that, although most of the work required to finish Objective 2 was performed in the
first steps of this thesis, the code of the simulation environment has been frequently modified
to add new functionalities. This is something usual in this kind of tool developments.

After that, the development of a basic scheduling algorithm has started by reviewing and
implementing the required mechanism of the OPA architecture to provide QoS to flows. We
have also implemented a much more detailed statistics per traffic flow in order to be able to
compare properly different scenarios. Finally, we have implemented a first output scheduling
algorithm able to provide bandwidth differences between flows.

As a result of finishing the tasks associated with Objective 3, the work “Enabling
Quality of Service Provision in Omni-Path Switches” [22] was published in the journal
“Computational and Mathematical Methods”. The scheduler definition, the OPA simulation
model, the required QoS mechanisms and performance comparison between scenarios with
and without QoS are discussed in this publication.

When we have finished Objective 3, we have realized that the basic scheduling algorithm
have some weaknesses. For instance, in scenarios where the network is heavily congested,
some flows were able to use more resources than we expected.

After those findings, we have started the development of an advanced scheduling
algorithm. We have reviewed the most interesting table-based schedulers and DTable [73]
was the most promising one. DTable has the advantage of having a low complexity and being
able to provide latency and bandwidth differences. We have carried out some experiments
and the advantages of DTable was proven. It is able to meet the flow requirements even
under highly congested scenarios using synthetic traffic.

At this point, we have wondered how DTable would behave in a scenario where real
applications would be used. However, our simulator is not able to run applications because
that would require a very large infrastructure and would increase the simulation time too
much. Given that, we have decided to implement the VEF framework [14] into Hiperion.
Nevertheless, we have realized that in order to properly explore the output scheduling
behavior it is required to inject background traffic as well as the trace file. The background
traffic is modelled with synthetic traffic for scalability reasons. The VEF2 framework version
has some limitations that make simulations using traces and background traffic take too long
to complete. Therefore, we have updated the VEF framework to the VEF3 version, which
reduces the execution time drastically. This reduction allows us to execute those simulations
in a reasonable amount of time. In the process, we have also tested the accuracy of the trace
files, finding out that the new version is very accurate.

After completing Objective 4, the work “Speeding Up Exascale Interconnection
Network Simulations with the VEF3 Trace Framework was published in the journal
“Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing”. The definition of the new trace format,
dependencies and the comparison between VEF2 and VEF3 versions is detailed in this
publication.
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Once we have obtained the new VEF3 framework, it has been integrated into Hiperion.
Hence, we have complemented the experimentation with DTable and OPA using trace
files and synthetic traffic as background network workload. As result of finishing the
tasks associated with Objective 5, the work “Providing Quality of Service in Omni-Path
Networks” has being delivered to the journal “The Journal of Supercomputing”. This work
is under review. In the paper we explain all the details about the adaptation process of DTable
to our OPA simulation model and the required algorithm to correct the bandwidth deviations
produced by the original DTable configuration methodology. The bandwidth correction
algorithm solves the problems that the original DTable configuration methodology produces,
not only in this type of architecture but in all scenarios where DTable is implemented.
Moreover, the paper describes the traffic model developed, which represents a heterogeneous
scenario where multiple types of traffic are mixed. Different file traces used as well as the
results extracted from these experimentations are also presented. Results show that DTable
is able to properly segregate traffics and differentiate flows bandwidth in a scenario with
just synthetic traffic and other with traces files and synthetic background workload. Results
show that DTable is able to properly segregate traffics and differentiate flows bandwidth in a
scenario with just synthetic traffic and traces files and synthetic background workload.

After finding a good scheduling algorithm that suits with a hierarchical switch
architecture such as OPA, we have studied the differences in terms of QoS provision between
hierarchical and non hierarchical switch architectures. First, we have reviewed the required
mechanisms on IB to enable QoS. Then, we have adapted the scheduling algorithms already
present in OPA. Finally, we have carried out a comparison between both architectures in
terms of QoS provision. As a result of finishing the tasks of Objective 6, we published the
work “QoS provision in hierarchical and non-hierarchical switch architectures” [23] in the
journal “Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing”. In this work, the advantages and
disadvantages of both switch architectures are discussed. It also describes the IB simulation
model, the challenges to implement DTable in this architecture and the way that DTable could
be implemented in real hardware taking advantage of the current resources of IB switches.

In order to achieve Objective 7, we have studied in depth the scheduling algorithm
implemented on IB switches and we have created an offline analysis tool able to obtain the
expected bandwidth percentage of the flows from a specific arbitration table configuration.
The analysis tool is capable of reading and analyzing any IB arbitration table configuration.
The main characteristic of the IB output scheduling is the fact that it uses two arbitration
tables to provide QoS. Reviewing the literature, we have realized that there is not any
work focused on how the conjunction of both tables affects to the bandwidth distribution.
Therefore, we have added this feature to our analysis tool. At this point, we were wondering
how accurate the results of our offline analysis tool were (Objective 7). Given that, in order
to compare and validate the results, we have set up an IB testbed composed of one switch
Mellanox SB7800 Series 2 EDR 100Gb/s with 36 ports and three computing nodes HPE
ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server. To generate the traffic flows, we have used the InfiniBand
Perftest package 4.4.0 [84], a collection of software tests written using the IB verbs API [90],
which are used as performance micro-benchmarks. We have also created a methodology to
test and compare different QoS configurations on real hardware. The results showed that the
analysis tool was accurate quite with a negligible differences between the predicted and the
obtained bandwidth by the tool and the testbed, respectively. As a result of achieving the
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tasks proposed in Objective 7 and Objective 8, we published the paper “A methodology
to enable QoS provision on InfiniBand hardware” [24] in the journal “The Journal of
Supercomputing”.

Summary of Results

In summary, after concluding all the tasks associated with the objectives proposed at the
beginning of this thesis, the following works have been published:

• Objective 2 - To build an interconnection network simulation environment.

– “OPASim: an OPA Simulator for High-Performance Interconnection Networks”,
published in “4th International Workshop on Advanced Interconnect Solutions
and Technologies for Emerging Computing Systems (AISTECS) 2019. The OPA
simulation model is explained.

• Objective 3 - To propose a basic scheduling algorithm:

– “OPASim: un simulador para redes de interconexión de OPA con soporte de
QoS”, published in “Actas de Jornadas SARTECO 2019”. Simulation model is
presented and the first QoS support in the Omni-Path like simulation model.

– “Enabling Quality of Service Provision in Omni-Path Switches”, published in
“Computational and Mathematical Methods”. The OPA simulation model and a
basic scheduling algorithm are discussed.

• Objective 4 - To improve the VEF2 framework speeding up the trace based
simulations:

– “VEF3 Traces: Towards a Complete Framework for Modelling Network
Workloads for Exascale Systems”, published in “2018 IEEE 4th International
Workshop on High-Performance Interconnection Networks in the Exascale
and Big-Data Era (HiPINEB)”. A new tool to extract both off- and on-chip
communication trace files from applications is presented.

– “Speeding up exascale interconnection network simulations with the VEF3 trace
framework”, published in “Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing”.
Several improvements to the communication trace file tool are presented.

• Objective 5 - To adapt an advanced scheduling algorithm:

– “Providing Quality of Service in Omni-Path Networks”, delivered to “The
Journal of Supercomputing”, this work is under review. The DTable scheduling
algorithm is adapted to OPA switches and DTable is compared with the basic
scheduling algorithm.

• Objective 6 - Development of the scheduling algorithms in a non hierarchical switch
architecture:
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– “QoS provision in hierarchical and non-hierarchical switch architectures”,
published in “Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing”. Hierarchical and
non hierarchical switch architectures are compared in terms of QoS provision.

• Objective 7 and 8- To develop a methodology to enable and improve QoS provision
using commercial hardware:

– “A methodology to enable QoS provision on InfiniBand hardware”, published in
“The Journal of Supercomputing”. An offline QoS analysis tool is presented and
compared with a real IB cluster.

During the process of the Ph.D. many collaborations have been done, as a result the
listened below works have been published. These works are not directly related to the
main topic of this Ph.D. thesis, but they have contributed greatly to obtain all the necessary
knowledge to carry out the necessary research that has led us to complete this thesis.

• “Optical networks-on-chip signal losses”, published in “ACACES 2016 Porter
Abstracts”. An analysis of the Optical on-chip network signal losses is presented.

• “Pérdida de señal en redes on chip ópticas”, published in “Actas del XVII Congreso
Internacional de Informática 2016. An analysis of the Optical on-chip network signal
losses is presented.

1.6 Thesis outline

In the following Chapters we present the results published on the research carried out during
the development of the doctoral thesis. There are four Chapters which group the works
according to their topic. Chapter 2 presents the OPA simulation model and the first output
scheduling algorithm implemented in this architecture. Chapter 3 details the required updates
to introduce the VEF3 framework version, a study of the speed up achieved by the new
version and an accuracy test. Chapter 4 presents adaptation process of the DTable scheduler
to the OPA simulation model and an algorithm to adjust the bandwidth distribution produced
by the DTable configuration methodology. Chapter 5 is focused on adapting the DTable
scheduler to an IB simulation model and a comparison between OPA and IB in terms of
QoS provision. Finally, Chapter 6 includes a paper explaining how the IB output scheduling
algorithm could be improved.
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2.1. Introduction

Abstract

The increasing demand of high-performance services has motivated the need of the 1 exaflop supercomputing
performance. In systems providing such computing capacity, the interconnection network is likely the
cornerstone due to the fact that it may become the bottleneck of the system degrading the performance of the
entire system. In order to increase the network performance, several improvements have been introduced such
as new architectures. Intel c© Omni-Path (OPA) is an example of the constant development of high-performance
interconnection networks, which has not been largely studied because it is a recent technology and the lack of
public available information. Another important aspect of all interconnect network technologies is the quality
of service (QoS) support to applications. In this paper, we present an Omni-Path simulation model and some
implementation details as well as our simulation tool OPASim. We also review the QoS mechanisms provided
by the OPA architecture and present the table-based output scheduling algorithm Simple Bandwidth Table.

Keywords: Quality of Service, Omni-Path, high-performance interconnection networks,
scheduling algorithms, simulation model.

2.1 Introduction

The expected growth in the demand for supercomputing services will require systems with
a processing performance of 1 Exaflop in a few years. Increasing the supercomputer
performance can be achieved by: a) increasing the number of cores per node without
increasing its individual performance; b) increasing the number of nodes without increasing
the number of cores per node; c) combining both previous options.

The interconnection network is a key element in these systems because it may become
a bottleneck, degrading the performance of the entire system. Interconnection network
performance depends on several factors (e.g. topology, routing, layout, etc.), which must
be carefully studied by system designers.

One relevant improvement in high-performance switches is to increase the pin density.
Designers face two possibilities: build switches with a high number of thin ports (high-radix
switches) or build switches with a low number of fat ports (low-radix switches). In order
to design a feasible high-radix switch, hierarchical crossbar switch architectures have been
introduced. In [61, 98, 3, 49, 5] the advantages of high-radix switches have been discussed.
The main advantages of hierarchical architectures are: packet latency, overall system cost
and power dissipated by the network are reduced, the network fault tolerance is increased
and a distributed packet arbitration process may be applied. Some examples of current
hierarchical switches technologies are: YARC [98], Omni-Path [17] and Slingshot’s Rosetta
switches [97]. To build a low-radix switch, non-hierarchical switch architectures are used,
e.g. InfiniBand [43, 85].

The Intel c© Omni-Path Architecture (Intel c© OPA) represents a new product line aimed
for high-performance interconnection networks. OPA is designed for the integration of fabric
components with CPU and memory components to enable the low latency, high bandwidth
and dense systems required for the Exascale generation of datacenters and supercomputing
centers.
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Chapter 2. Enabling QoS provision in OPA switches

The introduction of Intel c© Omni-Path Architecture product line marks one of the most
significant new interconnects for high-performance computing since the introduction of
InfiniBand [43, 85]. However, OPA has not been studied as much as other interconnection
network technologies such as InfiniBand. One of the reasons why OPA has not been publicly
studied may be the fact that is still a very new technology. Another possibility may be the
lack of tools that allow the researchers to study OPA-based systems. OPA was initially
developed by Intel until 2019, when all the OPA technology IP was transferred to Cornelis
Networks, a new company that is continuing the support and development of OPA products
[33, 34].

In the context of high-performance interconnection networks, Quality of Service (QoS)
provision has become a very active topic. Current datacenters provide a wide range of
services such as file transfer, real-time applications [75], high-performance computing,
cloud applications, big data, etc. Host applications providing these services generate
traffic between the nodes that make up the datacenter. Therefore, an high-performance
interconnection network is needed. Applications have different requirements, e.g. real-
time applications have low bandwidth and low latency requirements. Hence, interconnection
network technologies must provide mechanisms to enable QoS to applications. Given that,
QoS has become the focus of much discussion and research during the last decades. A sign
of this interest is the inclusion of support aimed to provide QoS on interconnection network
such as Gigabit Ethernet, InfiniBand and also OPA.

Simulation is the most common technique to analyze any interconnection network
architecture in a flexible, cheap and reproducible way. Regarding OPA, as far as we know,
there is not any tool, simulator or simulation model publicly available. This fact slows and,
in some cases, hinders research tasks. In this paper we present a simulation model and a
discrete-event simulator based on the Intel c© Omni-Path c© Architecture. We have based our
work on all public documents about the architecture. However, some assumptions have been
taken because some internal details remain unpublished and are not shared by Intel’s staff.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 gives an in depth overview
of the simulation model that we have developed, and some internal details of the simulator
implementation. The QoS mechanisms provided by the OPA architecture are reviewed in
Section 2.3 as well as the Simple Bandwidth Table output scheduler, while evaluation results
are presented in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 shows the conclusions and future work.

2.2 OPA simulator details

We have developed a discrete-event network simulator that generates the movement of
packets from source nodes to destination nodes using an OPA-based interconnection
network. The main elements such as network interfaces, Omni-Path switches and links, have
been simulated. The tool is capable of modeling the behavior of OPA switches. Furthermore,
the simulation tool offers the possibility of modifying a large range of parameters such as
queue sizes, topology, routing, packet sizes, etc.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the modeled 48-port OPA switch. For clarity, MPorts are unfolded
in Input and Output buffers.

The main goal is to obtain a simulation tool as flexible as possible, following the basic
behavior of OPA, aimed at performing comparative studies. The tool is already capable
of running simulations using a wide variety of synthetic traffic types such as uniform, bit-
reversal, bit-complement, etc., and MPI file-traced applications using the VEF framework
[14]. Performance and scalability of the network will be evaluated using several metrics:
throughput, end-to-end latency, network latency, etc.

As future work, we will evaluate different solutions for those OPA elements whose
behavior is not publicly documented.

2.2.1 Simulation model

Our first step in the simulation tool development has been to define a design approach based
on the public information available [17, 18] and to design a specific simulation tool suitable
for OPA. Specifically, we have developed OPASim, an event-driven, flexible, open-source,
efficient and fast simulation tool that models the specific details of the OPA switch with
enough granularity and accuracy.

We assume that each link transmits one flit per cycle. Hence, the bandwidth is defined
based on the needed number of clock cycles and the flit size. Figure 2.1 details the 48-port
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switch model that we have considered and implemented into the tool OPASim. For different
number of ports the structure can be easily extrapolated.

Inside of an OPA switch we can configure an important range of bandwidths. We have
defined the input/output bandwidth (12.5 Gbps) as a reference, assuming that a x3 port
presents a speed-up of 3 and so it can deliver 3 flits/cycle. The number of input and output
ports is represented as INPORTS:OUTPORTS in the crossbar elements (MPort xBars and
Central Crossbar). For instance, in Figure 2.1, the MPort0 xBar has 4 input ports and 6
output ports (4:6), and the Central Crossbar is configured with 24 input ports and 48 output
ports (24:48). The model assumed in this figure includes the following elements:

• Input buffers: They store the flits from the input ports. There is one input buffer per
input port.

• Routing unit: There is one routing unit per input buffer.

• MPort Xbar: This crossbar has 4 input ports, one per input buffer; and 6 output ports:
4 ports to output buffers and 2 ports for the Central Crossbar. Note that the 75 GBps
link to the Central Crossbar is represented in this model as 2 links. Each link presents
a speed-up of x3 (it may deliver 3 flits/cycle) resulting on 2 Links×3×(12.5Gbps) =
75 Gbps.

• Output buffers: They store the flits of the output ports. There is one output buffer per
output port.

• Input arbiter: Given an input buffer, it selects the virtual line (VL) that participates in
the next allocator phase. The more VLs, the bigger the arbiter is.

• Output arbiter: Given an output buffer, it chooses which input port is going to transmit
flits. A flit can arrive at this output buffer coming from an input buffer or from the
Central Crossbar.

Regarding the events used in the simulation model, OPASim defines the typical events
for a pipelined switch architecture:

• IB (Input Buffering): Each input buffer can receive 1 flit/cycle. The flit arrives at an
input port and is stored in the corresponding queue, depending on the VL. If that flit is
the packet header flit, it is set as RT-ready to call the routing unit which determines
the flit output port. In other case, it is set as X-ready, and is stored on the input
buffer waiting to be moved to the appropriate output or Central Crossbar buffer. This
grant depends on if the destination port is in the same MPort or it needs to cross the
Central Crossbar. If the destination of a given flit is not in the same MPort (because
that destination is not directly connected to the MPort), then it will need to cross the
Central Crossbar. For example, let’s suppose that in an OPA switch with 48 ports and
4 ports per MPort (like the model despicted in Figure 2.1 ), a flit needs to travel from
the input port 0 to the output port 5. The input port is on the MPort 0 (which contains
input ports from 0 to 3) and the output port is on the MPort 1 (which contains output
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ports from 4 to 7), hence, the flit must cross the Central Crossbar in order to achieve
MPort 1.

• RT (RouTing): If the header flit of the packet is tagged as RT-ready, the event performs
the routing function, i.e. it determines the output port to reach the packet destination
node. After that, the header flit is tagged as VA-SA-ready and the input buffer, which
stores this flit, is eligible for the VA-SA stage. Note that this event is only applied to
header flits, non-header flits always follow the header flit path through the switch. The
routing function is configurable by the user and must be according to the configured
topology.

• VA-SA (Virtual Allocator and Switch Allocator): A two-stage allocator is considered:

– Virtual Allocator: Each input arbiter, with at least one VA-SA-ready header flit
on it, chooses a VL that will be allowed to deliver a packet. In our first approach,
the input arbiter is a round-robin arbiter. However, we are developing more
sophisticated arbiters able to provide applications with Quality of Service (QoS).
Note that, because the Central Crossbar ports have VLs as well, this allocator
stage is also performed on the input ports of the Central Crossbar.

– Switch Allocator: Each output arbiter chooses an input buffer with a VL assigned
from the previous stage. The selected input buffers will be allowed to move a
packet to an output buffer or to the Central Crossbar buffer, depending on whether
the requested output port is on the same MPort, as we explained before. Buffers
allowed to transmit tag the top header flit as X-ready. A central buffer has to
arbitrate between the 4 input buffers which are connected to its MPort. An output
buffer has to arbitrate between the 24 Central Crossbar buffers and its 4 MPort
buffers.

• X (Xbar): Once the allocation is performed, the input and Central Crossbar buffers,
which were selected on the VA-SA stage, transmit those flits tagged as X-ready to the
appropriate output buffer or Central Crossbar buffer. If a packet is moved from an
input buffer to the Central Crossbar, the header flit is tagged again as VA-SA-ready
in order to perform a VA-SA stage from Central Crossbar buffers to output buffers.
Flits that reach the requested output buffer are tagged as OB-ready. The bandwidth
depends on the input/output pair: 3 flits/cycle can be delivered from input buffers to
Central Crossbar buffers, while 4 flits/cycle can be sent from Central Crossbar buffers
to output buffers.

• OB (Output Buffering): Each output buffer with OB-ready packets chooses which VL
will send flits to the neighbor switch. The scheduler selects a VL to each output buffer
with OB-ready packets and enough credits to transmit at least one packet. When an
output buffer transmits the last flit of the packet (i.e., the tail flit), the output buffer is
released and the scheduler selects another VL. Each output port can send 1 flit/cycle.
At this point, QoS and packet preemption can be applied. In our first approach, the
VL selection process is performed by a round-robin scheduler and packet preemption
is not implemented yet.
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Figure 2.2: Latency distribution among the different events.

At the input, output and central buffers, VLs are dynamically managed, which means that
we do not have an independent buffer per VL. Instead, the buffer storage space is divided
according to the traffic requirements. We ensure a minimum and a maximum space per VL.
This strategy also provides much more flexibility than having a fixed buffer space for each
VL [104]. This flexibility is specially useful for future QoS purposes.

2.2.2 Stage latencies

According to the available information [17, 18], a packet needs 100 ns to cross the switch.
We have analyzed each possible source of delay in our OPA simulation model and distributed
the latency among the functional units of the pipelined switch architecture. Figure 2.2 shows
the latency distribution among the different actions performed across simulation events.
Assuming that there is no contention in the switch, the total latency of a packet header flit
from its injection to its transmission to the next switch is:

• The source NIC injects the header flit, represented by the “NIC injects a flit” state in
Figure 2.2 (top left).

• The flit adds INJ cycles to the total latency of this packet.

• After that, the header flit triggers the “Input Buffering and Routing” event. The input
buffering latency is SB cycles and the routing latency is RT cycles. At this point, the
accumulated latency of the header flit is INJ +RT + SB cycles.

• Then, that flit is processed by the “Allocation” event, triggered by the “Routing”
event. The “Allocation” event adds the latency AT to the header flit, since this event
perfoms the virtual allocation and the switch allocation. The total flit latency is now
INJ +RT + SB + AT cycles.

• The next events triggered are “Cross MPort Xbar” and “Cross Central Xbar”, where
the flit is moved to an output buffer or to a Central Crossbar buffer, depending on
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the output MPort of the packet. If the flit travels to an output buffer, then the flit
adds X and SB cycles to the final latency. However, if the flit has to cross a Central
Crossbar buffer, the flit adds X + AT + X + SB cycles. This is because the header
flit will have to cross its MPort, then the “Allocation” event will happen again, it will
be sent from the Central Crossbar buffer to the output buffer, and finally, it will be
stored on the output buffer. In Section 2.2.1 (VA-SA and X events descriptions),
more details about this process can be found. Then, the total latency at this point
is INJ +RT + 2 SB + 2 AT + 2 X cycles.

• Note that there is no latency associated with the Central Crossbar buffers storage, as
we consider those to be “perfect” buffers1. This means that buffers do not require any
additional time to store data.

• Finally, the header flit is sent to the neighbor switch. Then, the latency required to go
through the link is added (i.e., FLY ). Therefore, the final latency is INJ + RT +
2 SB + 2 AT + 2 X + FLY cycles in the worst scenario without contention, which
means that the flit does not have to wait to use the switch resources.

It is important to note that we have taken into account two assumptions: the output
buffering latency includes serializer and transmission latency and the input buffering latency
includes also the deserializer latency.

Finally, we assume that each port has a bandwidth of 100 Gbps and the flit size is 64 bits.
This means that the operational frequency is 1.6 GHz. Given that, the latency is 160 cycles
in the worst case. The latency distribution is: 32 cycles for routing, 50 cycles for storing in
input/output buffers, 16 cycles for arbitration, 2 cycles for Mport/Central Xbar and 8 cycles
for transmission.

2.3 OPA support for QoS

In this section, we explain the support that OPA offers to provide applications with QoS.
According to [17], QoS is supported via Virtual Fabrics (vFabrics), Traffic Classes (TCs),
Service Levels (SLs), Service Channels (SCs) and Virtual Lanes (VLs). First, we will detail
how these entities are proposed to be used:

• Virtual Lanes (VLs) provide dedicated receive buffer space for incoming packets at
switch ports. VLs are also used for avoiding routing deadlocks. The Intel Omni-Path
architecture supports up to 32 VLs.

• Service Channels (SCs) differentiate packets from different Service Levels. The SC
is the only QoS identifier stored in the packet header. Each SC is mapped to a single
VL, but a VL can be shared by multiple SCs. The SCs are used for avoiding topology

1This assumption has been taken for the sake of simplicity. In the early state of the simulation model
development, we have realized that latency of these buffers have a huge impact in the performance, in real
systems this latency has to be very low.
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deadlocks and avoiding head of line blocking between different traffic classes. The
Intel Omni-Path architecture supports up to 32 Service Channels, however SC15 is
dedicated to in-band fabric management.

• Service Levels (SL) are a group of SCs. An SL may span multiple SCs, but an SC is
only assigned to one SL. SLs are used for separating high priority packets from lower
priority packets belonging to the same application or Transport Layer or avoiding
protocol deadlocks. The Intel Omni-Path architecture supports up to 32 SLs.

• Traffic Classes (TC) represent a group of SLs aimed to distinguish applications’ traffic.
A TC may span multiples SLs, but each SL is only assigned to a TC. The Intel Omni-
Path architecture supports up to 32 TCs.

• A vFabric is a set of ports and one or more application protocols. For each vFabric, a
set of QoS policies are applied. A given vFabric is associated with a TC for QoS and
a partition for security.

SLs are mapped to SCs via the SL2SC and SC2SL tables, depending on whether the
packets are sent or received, respectively. Each SC carries traffic of a single SL in a single
TC, and the Fabric Manager (FM), configures how SCs map onto the VL resources at each
port. The FM is the responsible of: discovering the fabric’s topology, provisioning the fabric
components with identifiers, formulating and provisioning routing tables and monitoring
utilization, performance and error rates. A configurable VLArbitration algorithm determines
the way packets are scheduled through multiples VLs. In addition, packet preemption can
be configured to allow a higher priority packet to preempt a lower priority packet. Packet
preemption means that a packet using a high priority VL, arriving at the output port, can
preempt an in-progress packet in order to minimize the latency of the high priority packet.
Once the high priority packet is transmitted, the suspended packet resumes its transmission.

Figure 2.3: An example of usage of TCs, SLs, and SCs (taken from [17]).

Figure 2.3 shows an example of the use of TCs, SLs and SCs across the paths followed
by three traffic flows (red, green and blue) in an OPA network. The different links crossed by
these packets are ordered from 1 to 7. In this example, we assume the use of two TCs (TC0
and TC1), three SLs (SL0, SL1 and SL2) and six SCs (SC0, SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4 and SC5).
Moreover, each SL is assigned with two SCs, which, in turn, are mapped to two VLs. TC0
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(i.e., traffic flows red and green) is used for a request/response high level communication
library such as Partitioned Global Address Space protocol (PGAS2). TC0 is assigned with
SL0 (red traffic flow) and SL1 (green traffic flow). SL0 is mapped to SC0 and SC1, and SL1
is mapped to SC2 and SC3. On the other hand, TC1 is used for storage communications.
It is assigned with SL2, and SL2 is mapped to SC4 and SC5. The main goal of assigning
a pair of SCs for each SL is topology deadlock avoidance, as it happens normally in tori
topologies, while the SLs of TC0 are used for avoiding protocol deadlocks. As we can see
in the figure, packets can change of SC link by link; however, the SL and TC are always
consistent end-to-end [17].

2.3.1 Simple Bandwidth Table

In this section, we will explain a QoS algorithm, called Simple Bandwidth Table (SBT). SBT
is based on an arbitration table per output port with two columns: the first column records
a Service Level (SL) and the second column stores an associated weight for each SL. Table
2.1 shows an example where two SLs are considered: SL0, which has a weight of 55; and
SL1, which has a weight of 45. These associated weights represent how many packets each
SL may deliver on each output port. Weights are subtracted 1 by 1 when a packet on a
output port and SL is delivered. When a table runs out of weight, the SBT algorithm resets
weights. However, there is an exception: if an SL does not have enough weight left but it is
the only one with packets ready for delivery, the SBT algorithm allows the transmission to
avoid starvation and waste the link bandwidth. This way, the total bandwidth is split. The
bandwidth division is given by the ratio between entries. For example, an SBT with one SL
and associated weights of 20, will get 100% of the bandwidth. An SBT with two SLs and an
associated weight of 20 and 10 respectively, the first SL will get 66,6% and the second SL
will get 33,3% of the total bandwidth. For the sake of simplicity, we have established that
the sum of all entries has to be 100. In this way, the ratio can be easily computed.

Table 2.1: Simple Bandwidth Table QoS algorithm.

SL Weight
0 55
1 45

Algorithm 1 shows the generic mechanisms of the SBT QoS algorithm on every port,
where the getTopFlit(vl) function allows to extract the VL top flit, i.e. the packet header
flit, given an VL. Since the architecture uses virtual cut-through as switching technique, this
algorithm is only applied to header flits, so that body and tail flits will always follow the
header flit. Note that the arbitration table has one entry per SL. Furthermore, according to
[17], the SC is the only QoS identifier contained in packets. Because of that, SC2SL tables
are used to get the SL from the SC packet identifier.

Each output port implements one arbitration table and each arbitration table has as many
entries as SLs in the system. This technique and all QoS mechanisms detailed in Section 2.3

2Partitioned Global Address Space languages combine the programming convenience of shared memory
with the locality and performance control of message passing.
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Algorithm 1 Simple Bandwidth Table QoS algorithm in switches’ ports.
1: procedure SBT(switch, outport)
2: vl_with_cells_ready_but_no_weight← maxV Ls
3: for i← 0, NumV Ls do
4: winning_vc← (last_vc_selected+ i)%NumV Ls
5: if flits_V L_ready[i] && Credits_V L_available then
6: flit← getTopF lit(winning_vl)
7: flit_SL← SC2SL[flit.SC]
8: if switch.arbitration_table[outport].table[flit_SL] > 0 then
9: last_vc_selected← winning_vc

10: switch.arbitration_table[outport].table[flit_SL]−−
11: return winning_vc
12: else
13: vl_with_cells_ready_but_no_weight← winning_vc
14: num_dry_entries++
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: if num_dry_entries = switch.arbitration_table[outport].num_entries then
19: resetQoSTable(switch, outport)
20: end if
21: if vl_with_cells_ready_but_no_weight 6= maxV Ls then
22: last_vc_selected← vl_with_cells_ready_but_no_weight
23: return vl_with_cells_ready_but_no_weight
24: end if
25: end procedure
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have been implemented in our simulation tool OPAsim. Moreover, we have implemented
other required mechanisms to enable a detailed and flexible simulation tool in order to be
able to perform comparative experiments.

2.4 Evaluation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of OPA switches using the SBT scheduler. The
main goal of this evaluation is to show that: a) the OPASim tool developed is able to offer the
expected behavior and b) using the OPA features to provide application QoS, the applications
obtain the performance they need. In this evaluation we have used the following metrics:

• End-to-end latency per SL: Average message latency of all the messages labeled with
the same SL measured from generation to reception.

• Network latency per SL: Average message latency of all the messages labeled with the
same SL measured from injection into the network to reception.

• Throughput per SL: The total amount of delivered information per SL expressed in
flits/cycle/NIC.

• Normalized throughput per SL: The total data amount transmitted through the network
per SL expressed in percentage.

To stablish baseline for comparison, a simple Round-Robin output scheduler has been
used. The Round-Robin scheduler distributes equally the total bandwidth among all SLs.
The total bandwidth that each SL will obtain is 1

NumSLs
, where NumSLs is the total amount

of SLs in the system. Hence, the Round-Robin scheduler represents an scenario where any
QoS provision is given. We have analyzed the performance of a single OPA switch with the
configuration of a first generation of OPA switches: 48 ports, flit size of 64 bits, input/output
port queue size of 256 flits, etc. (further details can be found at [17] ). The values shown for
each injection rate are the average of 30 different simulations varying the seed of the random
number generation.

Table 2.2: QoS configuration.

Configuration A Configuration B
SL2SC SC2VL Inj. Per. Arb. Tab. SL2SC SC2VL Inj. Per. Arb. Tab.
SL SC SC VL SL % SL W SL SC SC VL SL % SL W
0 0 0 0 0 50 0 60 0 1 0 0 0 0 40 0 50
1 1 1 1 1 40 1 30 1 2 1 1 1 50 1 30
2 2 2 2 2 10 2 10 2 3 2 2 2 10 2 20

3 2

We have carried out experiments with two traffic patterns. The first traffic pattern is
random uniform, which creates contention in the network. The second traffic pattern is
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generated by the function dst = (src + 1)%NumNICs, where dst is the NIC destination
identifier, src is the NIC source identifier and NumNICs is the total amount of NICs in
the system, in this case 48 NICs. We have chosen this second traffic pattern because it does
not create contention in the network and we have considered interesting to analyze the SBT
behavior when all SLs may inject as many packets as they want. We have analyzed different
configuration of SLs, SCs, VCs, generation ratios and output tables. For the sake of clarity,
we have plotted each SL in different QoS algorithms with the same line colour and each QoS
algorithm with a different point style.

Table 2.2 shows the SL2SC, SC2VL, generation percentage and output table
configurations. The generation table represents the percentage of messages that each
application with a given SL injects into NICs3 For instance, let’s suppose simulation where
the injection rate is 1 flit/cycle/NIC, using the generation percentages shown in Table 2.2 with
the configuration A, the SLs 0, 1 and 2 will inject 0.5, 0.4 and 0.1 flit/cycle/NIC, respectively.

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the results of both configurations. Each plot shows the metrics
previously described: end-to-end latency (a,b), network latency (c,d), throughput (e,f) and
normalized throughput (g,h) per SL. Results show that the SBT algorithm does not provide
latency guarantees, but only bandwidth guarantees. In the scenario without contention, the
end-to-end latency plots (a,b) have the same trend as the scenario with contention, however, it
achieves lower absolute values than the scenario with contention. When there is no network
contention, packets can use the network resources as soon as they are requested. Therefore,
packets in the network do not suffer additional delays. This fact can be seen in network
latency plots: the network latency remains constant for the scenario without contention (plot
d), whilst network latency fluctuates in the scenario with contention (plot c). When the
network is not in a congested state, the only limitations imposed to SLs are: the generation
rate and the bandwidth division policies (i.e. the output table scheduler). For instance, using
the configuration A, the SL0 generates more traffic than the SL1 and the SL0 has a bigger
percentage of bandwidth reserved, therefore, the end-to-end latency is reduced. The SL2
has a lower amount of guaranteed bandwidth, but it has also a lower number of packets to
transmit. Therefore, the end-to-end latency achieved is lower than that achieved by the SL1.

Regarding throughput, in the scenario with contention, apparently, the scheduler does
not achieve the requirements specified by the output tables. The reason behind this fact is
because the switch is congested from the injection rate 0.7 flits/cycle/NIC, i.e. the switch
receives more traffic than it is capable to deliver, before to reach the theoretical maximum
throughput. For instance, the configuration A specifies 60% of the bandwidth to the SL0,
but the SL only gets 0.45 flits/cycle/NIC. Nevertheless, this means 60% of the achieved
throughput under saturation, which is the percentage stated by the output table. This fact
can be seen in normalized throughput plots (g,h). In the scenario without contention, the
achieved throughput for each SL is almost the same as the one configured in the output
tables.

Note that for the case of the SBT algorithm, the SL1 is penalized, in both configurations,
when there is not enough bandwidth to satisfy the QoS requirements of SLs 0 and 2.

3Our simulation tool does not model the application behavior, just the injection of messages into the NIC
queues, which is commonly referred as message generation.
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While there are enough resources available, SL1 may get 40% of the offered throughput.
Nevertheless, when congestion appears, the total available bandwidth is not enough to deliver
packets generated by SL0 because SL1 has exceeded the reserved bandwidth. The bandwidth
before used by SL1 now is used by SL0 in order to satisfy its QoS requirements. Therefore,
SL1 throughput is reduced to 30%, according to the output table configuration.

2.5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper describes OPASim, which is an OPA-based simulation tool to model the
main characteristics of an OPA switch. In addition to the basic mechanisms that enable
communications between any pair of network devices, we have implemented the main
mechanisms in charge of providing QoS to applications such as SL2SC, SC2VL, arbitration
tables and other elements that allow us to test and compare different QoS policies.

We have tested and compared the SBT output scheduler against a simple Round-Robin
output scheduler. Results show that SBT is able to segregate traffic by SL and provide
bandwidth guarantees with respect to the established comparison baseline, Round-Robin.
We have also been able to confirm that in a congestion state, the system is capable of
redistributing the bandwidth. Therefore, the SBT scheduler performs a well balancing of
the available bandwidth among the output flows.

As a future work, we plan to carry out a comparison of hierarchical and non-hierarchical
crossbar switch architectures in terms of QoS provision. The main goal is to implement
the same output scheduling algorithm in both architectures and to test if the fact of
having different crossbar architectures makes necessary an adaptation of the current output
schedulers. We also want to research what the differences are, if any, between both
architectures in terms of end-to-end packet latency and throughput.
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Figure 2.4: Performance of the SBT output scheduler using the configuration A shown in
Table 2.2 against an Round-Robin (RR) output scheduler. Plots a, c, e and g show the
performance using a traffic with contention and plots b, d, f and h without contention.
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Figure 2.5: Performance of the SBT output scheduler using the configuration B shown in
Table 2.2 against an Round-Robin (RR) output scheduler. Plots a, c, e and g show the
performance using a traffic with contention and plots b, d, f and h without contention.
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3.1. Introduction

Abstract

Simulation is used to evaluate and validate the behavior and performance of computing systems, in particular
the interconnection network in the context of high-performance computing. For the simulation to be performed,
the simulator program must be provided with a mechanism that generates network traffic or workload. Although
synthetic traffic has been widely used, communication from real applications is a better and more representative
workload. With this kind of network workload, the simulations can become slower, especially when simulating
Exascale systems.

In this paper, we extend the VEF trace framework, originally designed for feeding off-chip networks with
MPI traffic, including new functionality related to the on-chip communications and introducing improvements
to speed up the simulations. This way, the VEF framework allows to study the behavior of Exascale
interconnection networks with realistic traffic and in reasonably short times.

Keywords: Interconnection networks, Modeling and simulation tool, Exascale
workloads, Performance evaluation

3.1 Introduction

As it is well known, the interconnection network is a crucial subsystem in high-performance
computing (HPC) systems and data-centers (DCNs). In a lot of these systems, to break the
Exascale barrier in a few years is expected. The world’s most powerful supercomputer is the
Summit [1] from DOE/SC/Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, which offers 201 PFLOPS
of peak performance. On the other hand, the International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts
that the Global Datasphere will grow from 33 Zettabytes (ZB) in 2018 to 175 ZB by 2025
[91], which will make the requirements for storage devices but also skyrocket. Although it is
foreseeable that the number of systems increases, it is does not do so in the same proportion
as the amount of data, and therefore the bandwidth requirements to access that data will also
be greater.

In this scenario, the performance of the interconnection network is crucial, otherwise it
would become the system bottleneck. Therefore, new design proposals of the main aspects
characterizing the interconnection network must guarantee low latency overhead and high
communication bandwidth. Obviously, sometimes it is impossible to physically implement
and test those new proposals, so they must be evaluated and validated using software-based
tools, such as interconnection network simulators.

Interconnection network simulators have traditionally used synthetic traffic as network
workload. However, synthetic traffic is not the workload that real multiprocess applications
generate. In the last decades, the use of application communication traces is becoming a
common strategy to generate the network workload and evaluate the system performance.

The first step regarding application communication traces is to obtain the trace files. A
profiling tool is required, as well as an adequate trace format. VEF framework [14] defines
a trace format and is capable of obtaining and replaying trace files. VEF traces contain
every communication an MPI application generates during its execution. A fundamental
characteristic of VEF traces, which makes them different from the most trace systems,
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is that they contain information about the relationship between communication messages.
Moreover, VEF traces can be used in any network simulator with minimal effort.

Initially, the VEF framework was aimed for MPI communications, which means that it
was intended for off-chip interconnection networks. However, nodes in Exascale systems
will be composed of multiple cores, which allows applying hybrid programming [89] so that
the message passing model coexists with the shared memory model. In this scenario, the
applications will generate two types of messages: those due to the data transfer between
nodes, and those generated by the cache coherence protocols within the nodes. Therefore,
the communication trace files obtained when running these applications should collect both
the traffic between the nodes (off-chip network) and the traffic between the cores in each
node (on-chip network, NoC).

Authors presented an extension to the VEF framework that allows to also collect the
messages generated on the on-chip network [21]. At the moment, the framework can be
used to obtain and manage trace files from both off-chip and on-chip networks, separately.
The next step will be obtaining both types of traffic at the same time when the applications
generate them.

In this paper, further details on the new characteristics and improvements of the
framework are provided. Thus, it is explained how the framework has been extended to
reduce the execution differences with respect to the previous one [21], and how intra NoC tile
latencies and memory auto-mapping have been introduced. Moreover, more details are given
on all the updates made to previous VEF trace format, the problems that led us to update
that format and a comparison with the new trace format in terms of speed up. The related
work has been extended and the evaluation section significantly improved: new simulation
scenarios, new updates in Gem5 full-system, more results and performance metrics, and
a discussion about how NoC trace files combined with MPI trace files may feed Exascale
simulators.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2 reviews the related work
regarding simulation, trace files and tools. The VEF trace framework is explained in Section
3.3, in which we talk about the VEF trace format (Section 3.3.1), the profiling tool (Section
3.3.2) and the trace-replaying library (Section 3.3.3). Section 3.4 shows the results obtained
evaluating the trace model accuracy and, finally, Section 3.5 presents some conclusions.

3.2 Related work

Simulation is commonly used to evaluate, verify and validate the behavior and the
performance of computing systems. Simulation can also help to fine tune new techniques and
proposals before implementing them in a real system, significantly reducing its cost, since
the cost of simulating is significantly lower than the one of manufacturing a real design.

In the particular case of interconnection networks, during the last years extensible, open-
source frameworks have been developed, such as NS-3 [92], OMNeT++ [111], SimGrid [28]
or SST [93]. Some research groups have developed simulators based on these frameworks,
such as Sauron [114], which is based on the OMNeT++ framework. Other research groups
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have developed their own network simulators from scratch, such as BookSim [56] or Topaz
[2]. Other efforts have been focused on the development of tools to save time in the
development, debugging and evaluation of network models, such as the RAAP HPC tools
[68].

An essential aspect in these simulators is how to provide the network workload.
Currently, the traffic generated by the execution of real applications, and recorded in trace
files, is preferred to synthetic traffic. Trace-driven simulation is not a recent topic in the HPC
field, and there exist several tools for capturing the traffic generated by applications. For
instance, MPI incorporates the profiling message interface (PMPI) to facilitate the profiling
and tracing of the MPI applications. There are other instrumentation tools to profile MPI
applications such as VampirTrace [77], TAU [100], PARAVER [86] or Score-P [62]. These
instrumentation tools are able to record every message sent from the processes and to store
the information following a well-defined format.

In the context of network on chips (NoCs), there are several simulators proposed in the
literature. Nostum [66] is a flexible NoC simulator focused on communication primitives
along loss-less switches, and it implements the protocol stack for the link, the network
and the session layers. Nirgam [54], Noxim [29] and Sicosys [88] are general-purpose
interconnection network simulators for multiprocessor systems. These simulators accurately
model a wide variety of router architectures and offer a lower computational cost, achieving
modularity, versatility and connectivity with other systems. Unfortunately, these simulators
obtain results using synthetic traffic or traditional non-self-related trace files. In fact, the
main shortcoming of these simulators is that they do not simulate other components involved
in a chip multi-processor (CMP) architecture, as the memory system, the processing elements
or the interactions with the NoC. This means that these simulators offer lower accuracy.

Another well-known NoC simulator is Garnet2.0 [4], included in the Gem5 [16] full-
system simulator. It provides different operation modes that differ in microarchitectural
details of the modelled on-chip router. Although Garnet2.0 is an excellent tool due to its
accuracy and inter-operability with Gem5, it has some problems of scalability, a limited
standalone functionality and a reduced number of topologies. Furthermore, Gem5 is very
slow because of the large number of simulated elements. Gem5 can capture memory traces
using Google protobuf encoding. Multiple works have been published referring memory
traces such as Elastic traces [53] and ElasticSimMATE [81].

Memory traces are very useful for memory researching, but the implementation of a
cache coherence protocol is compulsory to replay these traces on an arbitrary NoC simulator.
This means that the simulations will take more time to finish and the system will be more
complex. More details about memory traces and VEF traces are included in Section 3.2.1.

Netrace [51] uses a communication library that captures the dependencies at system
memory level into a trace file. However, the NoC is not simulated when the trace file is
generated and, therefore, the dependencies do not include all interactions among the different
components of a CMP system. Moreover, these trace files are very limited to a particular
processor and memory system configuration.

Finally, regarding the trace file generation, there are a few available tools. SynchroTrace
[80] is an architecture-agnostic tool able to capture the interactions between threads in a
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running application, taking into account almost all the system components. Nevertheless,
SynchroTrace requires a complex trace replay framework including an Event Queue
Manager, Thread Scheduler, etc. Moreover, SynchroTrace works at thread level, meaning
that these traces are not directly source/destination node traces.

In our opinion, previous trace files do not have the flexibility required to be replayed
on an arbitrary simulator. For this reason we created our own trace file format, called
VEF, and VEF-TraceLib, an open-source library written in ANSI C, responsible for trace
reading, dependency handling, task execution management, and capable of feeding any
network simulator [13, 14]. Some integration examples of VEF-TraceLib can be found in
[115, 117, 11].

However, applications usually used to measure performance on NoCs do not use
MPI as communication library. Even if these applications use MPI, to create/modify a
communication-library-agnostic tool is a better approach.

We can take advantage of all existent VEF infrastructure for supporting NoC simulators.
We have a system-agnostic trace format and a trace-replay library. Hence, we only
need to get representative traces of NoC traffic, in order to support on-chip and off-chip
communications in the same framework.

3.2.1 VEF traces vs. memory traces

Gem5 includes a tracing mechanism called Elastic Trace, which captures data and
load/store order dependencies instrumenting a detailed out-of-order processor model called
DerivO3CPU. Elastic Trace is capable of tracking dependency information inside the
processor pipeline. Gem5 also includes the Trace CPU model which plays back Elastic
Trace files. The execution time average error of Elastic Trace is between 7% and 17 % [53].
However, the Elastic Trace system average speed up is 8x. The main drawback is that to
extract traces from multithread applications is not allowed. However, one of the biggest
advantages is that the configuration parameters may be modified without losing more than a
17% of precision in terms of execution time.

In order to solve the multithread applications problem, ElasticSimMATE framework
has been presented. The tool is compatible with both OpenMP 3.0 and POSIX thread
APIs. Recording synchronization traces requires using a specific Gem5 pseudo-instruction
created for this purpose. This pseudo-instruction requires to be inserted either manually or
automatically by means of an instrumented runtime system. These traces can be very useful
for those studies focusing on memory-system exploration, achieving an average speed up of
5x [81]. The Elastic trace files are fast, accurate and portable.

On chip network simulators are very complex, since simulate a wide variety of elements
(e.g. on chip routers, links, routing protocols, power consumption models, etc.) and in
a very detailed way. Therefore, the simulation time is very high. To replay Elastic trace
files on an arbitrary NoC simulator, the implementation of a cache coherence protocol is
required, further increasing the simulator complexity and simulation time. Furthermore, not
every communication included in the memory traces will end up in a network packet. This
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information is useless for a NoC simulator, and will increase the execution time and the
final trace size. Memory access traces such as Elastic traces are not a good option for NoC
simulators, and a more specific mechanism is required to obtain the traces.

VEF3 traces do not require a complete cache coherence protocol, and moreover, the
users do not need to know how these protocols work. These trace files only include
communications that could end up in a message through the NoC. Therefore, VEF3 traces are
a better option for NoC simulators than Elastic Traces or any other memory traces. Finally,
as far as we know, the only implementation of Elastic Traces has been done in Gem5. This
could mean that its integration in another simulator will be a time consuming task.

3.3 VEF3 trace framework

We have developed a set of tools that allow us to obtain trace files containing the
communication generated by applications running in large computing systems, and to use
them as workload in interconnection network simulators. Initially, the VEF framework was
aimed to MPI communications, and so it was intended for off-chip networks. We have
extended the framework functionality and now to capture the communication generated by
several threads of the application running inside a computing multicore is also possible.

The main components of the framework are a profiler to obtain the traces, a library
to manage them and the trace format. All of them have had changes up to the current
version. For instance, the first trace format version (VEF) only included point-to-point
MPI communications, while collective MPI communication was added in the second version
(VEF2). The new VEF3 trace format includes new message dependencies for speeding up
the simulations. In the following sections we offer details of the VEF framework, paying
special attention to the new improvements presented in this document.

3.3.1 VEF3 Self-Related traces

The VEF3 trace format is based on the VEF2 trace format [13]. Although VEF
traces were originally designed for MPI profiling purposes, modeling the cache hierarchy
communications is also possible using the VEF2 trace format (see Section 3.3.1.5). Not
only that: since we have developed a library [13] for replaying VEF traces (VEF-TraceLib),
we can use the same library to replay both MPI traces and NoC traces. This way, we
have extended the VEF trace format to support on-chip communications, preserving the
compatibility with MPI VEF traces. A VEF3 trace is composed of two files, a .vef file
(Section 3.3.1.1) and a .names file (Section 3.3.1.2).

3.3.1.1 Vef files

A VEF3 trace is a plain text file containing all the information needed to model the
communications between different MPI tasks or different elements of the cache hierarchy.
A trace comprises multiple records, being each line an independent record. We can
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distinguish three kinds of records into the traces: the trace header, the communicators, and
the communication records.

1. Trace header. This is the first line in the file and contains basic trace information. Its
format is the following:

VEF3 nNodes nMsgs nCOMM nCollComm nLocalCollComm noRecvDep clock

where:

– VEF3 indicates the VEF trace format version.

– nNodes is the total amount of memory devices (L1 caches, L2 caches, directories,
etc) in NoC traces1. In MPI traces, this field indicates the total number of MPI
tasks.

– nMsgs is the number of point-to-point communication records.

– nCOMM is the number of MPI communicators. Since the communicators are
not necessary for NoC traces, this field is set to “1” and we only create a virtual
communicator for all memory devices.

– nCollComm is the number of global collective communications, only used for
MPI traces and set to “0” for NoC traces.

– nLocalCollComm is the number of local collective communications, only used
for MPI traces and set to “0” for NoC traces.

– noRecvDep is a deprecated parameter maintained for compatibility.

– clock is the clock resolution measured in picoseconds. Since the trace time fields
are measured in a full-system simulator in cycles, is necessary to calculate the
cycles on an arbitrary NoC simulator. This field has been included in VEF32.

2. Communicators, or COMMs, indicate communicators in the MPI trace. They are not
necessary in shared-memory communications, and for compatibility reasons, we add
to each NoC trace a virtual communicator with all possible destinations. Its format is
the following:

C0 element0[element1...elementn−1]

where:

– CO is the COMM identifier composed of the character “C” followed by a unique
natural number, in this example “0”.

– [element0...elementn−1] are the memory device identifiers. For example,
cache L1 inside node 0 could have identifier 1. The identifiers assignation is
responsibility of the simulator.

1We will use “NoC traces” to refer to the trace files containing the communication the NoC supports.
2 For MPI traces, this field is the clock resolution of a POSIX clock (1 ns, i.e. 1000 ps).
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3. Communication records. They contain the communications generated by the
MPI tasks or the cache hierarchy elements. Each record contains its dependency
relationship with other communication records. There are two types of these records:
point-to-point communications records, and collective communication records. We
focus on the point-to-point communication records3. The format of these records is
the following:

ID src dst length Dep dTime IDdep

where:

– ID is the message identifier, unique for each message.

– src is the source memory device identifier in NoC traces or it is the source task identifier
in MPI traces.

– dst is the destination memory device identifier in NoC traces or it is the source task
identifier in MPI traces.

– length is the size of the message measured in bytes.

– Dep is the type of dependency between records. Section 3.3.1.3 explains this in detail.

– dTime is the injection time or the dependency time, measured in cycles.

– IDdep is the record identifier on which the current record depends on.

Table 3.1 shows an example of a .vef file. Note that each trace section is delimited and
annotated on the right side.

3.3.1.2 Names files

The reason to have this file separated from the .vef file is because on the original VEF format,
every process is a task that can be distinguished with a natural number (ID). In on-chip
communications there are several memory devices communicating (L1, L2, etc.) with each
other and we cannot accurately distinguish them. For example, the ID 1 could be a L1, L2,
DMA, etc., in short, could be any memory device. However, if we take a look to the .names
file we can know what memory device is represented with the ID 1.

In order to preserve compatibility and be able to know the relationship between IDs and
memory devices, we decided to add this file to each trace with this information. Furthermore,
these files can be very useful to map memory devices in network interfaces (NI) during the
trace replay process. The .names file contains the following information:

– NODES:n:m is the first file line. It shows the total amount of memory devices (n) and
the latencies in cycles between any memory device attached to the same NoC tile (m),
being n and m natural numbers.

3Note that, although we do not use the collective records in NoC traces, the VEF trace format has the
capability of modeling multicast operations. This is an extra advantage of the VEF trace format, since it will
allow us to reproduce communications of another cache coherence protocol that performs multicast operations.
For more information about collective operations, see [13].
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– id:element_n, being id the memory device ID, shown in the .vef file as source (src)
or destination (dst). element indicates the kind of memory device, being the most
common possibilities: L1Cache, L2Cache, Directory and DMA. Finally, n indicates
to which NoC tile the memory device was attached on the simulation that generated
the trace.

Table 3.2 shows an example of a .names file. Note that this file is associated with the
.vef file shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: VEF3 sample trace (.vef)

VEF3 50 29 1 0 0 0 1000 // Header
C0 0 1 2 3 4 5 ... // Comms.
0 0 18 8 4 17 -1 /* Comm.
1 0 18 8 5 0 0 (send and
3 18 0 8 6 2 0 receive
4 18 0 72 6 2 1 messages)*/
5 0 18 8 2 2 3
6 0 18 8 2 2 4
7 0 17 8 5 2 6
8 0 17 8 5 0 7

Table 3.2: VEF3 sample trace (.names)

NODES:50:2 // Header
0:L1Cache_0 /* Identifier
1:L1Cache_1 (Memory devices
... with their associated
17:L2Cache_1 Ids and NoC tile) */
18:L2Cache_2
...
47:Directory_15
48:DMA_0
49:DMA_1

3.3.1.3 Dependency types

The field Dep is probably the most relevant field in the communication records. This field
allows the VEF traces to be self-related, and indicates the condition that must be satisfied to
process the following record in the workflow of each memory device. The dependency types
are the following4:

0: Independent records: they correspond to the first messages sent by the memory
devices or MPI tasks. These records do not depend on other records and are processed
at the cycle dT ime, being IDdep = −1.

1: Send dependency: the record can be processed when a previous message, whose
identifier is specified in IDdep, is sent by the current device/task. The processing of
this record is programmed dT ime cycles after the IDdep message was sent.

2: Receive dependency: the current record can be processed after a message generated
by another memory device or MPI task, whose identifier is specified in IDdep, is
received by the current memory device/task. During the simulation, when the previous
record is processed, two things happen with the current record:

– The waited message has been received. In this case, the processing of the record
is programmed dT ime cycles after the IDdep message was received.

4Note that dependency types have the same behavior either on MPI or NoC traces.
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– The message has not been received. In this case, the execution of the memory
device/task is stopped until the message is received. Then, the processing of the
current record is programmed dT ime cycles after the reception of the desired
message.

3: Group dependency: the current record can be processed after a previous collective
communication has finished. Only used in MPI traces.

4: Independent records and trigger: as the first dependency value, this record does not
depend on a previous record and is also a “trigger message”. A message is a “trigger”
message when the receiver has a record that depends on the reception of this message.

5: Send and trigger: send dependency and trigger message.

6: Receive and trigger: receive dependency and trigger message.

7: Group dependency and trigger: the current record shows a group dependency and is
a trigger message. Only used in MPI traces.

Note that the dependencies from 4 to 7 were not considered in the previous version of
the VEF2 trace format. These dependencies have been added in the VEF3 trace format to
speed up the replay process. In the previous version, when a message is received, VEF-
TraceLib checks if this reception triggers a new message. This checking was performed
for all received messages, regardless of whether a new message was triggered or not. This
is because, without these new dependencies, the system has no information about future
messages, forcing to check all the messages that could potentially satisfy its dependency in
the current simulation cycle. With these new dependencies, we significantly speed up the
trace replay process. More details about this issue are given in Section 3.3.1.5 .

3.3.1.4 Example

Let us consider the VEF3 trace chunk shown in Table 3.1, corresponding to a 16 NoC tiles
system running an application. After reading the trace header and the .names file (Table 3.2),
we know the relationship between IDs and memory devices, the number of memory devices
and the clock resolution.

Figure 3.1 shows the communication visual representation. Let us analyse the activity
assuming that a message can be delivered in two cycles to any memory device; a memory
device can process and reply a received message in the same cycle; and a memory device
can deliver two simultaneous messages.

The first and second messages can be sent in cycle 17. The message 0 is independent
(IDdep = -1) and is sent in the cycle indicated in the field dTime. Since the message 1
has a send dependency with the previous one, once the message 0 is sent, the message 1 is
delivered as well.

Two cycles later, in cycle 19, the messages 0 and 1 arrive at the cache L2 in NoC tile
2 (18:L2_Cache2). The messages 3 and 4 have a receive dependency with the messages 0
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Figure 3.1: Communication between the three caches of the trace example.

and 1, respectively. Therefore, the messages 3 and 4 are sent two cycles later, because the
cache needs these cycles to process the received messages. Messages 5 and 6 are in the same
situation than messages 3 and 4. Hence, in cycle 25 they are delivered and received in cycle
27.

The message 7 has a send dependency with the message 6, which is sent in the cycle
25. Therefore, the message 7 is sent two cycles later. The message 8 has a send dependency
with the message 7 that does not have processing cycles, so is sent in the same cycle as the
message 7.

3.3.1.5 From VEF2 to VEF3

As stated at Section 3.3.1, the VEF3 trace format is an extension of VEF2 trace format,
originally designed for MPI profiling. The first version of the trace format only includes
the point-to-point communications, being added the collective communication in the second
version. However, this trace format is not as efficient as desired and, because of that, we had
to improve it.

The main problem regarding the VEF2 trace format is the strategy followed by the trace-
replay library (VEF-TraceLib) to update the record dependencies after receiving a message.
In VEF-TraceLib, each memory device/task has its own message window. The message
window takes n communication records from the trace file, that are loaded in main memory
and processed by VEF-TraceLib to determine if they have to be sent. When a communication
record is used, it is removed from the message window and the library loads a new message
and this process is repeated until the trace file end is reached. When a message arrives
at its destination, the simulator notifies the message arrival to VEF-TraceLib. Then, the
library goes through the arrival message window until: a) it finds a record that depends
on the received message; b) the library checks the entire window message without finding
a dependent record. In case b), a “false fail” can happen. That is, the received message
triggers a new record, but this record has not yet been read from the trace file and added to
the message window. In this case, the simulation will fail after a while.

Therefore, two problems appear; i) to properly adjust the size of the message window;
ii) the amount of time spent cycling through the messages window increases proportionally
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Figure 3.2: Speed-up of VEF3 versus VEF2 trace file format.

with the message window size. Problem i) can be solved by increasing the window size
as much as the computer memory allows us, but the simulation will take much more time,
which is against of the trace-driven simulation goal. However, problem ii) cannot be solved
because it is a consequence of the problem i). For this reason, we decided to update the trace
format in order to solve these problems.

The new VEF3 trace format includes the dependencies 4 to 7, detailed in Section 3.3.1.3.
These new dependencies provide the trace-replay library with more knowledge about the
trace. Therefore, when a message is received, VEF-TraceLib only updates the message
window if the received message is marked as a trigger-message, speeding up the trace-driven
simulation.

We have carried out several experiments in order to determine if the VEF3 format
improves the simulation time. We have extracted some traces from benchmark applications
in the VEF3 trace format and we have downgraded them to the VEF2 trace format. After
that, we have run simulations using both traces, measured the simulation times and checked
the speed up.

We have chosen the Parsec 3.0 benchmark suite to perform our experiments. More
details about the benchmarks can be found in Section 3.4.1.

Figure 3.2 shows the speed up achieved on each application. The best case is vips with
the input simsmall achieving a speed up of 44.01x. The worst case is raytrace with
the input simdev achieving a speed up of 1.029x.

The message window has been fixed to 500,000 messages in order to make a proper
comparison between different applications and inputs. Note that in Figure 3.2 there is a
selection of Parsec 3.0 benchmark applications. However, there are enough benchmark
programs to extract conclusions about the VEF2 versus the VEF3 trace formats.

3.3.2 VEF3 profiler

To obtain the traces, we need a tool capable of capturing the network traffic generated by
an application. In the case of NoC traces, our tool is a modified version of Gem5. We
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have chosen Gem5 because it is one of the most detailed full system simulators, is well
documented and has a great user and developer community.

Since the message generation in shared-memory communication systems depends on
the cache coherence protocol, we have implemented a sniffer interface on it. We have
chosen MOESI_CMP_directory because it is a very popular cache coherence protocol on
CMP systems. However, any cache coherence protocol can be easily modified to include the
sniffer. Figure 3.3a shows a generic sniffer schema on which we base our trace sniffer. Each
memory device has two tiny gray rectangles attached, representing sniffer links. The sniffer
system is composed of:

– Sniffer engine: tracks every message sent or received, computes times, handles
dependencies and stores the final trace into a file.

– Sniffer link: included inside each memory device, it communicates every message to
the sniffer engine. Two kinds of sniffer links can be distinguished: send and receive
sniffer links.

Before a message is sent or received, the sniffer analyzes the message, finding out the
source and destination information, determining the dependencies with other messages and
calculating how many cycles have been necessary for the system to process the information
according to those dependencies.

We could also capture the messages at network level. However, using this approach, the
source and destination of a message are defined in terms of NIs instead of cache devices. In
other words, NIs hide this information due to the packing process. By capturing the traffic at
the cache hierarchy level, we achieve more flexibility during the trace replay process, since
the cache devices can be mapped to NIs as desired.

Once the application finishes its execution, the sniffer stores all the information
following the VEF3 format.

3.3.2.1 Sniffer switching

During a full system simulation, many things happen before the parallelized code of the
simulated application starts to be executed. If we want to obtain its communication trace, we
face two possibilities; i) to capture all the traffic from the beginning of the simulation; ii) to
switch on the sniffer in the most representative application region.

We have developed both options because this allows us much more flexibility. The first
option is easy to be developed, but the second one is more complicated. In order to develop
the second option, we took advantage of a Gem5 special instruction called M5ops [67], that
allows us to change the simulation state inserting these instructions in the application source
code. Moreover, including these special instructions into our applications, we can perform
specific actions like setting a checkpoint, resetting the stats, dumping the stats into a file,
etc. Taking advantage of this feature, we extend the set of M5ops instructions including
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two new ones: VEF_enable and VEF_disable, which enable and disable the sniffer,
respectively.

The next step is to modify the applications in order to include the new M5ops instructions
into the source code. As we point out in Section 3.4.1, we have chosen the Parsec 3.0
benchmark suite. We decided to place our new M5ops instructions inside the source code of
the Parsec 3.0 profiling library because every benchmark application uses this library to be
executed. This strategy avoids to place the new instructions in every benchmark application.

Figure 3.3b shows where and how the new M5ops instructions are placed, as well as
other instructions used for managing the statistics collected until the application reaches
the VEF_disable instruction. Each application of the Parsec benchmark suite defines a
Region of Interest (ROI), that represents the computationally intensive and parallelized phase
of the application, ignoring the initialization and the shutdown phase. These different phases
are delimited in the source code by the Hooks library. For this reason, we have included
the new M5ops instructions in the Hooks library: we can insert these instructions in all the
applications making minimal changes in the benchmark source code.

After building the Parsec benchmark suite inside the simulated operating system on
Gem5, it is possible to record the communications and to collect accurate statistics only
during the ROI phase. Using both the trace and the statistics obtained, we have the possibility
to evaluate our sniffer model.

3.3.3 VEF-TraceLib

VEF-TraceLib is the library responsible for replaying the VEF traces and it can be integrated
in any interconnection network simulator. The library allows to simulate multiple VEF
traces, add traces to the simulation on the fly, to allocate any task/memory devices to any
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NI and manage all the task/memory device activities transparently to the simulator, which
only receives requests for sending messages between two different NIs. Note that, although
NoC traces and MPI traces are obtained using different tools, both kind of traces can be used
in the same simulation.

As we exposed in our previous work [21], using VEF-TraceLib2.4, results obtained are
accurate enough, but in a few applications there are still significant differences in the network
throughput. These differences are caused by the intra-messages in VEF-TraceLib2.4. An
intra-message is a message between two memory devices attached to the same NI (e.g. L1
and L2 caches of the same NoC tile). The intra-messages are managed by VEF-TraceLib2.4
and the network simulator has no knowledge of these messages.

Therefore, in the simulation using VEF-TraceLib2.4 + Garnet2.0, Garnet has no
information about the intra-messages, but Garnet takes into account these messages in the
Gem5 simulation. For this reason, there are significant throughput differences if the number
of intra-messages is high enough.

In order to improve the trace-replay accuracy and facilitate the use of the library, we
have updated VEF-TraceLib2.4 to VEF-TraceLib2.5 including intra NoC tile latencies and
memory devices auto-mapping.

3.3.3.1 Intra NoC tile latencies

VEF-TraceLib1.0 was originally developed for off-chip networks. In these systems, the MPI
communications between tasks mapped in the same node do not require to use the off-chip
network. For this reason, these communications must be managed by VEF-TraceLib1.0.
Since we do not want to implement a complex NoC (remember that our main objective is to
speed up the simulation), we implement a “perfect” network inside VEF-TraceLib1.0. This
model is only composed of a fixed bandwidth configurable by the user. VEF-TraceLib1.0
simply uses this fixed bandwidth and the message size to calculate the number of cycles
required to deliver this message in the NoC.

However, this “perfect” network does not model the behavior of the intra-messages in
the Gem5 simulation, generating significant differences between the full-system and the
trace-driven simulation. To smooth the intra-messages impact, we have implemented new
configuration options that take control of the intra NoC tile latencies in the new version
VEF-TraceLib2.5. Currently, the latency information can be set from multiple sources:

– “Perfect” network with a fixed bandwidth (intra NoC tile of previous library versions).

– From .names files generated by our modified Gem5 version (see Section 3.3.1.2). In
Gem5, the link latencies cannot be configured separately; this is, every link in the
system always has the same latency value. Hence, the latency between all the intra
NoC tile memory devices is set to the same value, which is indicated in the .names
file.

– Setting latencies manually when configuring VEF-TraceLib2.5 at the start of the
simulation. Users can manually define each latency between any given memory
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device. This method provides a lot of flexibility allowing almost any latency
configuration.

– From a default latency value. If the intra NoC tile latencies mode is enabled, we set a
default value of 1 cycle on each memory device.

These changes aim to reduce full-system versus trace-driven simulation differences.
Note that our goal is to speed up simulations maintaining the accuracy with respect to the
full-system execution.

3.3.3.2 Memory devices auto-mapping

As we briefly explained in Sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.2, memory devices have to be mapped
into NIs. This is because in a NoC simulation memory devices are not simulated, but only the
interconnection devices (switches, arbiters, buffers, etc.). VEF-TraceLib takes care of them
managing their messages. However, VEF-TraceLib needs to know which memory device is
connected to each NoC tile or NI.

Using the previous VEF-TraceLib versions, the final user was the responsible of mapping
each memory device in the desired NI. The new library version, VEF-TraceLib2.5, brings
the possibility to auto-map memory devices, replicating the same configuration used in the
full-system simulation. The auto-mapper reads the .names files to know where the memory
devices were mapped in the full-system simulation. The only exception are DMA devices,
since these particular memory devices are always mapped into NI 0, matching with the Gem5
DMA mapping policy. Manual mapping is still available, allowing any mapping desired by
the user.

3.3.3.3 Integration of VEF-TraceLib in Gem5

One of our objectives is to check the accuracy of the NoC trace model and for that we
compare it against full-system executions (Section 3.4), comparing the statistics obtained
for the network simulator Garnet in both scenarios. For this purpose, we have developed a
trace reader inside Gem5 using VEF-TraceLib2.5. The main drawback of this proposal is
that messages in Garnet cannot be sent between NIs directly. Instead, they have to follow
the same shared-memory approach employed in the full-system. In order to solve this issue,
we based our reader on the system used by Gem5 to generate synthetic traffic. This system
is composed of the custom cache coherence protocol called Garnet standalone [45] and a
CPU model which generates the network workload. Figure 3.3 shows how a message is sent
from Core 0 to Core 1 using the cache hierarchy and the shared-memory philosophy.

Hence, we have included VEF-TraceLib2.5 inside the new CPU model. Every cycle,
the CPU model asks the library if there are new messages to be sent, delivering these
messages following the Garnet standalone mechanism. When a message reaches its network
destination, Garnet communicates the reception to the CPU model, and VEF-TraceLib2.5
processes the received message. More detailed information about the integration of VEF-
TraceLib in other simulators can be found in [14].
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Figure 3.3: Garnet standalone mechanism to send messages to NoC tiles.

3.4 Experiments and results

The aim of this section is to highlight the acceleration in trace-based simulations due to the
improvements introduced in the VEF framework. It is also important to check the accuracy
of the trace-based simulations and therefore we have compared the results obtained when
trace files are used in the interconnection network simulator with the ones obtained from
full-system simulations.

Next, we show the obtained results, but previously we indicate the scenarios considered
and the modifications in Gem5 to develop the experiments.

3.4.1 Simulation scenario

We have used our custom Gem5 version to generate and replay the VEF3 traces files. We
have not used checkpoints to run the experiments. This is because we faced some problems
to reuse checkpoints when a change in any aspect (i.e. topology) was required.

We have used a modified version of the Parsec 3.0 benchmark suite to perform our
experiments. Parsec 3.0 is one of the most famous set of applications for NoC benchmarking.
Moreover, this benchmark suite is user-friendly, including a manager to abstract the specific
use of each application and a profiling library, called Hooks.

In all the experiments, we have configured Gem5 and Garnet2.0 using the parameters
shown in Table 3.3 as baseline (default parameters). We have performed a series of
experiments in which we have changed just one parameter and ran a collection of Parsec
3.0 benchmark programs. The sets of experiments are the following:

• Topology mesh_XY + link width 672 bits + default parameters
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• Topology torus + link width 672 bits + default parameters

• Topology mesh_XY + link width 128 bits + default parameters

• Topology torus + link width 128 bits + default parameters

Table 3.3: Parameters used in the experiments (default parameters).

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Ruby-clock 1GHz Number of L1 caches 16
sys-clock 1GHz Number of L2 caches 16
cpu-clock 1GHz Number of directories 16
Network model Garnet2.0 Number of nodes 1
Topology size 4x4 Number of NoC tiles per node 16
Kernel version 3.4.112 Memory model Ruby
Routing Algorithm DOR CPU model DerivO3CPU

As we pointed out in Section 3.3.3, VEF-TraceLib2.5 is now the responsible for the
mapping strategy. Therefore, this is not longer a user concern. In the experiments,
each memory device is attached to the same NoC tile it was connected in the full-system
simulation. However, we have only simulated one memory device on the trace-driven
simulation (it is required, as we have explained in Section 3.3.3.3 for sending and receiving
packets through the network). This means that in trace-driven simulations, no matter if the
source of a given message is an L1, L2, etc.. It will be dispatched from the L1 of the same
NoC tile, just as in the full-system simulations. Hence, the L1 port is multiplexed among all
memory devices in the NoC tile.

The NoC router in trace-driven simulations has at most 5 ports, 1 port for connecting the
L1 and 4 ports for connecting with neighbor routers, although border and corner NoC routers
on the mesh topology only have 4 and 3 ports, respectively.

Note that in these experiments we have used the DerivO3CPU CPU model, that allows
to get the most detailed experiments which are aimed to compare the full-system execution
with the trace-driven execution.

We have performed the experiments choosing the inputs simdev and simsmall because
they take a reasonable simulation time and their traffic workloads are enough to study the
trace model accuracy.

3.4.2 Custom Gem5

Compared to our previous Gem5 version [21] we have included some new features required
to develop these experiments. Firstly, the torus topology has been implemented. We took
Mesh_XY as baseline and managed to add the additional links, creating this new topology.
The routing protocol is based on shortest path given weighted links, where vertical links have
a weight of 2 and horizontal links have a weight of 1 [4].
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Secondly, VEF-TraceLib2.5 includes functions for obtaining basic information about
the trace execution: total amount of sent bytes, number of sent messages, throughput, etc.
Moreover, these functions offer statistics about the intra-messages. In order to improve the
overall statistics, we have combined the statistics offered by VEF-TraceLib2.5 and Garnet2.0
to be aware of intra NoC tile traffic.

3.4.3 Results

In order to check the accuracy of the trace-based simulations, we have compared the packet
latency and the throughput obtained when trace files are used in the two simulation models
considered (i.e. using Gem5+Garnet2.0 and TraceLib+Garnet2.0). In the case of packet
latency, we have recorded the latency of each packet for the two simulation models and
calculated the differences. Figure 3.4 shows results on the average of all differences.
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Figure 3.4: Latency differences between full-system and trace-driven simulation.

Throughput values for each simulation model have been obtained every 10,000 packets
received by the NIs, and also the differences have been obtained. Figure 3.5 shows data on
the average of all differences.

As it can be seen in both figures, the average differences in latency and throughput are
expressed as a percentage. The absolute values of both metrics for all configurations have
been included as supplementary material.

In Figure 3.4 we can observe that only one case exceeds 1% for average difference,
which is a very positive result. In the case of throughput the differences are slightly higher,
but always less than 5.42%. These results are better than that obtained for Elastic traces,
which are in the range 7-17%.

On the other hand, no dependence is observed on the accuracy results, neither on the
aspects of the network considered (topology, size of the network and link width) nor on
those related to the applications (application and input size). This means, at least from this
point of view, that there are not significant differences between the two simulation models.
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Figure 3.5: Throughput differences between full-system and trace-driven simulation.
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Figure 3.6: Difference of cycles on ROI section using the trace-driven simulation.

Therefore, the differences in terms of two important network performance metrics are
negligible and so we conclude the trace-based network simulator behavior is almost equal to
the full-system.

The main source of differences, either latency or throughput, is caused by intra-
messages, which are messages that have to be sent to memory devices included in the same
NoC tile. Since these messages do not require to be sent through the NoC tile NI, these intra-
messages are internally managed by VEF-TraceLib2.5 when the trace files are replayed.

Intra-messages also have dependencies that must be satisfied before moving to the next
message. For example, in a given time x VEF-TraceLib2.5 finds an intra-message m5 with 4
processing cycles, and the next message is an inter-message m6, that has a send dependency
with m5. VEF-TraceLib2.5 will guarantee that m6 will not be sent before x + 4 cycles.
Hence, intra-message latencies must be configured in a proper way in order to reduce these
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differences. In these experiments we have used the latency and the clock frequency provided
by .names files and the .vef header, respectively.

Even so, there are still some differences between trace–driven and full–system models.
For instance, in the full-system simulations each memory device has its own port to the router
while in the trace-based simulations there is only one shared port for L1, L2 and Directory.
Despite that, the differences are low, and in many cases insignificant.

In addition, for checking accuracy in terms of metrics such as latency and throughput, it
is also interesting to do it considering the ROI execution. This is the computation-intensive
part of the application, in which the most messages will be generated because, on the one
hand, the consistency of the data in the caches must be kept, and, on the other hand, because
there will be more failures in the caches.

Figure 3.6 shows the percentage of difference between trace-driven and full-system
simulations on total cycles executing the ROI section of each application. The difference
is never greater than 4.25%. The best case is raytrace using the simdev input, mesh topology
and link width of 128 bits, with a difference of 0.036%. The worst case is vips using simdev,
torus topology and link width of 128 bits with a difference of 4.25%.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation speed up using the trace-driven simulation.

Another main objective pursued with the improvements introduced in the VEF trace
framework is the reduction of the total simulation time. Figure 3.7 shows the speed up
achieved in each of the configurations considered. The simulation time is reduced in an
important factor which ranges from 7x to 3392x. This means that some simulations that
with the full-system would take days, can be completed with the trace-based system in a few
hours, and even minutes.

This simulation time reduction has great relevance, and is essential when simulating
Exascale systems, where the interconnection network can be composed of hundreds of
thousands of nodes.
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Table 3.4: Trace file sizes and total number of messages for the traces obtained for the mesh
topology with link width of 672 bits.

Benchmark Input Size (MB) Number of messages
Dedup Simsmall 2440 82,138,304
Fluidanimate Simsmall 490 17,098,687
Freqmine Simsmall 332 11,866,998
Raytrace Simsmall 201 7,240,623
Vips Simsmall 3643 122,451,603
Bodytrack Simdev 193 7,027,735
Canneal Simdev 12 458,358
Dedup Simdev 250 9,046,777
Fluidanimate Simdev 141 5,118,125
Freqmine Simdev 263 9,524,430
Raytrace Simdev 12 437,716
Vips Simdev 298 10,773,892

When simulating large systems using trace-based model, an important aspect to consider
is the trace files size. That size can be very large and its handling can slow down the
simulations. Several strategies can be followed so that this is not a problem. We comment
briefly on this issue, using the trace file data used in this work.

Table 3.4 shows the file size in MBs and the total number of messages for each trace
generated in mesh topology with link width of 672 bits. We obtain similar values for
the rest of configurations considered. We consider these file sizes are not too large given
the tremendous amount of messages. Note that trace files are ASCII encoded plain text.
However, trace files may be compressed, which will reduce the total trace file size keeping
the same number of messages. We have tested the size reduction just by compressing dedup
using simsmall input with GNU tar 1.28 [106] getting a total file size of 592MB.

3.5 Conclusions

VEF trace framework provides tools to obtain and manage file traces containing the off- and
on-chip communication generated for applications running in large computing systems. VEF
traces can be used on any interconnection network simulator with minimal effort. A essential
characteristic of VEF traces is that they contain information about the relationship between
communication messages, making the simulations much more realistic.

We present several improvements related mainly to the on-chip communications, which
significantly speed up the simulations and increase their accuracy. Thus, on the one hand,
when using different applications and inputs from the Parsec 3.0 benchmark suite, the
simulation time using VEF traces is reduced in a great factor which ranges from 7x to 3392x.

On the other hand, and to check the accuracy of the trace-based simulations, we have
compared the results obtained using Gem5+Garnet2.0 and TraceLib+Garnet2.0. The results
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show that differences, for instance, in terms of packet latency and throughput respect to the
full-system applications execution are 5.42% in the worst-case scenario.

It is also important to note that collecting on-chip communication at the cache hierarchy
level offers greater possibilities in the cache device mapping process, achieving, in this way,
more flexibility during the trace replay process in any interconnection network simulator.
Other improvements introduced in the framework are related to the auto-mapping the
memory devices into NIs, managing intra-messages and more accurate simulation statistics.

Finally, to point out that VEF trace framework allows us to capture messages from both
off-chip and on-chip networks, for now separately, and our next objective is to capture both
types of traffic that an application generates when is running on an Exascale system.
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4.1. Introduction

Abstract

New hierarchical crossbar switch architectures, such as Omni-Path (OPA) and Cray X2, have appeared
to improve packet latency, reduce overall cost and increase fault tolerance of the high-performance
interconnection networks in supercomputing and data center systems. These and other interconnect
technologies (Infiniband or 40/100 Gigabit Ethernet) include support to provide quality of service (QoS) to the
applications. In this paper, we show how this QoS support can be enabled to achieve bandwidth and/or latency
differentiation in Omni-Path interconnection networks, as a representative case of hierarchical switches. To
do that, three different table-based schedulers are used. We include the description of these schedulers and a
comparative study by using the results obtained when we evaluate them with Hiperion, a simulation tool that
implements an OPA model.

Quality of Service (QoS), scheduling algorithms, interconnection networks, Omni-
Path (OPA), simulation, hierarchical-crossbar-switch architecture.

4.1 Introduction

In the last decades, there has been a constant advancement in high-speed interconnection
network technologies. This development has been fueled by the growth of the
supercomputing and data center services, where the interconnection network is usually the
limiting factor (bottleneck), i.e., the central element upon which the performance of the
whole system relies. Therefore, it is critical to keep improving the overall interconnection
network performance. This is achieved by the introduction of continuous improvements in
the physical elements of the network (links, switches, NICs, etc.) and the techniques they
implement (routing algorithms, congestion avoidance mechanisms, etc.).

Moreover, the total bandwidth per switch has increased due to a combination of higher
pin density and faster signaling rates. As the total bandwidth increases, switch designers
face two possibilities to exploit this bandwidth: to build switches with a high number of thin
ports (high-radix switches) or to build switches with a low number of fat ports (low-radix
switches). The current trend is to use high-radix switches [61, 98, 3, 49, 5] as they present
advantages such as: the final packet latency is reduced, the interconnection network overall
cost is reduced, the wiring is also reduced, the power dissipated by the network decreases,
the network fault tolerance is increased and a distributed packet arbitration process may be
applied. However, high-radix switches also face some problems: the cost and efficiency
balance is not easy to be maintained, increased buffer requirements drive cost up, the virtual
channel allocation process becomes more complex, among others. To address some of
these issues, fully-buffered crossbar and hierarchical crossbar switch architectures have been
introduced. Fully-buffered crossbar switches require a huge silicon area when the radix
increases, making them unfeasible due to the associated costs. Hierarchical crossbar switch
architectures overcome that drawback while achieving a very high port count. Some high
performance devices such as YARC [98], BXI [39], Omni-Path [18] and Slingshot’s Rosetta
switches [97] use a hierarchical crossbar architecture to achieve high-radix interconnection
devices.

Omni-Path (OPA) emerged with the aim of occupying a space in the select group of
high-performance interconnection network technologies, such as InfiniBand (IB) [85] or
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40/100 Gigabit Ethernet (GE) [99]. These interconnection network technologies have been
competing to achieve better performance and market share than others. In terms of market
share, in the most powerful computers list TOP500 [107], Since its introduction, OPA has
ranged from 1.6% to 10%. Considering the 100 most powerful computers on the list, OPA
have reached up to 13%.

Current interconnection networks carry not only traffic of applications such as backup
or file transfer protocols, which does not require service differences, but also traffic from
others like real-time protocols [75], MPI communications or traffic from users with different
privilege levels in the system [79]. Therefore, QoS has become the focus of much discussion
and research during the last decades [113, 76, 95, 20]. A sign of this interest is the inclusion
of support aimed to provide QoS on interconnection networks such as GE, IB and also OPA.

One of the most important QoS mechanisms is the scheduling algorithm [38, 47].
High performance interconnection networks usually use packet-switching as switching
technique. This kind of networks can carry packets from different applications, users and
flows, interacting with each other in every interconnection network element. Without any
scheduling policy, packets from different traffic flows1 use as many resources as they need
and, in the worst scenario, a single flow may consume all the system resources causing
starvation on others. In such way, users may experience a poor system performance even
if the system is not overloaded. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm is a crucial element to
provide QoS.

Scheduling algorithms orchestrate when packets from different flows will be delivered
to satisfy the specified end-to-end delay and/or bandwidth requirements. However, in the
context of high performance interconnection networks, the scheduling algorithms have to
be as simple as possible in terms of computational and implementation complexity [101].
The scheduling algorithm latency must be smaller than the average packet transmission time
for the obvious reason that the system will expend more time choosing packets to deliver
than delivering packets, therefore degrading system performance. Also, low complexity is
required because the scheduling algorithm is typically implemented in hardware, and thus
a very complex scheduler will require expensive silicon area. Therefore, the scheduling
algorithm design process involves some trade-offs.

A well-known scheduling algorithm family is “sorted-priority” schedulers, which use a
global variable, called virtual time, that keeps track of the server’s progress and it is updated
when a packet is received or transmitted. Each packet has a time-stamp tag, computed as a
function of the virtual time. These schedulers offer very good fairness and low latency [103],
but they are computationally complex due to the tag calculation and the sorting process.

Table-based schedulers are another well-known family of scheduling algorithms. This
approach has been used in high performance interconnection network technologies such
as OPA [17] and IB [85]. Table-based schedulers offer good latency and bandwidth
performance with a low computational complexity.

1In this paper, we will use the term traffic flow, packet flow or just flow for referring to a sequence of packets
with similar characteristics (delay and/or bandwidth requirements).
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Simulation is one of the most common approach to explore new techniques in high-
performance interconnection networks. As stated before, the interest of hierarchical switch
architectures is growing. However, as far as we know, no hierarchical switch simulation
model is available. Therefore, we have decided to develop a hierarchical switch simulation
model based in OPA. Moreover, the QoS support of this kind of networks is also important as
explained before and it has not been addressed in any study yet. For these reasons, we have
decided to perform a comparative study between some known output scheduling algorithms
adapted to a popular hierarchical switch architecture such as OPA. This study led us to find
out if known output scheduling algorithms are suitable and to know the adaptation process
for hierarchical switch architectures.

In this paper, we will focus on OPA because it is a good example of hierarchical crossbar
switch architectures and that has not been, as far as we know, largely studied in terms of
QoS provision. We present a novel OPA simulation model, which is the first hierarchical
switch simulation model available. In that sense, three scheduling algorithms adapted
to the OPA technology are presented here. These algorithms have been implemented in
our Hiperion simulator [52], allowing us to compare the performance and to find which
scheduling algorithm is more adequate for full-scale OPA-based systems. The first and
simplest scheduling algorithm is a round-robin scheduler, which is the baseline schema used
for comparison purposes. The second is a table-based scheduling algorithm, which we have
called Simple Bandwidth Table (SBT). This scheduler offers bandwidth differences but is
not able to provide latency differences. Finally, for the third algorithm, we have adapted
the Deficit Table Scheduler (DTable) [73] to the OPA technology. This scheduler is more
complex than the two previous ones although is able to provide bandwidth and latency
differences with a reasonable computational and implementation complexity [72].

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 4.2 reviews the OPA architecture
and our OPA-based simulation model. Section 4.3 explains the main output scheduling
algorithms proposed. Section 4.4 shows the results obtained evaluating bandwidth and
latency differentiation, and, finally, Section 4.5 presents some conclusions.

4.2 The OPA architecture

As stated in Section 4.1, OPA rapidly grew in popularity after it was firstly introduced. The
OPA architecture has some elements such as a hierarchical internal crossbar and multiple
QoS tables that makes it different from the most popular high performance interconnection
network architectures like IB and GE. This allows enabling QoS techniques that are simply
not feasible in the rest of high performance interconnection network architectures. And in
order to design, explore, and evaluate the performance of these possibilities, testing tools
are required such as simulation programs, mathematical models, etc. OPA was initially
developed by Intel until 2019, when all the OPA technology IP was transferred to Cornelis
Networks, a new company that is continuing the support and development of OPA products
[33, 34].
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As stated in Section 4.1, we have chosen OPA just as an example, but the findings and
conclusions could be adopted to other similar architectures such as YARC [98], BXI [39] or
Slingshot’s Rosetta [97] switches.

We have collected all relevant information about the OPA architecture and QoS support,
and we have developed the simulation tool Hiperion (HIgh PERformance InterconnectiOn
Network), which includes an OPA simulation model [52]. Hiperion is an open-source
simulation tool available for researchers and companies and includes multiple useful
mechanisms to perform many comparative studies. The simulation model includes all the
main features for simulating the movement of packets between source and destination using
several configurable QoS strategies. These QoS strategies will be analyzed and compared.

4.2.1 OPA support for QoS

The OPA architecture offers support to provide QoS to applications, flows, packets, etc.
According to [17], support is given through the following elements:

• Virtual Lanes (VLs) provide dedicated receive buffer space for incoming packets at
switch ports. VLs are also used for avoiding routing deadlocks. The Intel Omni-Path
architecture supports up to 32 VLs.

• Service Channels (SCs) differentiate packets from different Service Levels. The SC is
the only QoS identifier stored in the packet header. Each SC is mapped to a single VL,
but a VL can be shared by multiple SCs. SCs are used for avoiding topology deadlocks
and avoiding head of line blocking between different traffic classes. The Intel Omni-
Path architecture supports up to 32 Service Channels, however SC15 is dedicated to
in-band fabric management.

• Service Levels (SLs) are a group of SCs. An SL may span multiple SCs, but an SC
is only assigned to one SL. SLs are used for separating high priority packets from
lower priority packets belonging to the same application or Transport Layer, avoiding
protocol deadlocks, etc. The Intel Omni-Path architecture supports up to 32 SLs.

• Traffic Classes (TCs) represent a group of SLs aimed to distinguish applications’
traffic. A TC may span multiples SLs, but each SL is only assigned to one TC. The
Intel Omni-Path architecture supports up to 32 TCs.

• A vFabric is a set of ports and one or more application protocols. For each vFabric, a
set of QoS policies are applied. A given vFabric is associated with a TC for QoS and
associated with a partition for security.

SLs are mapped to SCs via the SL2SC tables and SCs are mapped to SLs via SC2SL
tables, depending on whatever the packets are sent or received, respectively. Each SC carries
traffic of a single SL in a single TC, and the Fabric Manager (FM) fulfills SC2VL and VL2SC
tables, determining how SCs are mapped onto VLs at each port and vice-versa. The FM is
also responsible of: discovering the fabric topology, provisioning the fabric components with
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Figure 4.1: An example of usage of TCs, SLs and SCs [17].

identifiers, formulating and provisioning routing tables, monitoring utilization, performance
and error rates and fulfilling arbitration tables.

OPA includes also QoS mechanisms such as VLArbitration Algorithm and preemption
Tables. However, there is not much information about how these mechanisms work.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the use of TCs, SLs, and SCs across the paths followed
by three traffic flows (red, green and blue) in an OPA network. The different links crossed
by these packets are ordered from 1 to 7. In this example, we assume the use of two TCs
(TC0 and TC1), three SLs (SL0, SL1 and SL2) and six SCs (SC0, SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4
and SC5). Moreover, each SL is assigned with two SCs, which, in turn, are mapped to two
VLs. TC0 (i.e., traffic flows red and green) is used for example for a request/response high
level communication library such as Partitioned Global Address Space protocol (PGAS)2.
Let’s suppose TC0 is assigned with SL0 (red traffic flow) and SL1 (green traffic flow), SL0
is mapped to SC0 and SC1, and SL1 is mapped to SC2 and SC3. On the other hand, TC1 is
used, for instance, for storage communications. It is assigned with SL2, and SL2 is mapped
to SC4 and SC5. The main goal of assigning a pair of SCs for each SL is topology deadlock
avoidance, as it happens normally in torus topologies, while the SLs of TC0 are used for
avoiding protocol deadlocks. As we can see in the figure, packets can change of SC link by
link; however, the SL and TC are always consistent end-to-end [17].

4.2.2 OPA simulation model

We have carried out the study presented in this work using simulation for being one of the
most popular technique to evaluate, verify and validate the behavior and performance of
high performance interconnection networks. There are multiple simulation tools such as
Garnet [4], Booksim2 [55], xSim [19], etc. focused on on-chip networks. These simulators
allow full-systems simulations, feasible for on-chip networks, due to the small network sizes.

2Partitioned Global Address Space languages combine the programming convenience of shared memory
with the locality and performance control of message passing.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the modeled OPA switch of 48 ports. For clarity, MPorts are unfolded
in Input and Output buffers.

However, when the network grows to hundreds of elements, the computational resources
needed makes full-systems simulation unapproachable. Moreover, the characteristics of the
off-chip and on-chip traffic are disparate. There are also multiple off-chip simulation tools
such as CODES [32], SST [93], SuperSim [74], etc. However, these simulation tools do
not have support for any hierarchical crossbar switch architecture with QoS. Therefore, we
have proposed an OPA-based simulation model and a simulation tool called Hiperion based
on the available public information [17, 18]. It is based on previous tools that have been
used for years in our research group, and with multiple publications behind them [10, 12].
Our simulator Hiperion gives us a deep knowledge of its operation and a wide flexibility
regarding the techniques that can be implemented and its interoperability.

Hiperion is a discrete-event based network simulator, which includes an OPA simulation
model that mimics the behavior of main OPA elements, such as switches, links and network
interfaces. The simulator main goal is to perform comparative studies tuning a large range of
parameters such as queue sizes, topology, routing, packet sizes, scheduling algorithms, etc.
The simulator is capable of running simulations using a wide variety of synthetic traffic types
such as random, uniform, bit-reversal, bit-complement, etc., and MPI applications using the
VEF trace framework [14]. Performance and scalability of the interconnection network are
evaluated using several metrics: throughput, end-to-end latency, network latency, etc.
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Figure 4.2 shows a detailed scheme of a 48-port OPA-based switch, which has been
implemented into Hiperion. The OPA switch model assumes that each port delivers one flit
per cycle. Hence, the bandwidth is defined based on the clock rate and the flit size. However,
the OPA hierarchical architecture has a large range of internal links with different bandwidths
[17]. The OPA model defines the input/output port bandwidth (12.5 GB/s) as a reference,
thereby an x3 internal link has a speed-up of 3 and so it may deliver 3 flits/cycle. The number
of input and output links is represented as INPORTS:OUTPORTS in the crossbar elements,
i.e. MPort xBars and Central Crossbar. For instance, in Figure 4.2, the MPort0 xBar has 4
input links and 6 output links (4:6), and the Central Crossbar has 24 input links and 48 output
links (24:48). The OPA model shown in this figure includes the following elements:

• Input buffers: They store the flits from the input ports. There is one input buffer per
input port.

• Routing unit: There is one routing unit per input buffer.

• MPort Xbar: This crossbar has 4 input links, one per input buffer; and 6 output links:
4 links for the output buffers and 2 links for the Central Crossbar. Note that the 75
GB/s link to the Central Crossbar is represented in this model as two x3 links, i.e, they
may deliver 3 flits/cycle, resulting on 2 Links× 3× 12.5 GB/s = 75 GB/s.

• Output buffers: They store the flits of the output ports. There is one output buffer per
output port.

• Input arbiter: Given an input buffer, it selects the virtual line (VL) that participates in
the second allocator phase. The more VLs, the bigger the arbiter is.

• Output arbiter: Given an output buffer, it chooses which input port will transmit flits.
A flit can arrive at this output buffer coming from an input buffer or from the Central
Crossbar.

• Output scheduler: Given an output port, it chooses which VL will transmit flits to the
neighbor switch. It provides QoS to the OPA switch.

As stated before, Hiperion is a discrete-event based simulation tool for modeling high-
performance interconnection networks. Hiperion defines and implements the following
discrete events:

• IB (Input Buffering): A flit arrives at an input port and is stored in the corresponding
queue, depending on the VL. Each input buffer can receive 1 flit/cycle. If that flit is a
packet header flit, it is set as RT-ready, and the routing event is called to determine the
flit output port. In other case, the flit is set as X-ready, it is stored on the input buffer
and it waits to be moved to the appropriate buffer in a Xbar event. When the output
port is connected to the same Mport than the input port, the flit is moved to an output
buffer. In other case, the flit is moved to a Central Crossbar buffer. For example, let’s
suppose an OPA switch with 48 ports and 4 ports per MPort (Figure 4.2). If a flit needs
to travel from the input port 0 to the output port 5, the input port belongs to the MPort
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0, which contains input ports from 0 to 3, while the output port belongs to the MPort
1, which contains output ports from 4 to 7. Therefore, the flit must cross the Central
Crossbar to arrive at MPort 1.

• RT (RouTing): Routes a packet and determines its output port when the packet header
flit is tagged as RT-ready. After that, the header flit is tagged as VA-SA-ready and the
input buffer storing this flit can be chosen in the first phase of the allocation event. The
RT event is only applied to header flits. Non-header flits always follow the header flit,
since OPA architecture implements virtual-cut though as switching technique [17] The
routing function is configurable and must be according to the simulated topology.

• VA-SA (Virtual Allocator and Switch Allocator): Performs the allocation using a two-
stage allocator:

– Virtual Allocator: Each input arbiter chooses a VL, only if its input buffer
contains at least one VA-SA-ready header flit. The winning VL will be allowed to
deliver a packet. Since the Central Crossbar links have VLs as well, the virtual
allocator is also performed on the input buffers of the Central Crossbar.

– Switch Allocator: Each output arbiter chooses an input buffer with a winning VL.
The winning input buffers will be allowed to move a packet to an output buffer
or to a Central Crossbar buffer, depending on the destination MPort. Buffers
allowed to transmit tag the top header flit as X-ready. A central buffer has to
arbitrate between the 4 input buffers which are connected to its MPort. An output
buffer has to arbitrate between the 24 Central Crossbar buffers and its 4 MPort
buffers.

Currently, both virtual and switch allocators implement round-robin arbiters. However,
we are developing more sophisticated arbiters able to provide applications with QoS.

• X (Xbar): Once the allocation is performed, the winning input and Central Crossbar
buffers transmit the first packet of their winning VLs to to the appropriate output buffer
or Central Crossbar buffer. If a packet is moved from an input buffer to a Central
Crossbar buffer, the header flit is tagged again as VA-SA-ready in order to perform a
VA-SA event from Central Crossbar buffers to output buffers. If the packet reaches
and output buffer, their flits are tagged as OB-ready. The bandwidth depends on the
input/output pair. MPorts xbar can deliver 3 flits/cycle regardless of the destination
buffer, while the Central Crossbar xbar can deliver 4 flits/cycle.

• OB (Output Buffering): Each output scheduler chooses which VL will send flits to
the neighbor switch. The scheduler selects a VL with OB-ready packets and enough
credits to transmit at least one packet. When the last flit of the packet is transmitted,
(i.e., the tail flit), the output scheduler releases the winning VL and selects a new VL.
Each output port can send 1 flit/cycle. At this point, QoS and packet preemption can
be applied. Currently, three scheduling algorithm has been implemented (Section 4.3),
but packet preemption is not implemented yet.

VL buffer storage space is dynamically managed, i.e. the buffer space is shared by all
the VLs. The buffer storage space is divided according to the traffic requirements, ensuring
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a minimum and a maximum amount of flits per VL. This prevents a single VL from taking
up all the flits in the buffer, causing starvation in the remaining VLs. This dynamical buffer
storage management strategy provides more flexibility than static buffers. [105].

The main QoS OPA mechanisms such as SCs, SLs, VLs, SL2SC and SC2VL tables,
etc. have also been implemented in Hiperion. There are some additional mechanisms that
have been implemented not directly related with QoS. However, these elements are crucial in
some cases. Some of these elements are: variable Maximum Transfer Units (MTUs) per SL,
message generation based on variable MTU sizes, variable injection rate definition per SL,
among others. The goal of these QoS mechanisms and the simulation model implemented is
to develop, test and compare different QoS scheduling algorithms.

4.3 Scheduling algorithms

The main goal of scheduling algorithms is to determine when packets from different SLs are
delivered in order to satisfy the specified end-to-end latency and bandwidth requirements.
Not all scheduling algorithms are capable of satisfy both requirements, some are only
able to fulfill bandwidth requirements. Moreover, in the context of high-performance
interconnection networks, scheduling algorithms must meet two main characteristics:
low computational complexity (the scheduler latency must be smaller than the average
packet latency) and low implementation complexity (the scheduling algorithm is typically
implemented in hardware and a high implementation complexity implies a large silicon area).

In this section we detail three scheduling algorithm proposals adapted to the context of
hierarchical-crossbar-switch architectures, specifically, to the OPA architecture.

4.3.1 The round-robin output scheduler

The round-robin output scheduler is the simplest output scheduler. The main goal of a
round-robin output scheduler is to distribute the total bandwidth among all SLs. The total
bandwidth that each SL will obtain is 1

NumSLs
, where numSLs is the total amount of SLs

in the system. This scheduler could be based on an arbitration table or on an hardware
implemented algorithm. We have chosen the arbitration table because the other algorithms
are based on arbitration tables, as we will explain in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. However,
both approaches are feasible as long as the bandwidth is properly distributed. Note that the
bandwidth is distributed by SL, not VL. Otherwise, if some SLs have a different number
of VLs assigned than others, the total bandwidth is not equally distributed. Let’s suppose
two SLs in the network. SL0 has two VLs and SL1 has one VL. Then, if the bandwidth is
distributed by VL, the SL0 will get 2

3
of the total bandwidth, while the SL1 will only get 1

3
.

The initial entry weights are not relevant as long as for a round-robin algorithm they
are equal on each table entry. Further details about this bandwidth distribution are given
in Section 4.3.2. Note that the round-robin output scheduler does not provide any QoS
differences. We have considered this scheduler in order to establish a comparison baseline.
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Table 4.1: Simple Bandwidth Table QoS algorithm sample.

SL Weight
0 55
1 45

4.3.2 The simple bandwidth table mechanism

Simple Bandwidth Table (SBT) is a table-based scheduler and it is one of the simplest
techniques to provide bandwidth differences in a high performance interconnection network.
SBT is based on an arbitration table per output port with two columns: the first column
indicates the SL identifier and the second column records an associated weight for each SL.
These associated weights represent how many packets each SL may deliver in the current
output port. Each output port on each switch has one SBT arbitration table. The SBT
arbitration tables are cycled through in a round-robin way until an active SL with available
weight is found. An “active” SL stores at least one packet and the flow control allows to
transmit at least one SL packet. Weights are decremented on the table entry when an output
port SL transmits a packet. Table 4.1 shows an example where two SLs are considered,
where SL0 has a weight of 55 and SL1 has a weight of 45. If in a given output port, SL0
delivers 3 packets, the remaining weight will be 52. SBT will transmit as many packets
as the entry weight allows from an active SL before choosing the next entry. If the SL in
transmission becomes inactive, the remaining weight is saved and the scheduler will move
on to the next active entry. However, there is an exception: if an active SL does not have
enough weight left but it is the only active SL, SBT allows the transmission of packets of
this SL. This exception avoids packet starvation and wasting the link bandwidth. The weight
of table entries is restored when the total table weight is zero. The fraction of the total
bandwidth φi assigned to the SLi is

φi =
weighti

N−1∑
j=0

weightj

,

where N is the total number of SLs in the system and weight is the entry weight assigned to
each SL. Note that SBT arbitration tables have as many table entries as SLs.

In the SBT arbitration table (Table 4.1), SL0 will get 55% of the total bandwidth and SL1
will get 45% of the bandwidth. In our proposal, for the sake of simplicity,

∑N−1
j=0 weightj

must be equal to 100. In this way, the bandwidth percentage of each SL can be easily
obtained.

Algorithm 2 shows the generic mechanism of the SBT scheduler on every port. Note that
the first_flit() function allows to extract the first flit from a given VL queue. Note also
that, because OPA uses virtual cut-through as switching technique, this algorithm is only
applied to header flits, so that body and tail flits will always follow the header flit at one flit
distance. Furthermore, the SC identifier is the only QoS identifier stored in packets [17]. For
this reason, SC2SL tables are used to get the SL identifier from the SC packet identifier.
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Algorithm 2 Generic implementation of SBT on OPA.
1: switch: Device ID
2: pOut: Switch output port ID
3: Output: VL ID
4: procedure SBT(switch, pOut)
5: vl_w_flits_no_weight← -1
6: empty_entries← 0
7: for i← 0, NumVLs-1 do
8: vl← (last_vl_selec + i) % NumVLs
9: flit← first_flit(vl)

10: SL← SC2SL[flit.SC]
11: if is_active(SL) then
12: if arbiter_table[pOut][SL] > 0 then
13: last_vl_selec← vl
14: arbiter_table[pOut][SL]–
15: return vl
16: else
17: vl_w_flits_no_weight← vl
18: empty_entries++
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: if empty_entries = total_entries then
23: resetQoSTable(switch, pOut)
24: end if
25: if vl_w_flits_no_weight 6= -1 then
26: last_vl_selec← vl_w_flits_no_weight
27: return vl_w_flits_no_weight
28: end if
29: return ALLOCATION_FAILED . No SL is active
30: end procedure
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Table 4.2: Arbitration table implementation with one table per switch.

SL Weight Port 0 Port 1 ... Port p - 1
0 x0 x0 − α0,0 x0 − α0,1 ... x0 − α0,p−1

1 x1 x1 − α1,0 x1 − α1,1 ... x1 − α1,p−1

2 x2 x2 − α2,0 x2 − α2,1 ... x2 − α2,p−1

... ... ... ... ... ...
N − 1 xN−1 xN−1 − αN−1,0 xN−1 − αN−1,1 ... xN−1,p−1 − αN−1,p−1

The main advantages of SBT are its capacity to provide bandwidth differences and to
have a very low computational and implementation complexity (Section 4.3.2.1). However,
SBT is not able of providing latency differences, which could be crucial in many scenarios.

4.3.2.1 Complexity considerations

In terms of computational complexity SBT is quite simple. In this case, arbitration tables
have as many table entries as SLs. OPA supports up to 32 SLs according to [17]. Hence, in
the worst case, if all table entries have to be looked over in order to find the next active SL,
just 32 table entries will be skipped.

One of the most computationally complex tasks in Algorithm 2 is the is_active()
function. However, the optimization strategy suggested in [72] may be used in order to keep
the complexity low. Regarding the implementation complexity, considering an arbitration
table per output port would require a large silicon area on hardware implementations.
Therefore, instead of keeping a table per output port, a single table per switch with the
structure shown in Table 4.2 may be used. The arbitration table has as many columns as
output ports (p) plus 2 extra columns p + 2 and as many rows as SLs N in the system. The
first two columns show SL identifiers i and the associated weight xi to the SLi. The other
columns represent the remaining SL weights xi − αi,j for each output port j. Every output
port row is populated with the associated weight to each SL xN . When

∑N−1
i=0 xi = 0 in a

given column, the values from the Weight column are copied to the column of that port and
thus the port will be allowed again to deliver packets.

4.3.3 The DTable scheduling mechanism

As explained in Section 4.3.2, SBT is not able to provide latency differences. Furthermore,
SBT has other problems that we will discuss in Section 4.4. Therefore, we implemented,
adapted and tested the DTable scheduler [69] on our OPA-based simulation model.

The DTable scheduler is based on an arbitration table with an structure similar to SBT
arbitration tables: a column for an SL identifier and another column for an associated weight
for each table entry and SL. However, there is an important difference between SBT and
DTable arbitration tables: SBT arbitration tables have as many table entries as SLs whilst
DTable arbitration tables have a greater arbitrary number of table entries, e.g. 32, 64, 128,
etc. This difference is used to provide latency differences on SLs. The number of table
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entries and the maximum distance between any pair of consecutive table entries assigned to
the same SL allows to control the SL latency [7]. Moreover, each SL has assigned a deficit
counter initially set to 0. The deficit counters represent the weight that the scheduler owes
to the SLs. The purpose of this counter is explained further on.

When scheduling is needed, arbitration tables are cycled through sequentially in a round-
robin way until an active SL is found. The DTable scheduler has also an accumulated weight
counter which is equal to the sum of the selected table entry weight and the SL deficit counter.
The scheduler will deliver as many packets from the selected SL as the accumulated weight
allows. The accumulated weight is decremented when packets are transmitted.

There are two possibilities that make the scheduler to select the next active table entry:

1. The SL becomes inactive. In this case the remaining accumulated weight is discarded
and the deficit counter is set to zero.

2. The accumulated weight becomes smaller than the size of the packet at the head of the
queue. In this case the accumulated weight is saved in the deficit counter.

Note that in the context of OPA-based systems, if the system uses an MTU of one packet
(i.e. 16 flits of 64 bits) and a minimum entry weight of 1, the second case will never happen.
This issue is discussed in Section 4.3.3.1.

Algorithm 3 shows a generic DTable scheduler. When scheduler gets the “Next table
entry assigned to an active SL” (line 19) the arbitration table is cycled through in a round-
robin way until a table entry associated to an active SL is found. The function returns the
entry identifier and a VL associated to the selected SL. As stated in Section 4.2.1, an SL
may span multiple SCs. In that case, the function arbiters between the SCs belonging to the
same SL in a round-robin way, and it selects the VL through the SC2SL tables. For instance,
in a given configuration SC0, SC1 and SC2 have been associated to SL0 as well as VL0,
VL1 and VL2 to SC0, SC1 and SC2, respectively. The first time that SL0 is allowed to
deliver packets, it will deliver packets from SC0 and VL0, the second time SL0 will deliver
packets from SC1 and VL1, etc. Obviously, other SC selection strategy can be applied, such
as dividing the accumulated weight among SCs of the same SL.

Note that the bandwidth φi assigned to the SLi is

φi =

J−1∑
j=0

weightj

N−1∑
k=0

weightk

,

where J is the set of table entries assigned to SLi and weight is the entry weight assigned to
the table entry.
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Algorithm 3 Generic implementation of DTable on OPA.
1: Output: VL ID
2: procedure DTABLE()
3: entry← -1
4: SL← -1
5: VL← -1
6: if pending_pkts 6= 0 then . The arbiter is called only when the entire MTU is

transmitted
7: exit(-1)
8: end if
9: SL← Last SL selected by this output port

10: if !is_active(SL) then . The selected flow is not active
11: accumulated_weight← 0
12: deficit_counter[SL]← 0
13: SL← -1 . Indicates the arbiter has not SL selected
14: else if SL_MTU[SL] > accumulated_weight then
15: deficit_counter[SL]← accumulated_weight
16: SL← -1
17: end if
18: if SL = -1 then . Not SL selected, select one active SL
19: entry← Next table entry assigned to an active SL
20: if entry = -1 then . The arbiter has not been able to find an active SL
21: return ALLOCATION_FAILED . This cycle the output port will not

deliver any packet
22: end if
23: SL← entry.SL
24: accumulated_weight← deficit_counter[SL] + entry.weight
25: end if
26: accumulated_weight← accumulated_weight − SL_MTU[SL]
27: pending_pkts← SL_MTU[SL]
28: return entry.VL
29: end procedure

4.3.3.1 The DTable scheduler and variable OPA MTUs

In our original OPA-based simulation model exposed in Section 4.2.2, the global MTU is
one packet of 128 bytes (i.e. 16 flits of 64 bits). As stated in Section 4.3.3, if we set an MTU
of one packet and a minimum entry weight of one packet, the deficit counter will never be
used. Moreover, the main advantage of the DTable scheduler is the use of different MTUs
for different SLs [70]. Using a different MTU per each SL, the DTable scheduler is capable
of decoupling the bandwidth assignments from the latency requirements (see Section 4.3.3.2
for further details).

To achieve this, we have modified the delivery message system. Before sending the
message to the next network element, the DTable scheduler has to ensure that: i) the entire
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Table 4.3: Arbitration table parameters.

maxφi,minφi Maximum/Minimum bandwidth assignable to the ith SL
φi Bandwidth assigned to the ith SL
N Number of entries of the arbitration table
ni Number of entries assigned to the ith SL

GMTU General Maximum Transfer Unit
MTUi Specific Maximum Transfer Unit of the ith SL
M Maximum weight per table entry
pool Bandwidth pool
k Bandwidth pool decoupling parameter
w Maximum weight decoupling parameter

message fits onto the neighbour receiving buffer and ii) there is enough remaining weight
for the selected VL. SL_MTU tables are used, which have as many entries as SLs and the
associated MTU for each SL. The message generation is also based on those tables. Note that
because of the switching technique used (i.e. virtual-cut through) and the atomic delivering
message system, all flits of the same message are stored, sent and received consecutively.
Then, VL buffers must have enough space (i.e. flow control credits) for storing at least the
biggest MTU in the system.

4.3.3.2 DTable configuration methodology

In order to provide applications, flows, SLs, etc. specific QoS differences, DTable arbitration
tables must be configured in a proper way. DTable scheduling mechanisms themselves do
not provide QoS without applying a proper configuration methodology [73].

As stated in Section 4.3.3, the maximum distance between any pair of consecutive table
entries assigned to the same SL allows to control the latency of that SL [7]. In an arbitration
table configuration with N entries, a certain GMTU value and ni table entries for each
SL depending on their latency requirements, we would like to be able to assign the SLi a
certain bandwidth φi in a flexible way. In other words, this means to keep the minimum
bandwidth minφi that can be assigned to the SLi as small as possible and the maximum
bandwidth maxφi assignable to the SLi as large as possible. Table 4.3 shows the definition
of all parameters involved in the configuration methodology.

The maximum total weight that can be divided among the table entries is M × N .
However, we have fixed it to a lower value called pool, which is determined by the k
configuration parameter. Section 4.3.3.1 explains that a specificMTU value can be assigned
for each SL. Then, the bandwidth φi assigned to the SLi is:

φi =

J−1∑
j=0

weightj

pool
,
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Table 4.4: DTable configuration example with adjustment errors.

SL ni MTUi minφi maxφi φi pool E.W. Tweighti

ni−1∑
j=0

weightj Rφi Rφi − φi Dweighti Fweighti Fφi

0 64 1 0.05556 0.66667 0.33334 1152 7 384.0768 448 0.36842 0.03502 -43 405 0.33333

1 32 2 0.05556 0.33333 0.33333 1152 12 383.9616 384 0.31579 -0.01751 21 405 0.33333

2 32 3 0.08333 0.33333 0.33333 1152 12 383.9616 384 0.31578 -0.01751 21 405 0.33333

Total 128 1 1152 1216 1215

N = 128, GMTU= 3, w = 4, k = 3

where J is the set of table entries assigned to the SLi and weightj is the weight assigned to
the table entry j. Therefore, minφi and maxφi assignable bandwidth values to the SLi are:

minφi =
ni ×MTUi

pool
, maxφi =

ni ×M
pool

.

Let’s define M and pool using the GMTU parameter and the decoupling parameters w
and k:

M = GMTU × w, pool = N ×GMTU × k,

where k ≤ w because the bandwidth pool has to be smaller than N × M . Hence, the
maximum and minimum bandwidth depend not only on the proportion of table entries ni,
but also on the w and k parameters and the proportion between their specific MTUi and
GMTU :

minφi =
ni ×MTUi

N ×GMTU × k
,

maxφi =
ni ×GMTU × w
N ×GMTU × k

=
ni × w
N × k

.

Therefore, parameters w, k and the specific MTUi assigned to each SL allow to vary
the maximum and minimum bandwidth assignable to SLs without affecting the final latency
[73].

4.3.3.3 DTable bandwidth correction algorithm

Once the configuration methodology has been applied, we can choose a bandwidth φi for
each SL between the given minφi and maxφi range. Then, the total entry weight Tweighti
has to be computed as pool×φi. After that, we have to obtain the entry weight as Tweighti

ni
for

each SL and fill in arbitration tables with these values. As stated in Section 4.3.3, the entry
weight represents how many packets can be delivered from an active SL, so it must have
at least enough weight to deliver one packet/MTU. Moreover, it must be an integer value
because float numbers will produce some issues:
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• The fractional part will only be useful once it is accumulated in the deficit counter and
the sum is equal to one packet/MTU.

• The final hardware implementation will require more silicon area due to IEEE 754
floating point representation [57].

• The final entry weight may not be enough for delivering a packet/MTU from an active
SL without cycling through arbitration tables several times.

To put this right, the entry weight obtained as Tweighti
ni

will always be rounded up.
However, this could produce some bandwidth imprecisions. Table 4.4 shows an example
about this issue. In this example, each SL will get φi =

1
pool

. However, as seen in the Rφi

column, the real SLi bandwidth is φi 6= 1
pool

. Specifically Rφ0 = 448
1216

, Rφ1 = 384
1216

and
Rφ2 =

384
1216

.

To solve this issue, the DTable bandwidth correction algorithm is applied. First, the
bandwidth difference between φi and Rφi is obtained. The column φi − Rφi on Table 4.4
shows the bandwidth differences. Secondly, the amount of extra weight that SLi table entries
require, called Dweighti, is calculated:

Dweighti = −1×Round((Rφi − φi)×
N−1∑
j=0

weightj)

For instance, in Table 4.4 we have Dweight0 = −(0.03502 × 1216) = −43,
Dweight1 = −(0.01751 × 1216) = 21, etc. Finally, the Dweighti value is added to∑ni−1

j=0 weightj getting Fweighti. As can be seen in Table 4.4, in the column Fφi, final
bandwidths are very close to the desired ones.

Another important aspect is how and when Dweighti is added to arbitration tables.
Assuming that the DTable configuration and adjustment are done by the FM during the
starting up process, the simplest strategy is: i) to populate a pre-arbitration table with the
bandwidth imperfections discussed here; ii) to perform the DTable correction algorithm and
iii) to send the final arbitration table to network elements. However, there is a large range of
possible ways to add Dweighti. In our OPA-based simulation model, the algorithm always
starts from the end of the arbitration table incrementing weight to each entry weight in a
round-robin way. Table 4.5 shows an arbitration table where SLs have a Dweighti of -3, 1
and 2 for SL0, SL1 and SL2 respectively.

The first three rows show the arbitration table before running the DTable bandwidth
correction algorithm and the last three rows after running it. The first and fourth rows show
the table entry identifiers and the third and sixth rows the SL identifier and the associated
weight respectively. The algorithm starts with SL0 and the entry 6 performing 4+(−1) = 3,
moves to the entry 4 performing 4 + (−1) = 3 and then finishes with the entry 2 performing
4+(−1) = 3. Then, the algorithm continues with SL1 and the entry 5 performing 3+1 = 4.
Finally, the algorithm moves to SL2, it starts with the entry 7 performing 3 + 1 = 4 and
moves to the entry 3 performing 3 + 1 = 4. Once all Dweighti are zero for each SL, the
algorithm stops. On the other hand, it could be interesting to study a different approach to
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Table 4.5: Arbitration table example.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W

0, 4 1, 2 0, 4 2, 3 0, 4 1, 2 0, 4 2, 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W SL, W
0, 4 1, 2 0, 3 2, 4 0, 3 1, 3 0, 3 2, 4

find out if there are differences among them. However, it is essential that the system checks
during the increasing process if the weight on the entries is enough to deliver a packet/MTU.

4.4 Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DTable and SBT proposals against a
round-robin scheduler as the baseline reference. We have used our simulator Hiperion
which implements the simulation model explained in Section 4.2.2, as well as the QoS
mechanisms detailed in Section 4.2.1. Note that although we use OPA for configuring the
network parameters, our proposal can be applied to any hierarchical-crossbar-switch based
interconnection network.

We have also evaluated the QoS mechanisms in two different scenarios. In the first
scenario, the network has been evaluated using a synthetic traffic model composed of several
traffic flows. These flows represent the network load generated by applications commonly
found in cluster and datacenters. In the second scenario, the synthetic HPC flow is replaced
by the traffic of real MPI applications using the VEF trace framework [14].

In Section 4.4.1 we present the network model used in the performance evaluation.
Section 4.4.2 presents the synthetic scenario and its results, while Section 4.4.3 includes
the evaluation and results obtained using the MPI traces.

4.4.1 Network model

We have used two different interconnection topologies with two different layouts: a 2D Torus
with 8x8 switches, a 3D Torus with 8x8x4 switches, a 8-ary 3-tree with 192 switches and a
24-ary 2-tree with 48 switches. The configuration of each scenario is the following:

• The 2D Torus configuration has 512 endpoints (NICs). Each switch has 48 ports: eight
single links to endpoints and four 10x trunk links to neighboring switches.

• The 3D Torus configuration has 1024 end points connected, the switches have a radix
of 28 with 4x trunk links.

• The 8-ary 3-tree has been configured with 512 NICs and switches with 16 ports.
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Table 4.6: SL2SC and SC2VL tables configuration

SL2SC SC2VL
SL SC SC VL SC VL
VO 0 1 0 0 5 5
VI 2 3 1 1 6 6
CL 4 5 2 2 7 7
BE 6 7 3 3 8 6
BK 8 9 4 4 9 7

Table 4.7: Set of SCs considered.

Type SL Description Traffic pattern Message size
QoS Voice (VO) Audio and online videogames backend traffic CBR connections 128B
QoS Video (VI) Video streaming traffic CBR connections 256B
QoS Controlled load (CL) High performance computing traffic CBR connections 512B
Best-effort Best-effort (BE) Backup protocols, email system, etc. CBR connections 1024B
Best-effort Background (BK) Rest of applications and services CBR connections 1024B

• The 24-ary 2-tree has a total of 576 end points and switches of 48 ports.

We have chosen these topologies because they are very common and well known
solutions in high performance environments. The detailed explanation about the switch
architecture can be found in Section 4.2. The SL2SC and SC2VL tables configuration is
shown in Table 4.6. For instance, the SL VO has two SCs, SC0 and SC1, and they have
VL0 and VL1 associated respectively. Further details about SLs will be provided in Section
4.4.2.1.

The switch model implements a credit-based flow control protocol. The packets will be
only transmitted when there is enough buffer space in the next network device. Therefore,
packets are not dropped when congestion appears. Traffic with similar characteristics is
aggregated via SLs, the packet scheduling is performed with SLs and flow control via VCs.
According to [17], the GMTU of OPA messages may be up to 8KB, but we have used an
GMTU of 1KB in this evaluation for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless, the evaluation may
be performed with greater MTUs using larger buffers. The credit-based flow control unit is
64 bytes, and thus, the GMTU is up to 16 credits.

As stated before, we have used input, output and central buffer queuing architecture. The
buffer capacity is 65,536 bytes (64 × GMTU) per input and output ports of switches and
32,768 bytes (32 × GMTU) at the network interfaces. The central crossbar buffer capacity
is 131,072 bytes (128 × GMTU) per MPort. If an application wants to inject a packet into a
network interface queue but it is full, we assume that the packet is stored in the application
layer queue.

4.4.2 Performance evaluation using the synthetic traffic model

In this section we explain the details of the evaluation performed using the synthetic traffic
model. Section 4.4.2.1 presents the traffic model. The scheduler configurations for the
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different QoS mechanisms are shown in Section 4.4.2.2. Finally, Sections 4.4.2.3 shows
and analyzes the obtained results.

4.4.2.1 Traffic model

Table 4.7 shows each traffic type considered. There are five types of traffic flows, three SLs
with explicit QoS requirements such as latency and bandwidth and two SLs for best effort
traffic with slight different levels of priority among them.

The packets from each SL have been simulated using different Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR)
distributions. We have selected the following packet payloads for each SL:

• Voice (VO) traffic is generated using a packet payload of 128 bytes, according to [108],
the payload value of voice packets ranges from 20 to 160 bytes.

• Video (VI) traffic is generated using a packet payload of 256 bytes, according to [112],
a payload ranging from 100 bytes to 64KB is feasible.

• Controlled Load (CL) traffic is generated using a packet payload of 512
bytes, representing a possible average packet payload of many HPC application
communications.

• The traffic of the best effort SLs, Best-effort (BE) and Background (BK) is generated
using a packet payload of 1024 bytes.

For all cases, the destination pattern is uniform in order to fully load the network.
Note that we have chosen an heterogeneous scenario where multiple types of traffic are
mixed. However, our proposal is aimed to any environment where flows with different QoS
requirements coexist in a high performance network.

4.4.2.2 Simulated scenario and scheduler configurations

We have supposed a scenario where the goal is to obtain 10% of the egress link bandwidth
and the lowest packet latency to the voice traffic; 30% of bandwidth and a higher packet
latency than the voice traffic to the video traffic; around 50% of bandwidth and a higher
packet latency than voice traffic to the controlled load traffic and; the remaining 10% of
bandwidth and the highest latency to the best effort traffic. The bandwidth percentages are
intended to represent, as close as possible, a realistic combination of traffic and QoS needs
from applications with different requirements. We have configured the schedulers according
to these traffic requirements.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, SBT is the simplest QoS algorithm in terms of complexity
and configuration. We have filled in the SBT tables with a weight proportional to the
percentages mentioned before for each table row. That is, a weight of 10 for the first table
row (VO traffic), a weight of 30 for the second table row (VI traffic), etc. SBT does not
require any more configurations. Note, however, that the total table weight has to be 100.
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Table 4.8: Application of the decoupling methodology.

SL Distance #entr. %entr. MTUi minφi maxφi

VO 2 64 50 128 0.03125 2
VI 4 32 25 256 0.03125 1
CL 8 16 12.5 512 0.03125 0.5
BE 16 8 6.25 1024 0.03125 0.25
BK 16 8 6.25 1024 0.03125 0.25

Total 128 100 0.15625 4

N = 128, GMTU= 16, w = 8, k = 2

In the case of the DTable scheduler, the configuration process is more complex. We
have applied the decoupling methodology explained in Section 4.3.3 and in [69], distributing
the table entries among SLs according to their latency requirements. To do that, we have
established the maximum distance of two consecutive table entries of the same SL: a
maximum distance of two entries for SL VO and a maximum distance of 16 to SL BE and
SL BK. Table 4.8 shows the total number of table entries (#entr.) and the proportion of table
entries given to each SL (%entr.). For maximum flexibility, the MTU of each SL has been
established as small as the expected packet size of each traffic type. Specifically, we have
set an MTU of 128 bytes for VO, an MTU of 256 bytes for VI, an MTU of 512 bytes for CL
and an MTU of 1024 bytes, which is the maximum, for BE and BK traffic.

Finally, we have configured proper values for w and k parameters. The main condition
that we have taken into account is that we want for SL CL a bandwidth several times higher
than the proportion of table entries assigned. Moreover, the SL VO has assigned a high
proportion of table entries, whilst it requires a small proportion of bandwidth. However,
it is important to keep the k parameter value as small as possible in order to obtain good
latency performance. We have finally chosen a value of 8 for w and a value of 2 for k.
This combination of values allows us to get a [minφi, maxφi] range that fits within the
bandwidth needed. Table 4.8 shows the minimum and maximum bandwidth achieved that
may be assigned to each SL with this configuration.

Table 4.9: Bandwidth configuration of DTable and SBT schedulers.

Scheduler configuration
DTable SBT

SL Inj. #entr. E.W T.W. Rφi Fφi #entr. E.W. T.W.
VO 0.1 64 6-7 416 0.11 0.1 1 10 10
VI 0.3 32 39 1248 0.3 0.3 1 10 10
CL 0.5 16 130 2080 0.49 0.5 1 50 50
BE 0.05 8 26 208 0.05 0.05 1 5 5
BK 0.05 8 26 208 0.05 0.05 1 5 5

Total 1 128 4160 5 100
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Table 4.9 shows the total amount of traffic that each SL injects, expressed in
flits/cycle/NIC (Inj. column). This table also shows the total weight (T.W.) that we have
distributed among the table entries of each SL and the weight assigned to each table entry
(E.W.) of each SL. Note that the SL VO and the SL CL have an E.W. of 6-7 and 130
respectively, due to the DTable bandwidth correction algorithm (Section 4.3.3.3). On the
one hand, the SL VO has a Dweight0 = −32 and therefore the first 32 table entries have
a weight of 7 and the next 32 table entries have a weight of 6. On the other hand, the
SL CL has a Dweight2 = 32 and therefore each table entry has a weight of 130. The
rest of the SLs are not affected by the DTable bandwidth correction algorithm due to the
fact that the obtained bandwidth is equal to the configured bandwidth. Columns Rφi and
Fφi show the bandwidth percentage assigned to each SL before and after applying the
bandwidth correction algorithm, respectively. Without the adjustment, SLs VO and CL
would get 11% and 49% instead of the desired 10% and 50%, respectively. In this specific
example, the bandwidth percentage difference is 1%. Nevertheless, in an scenario where
link bandwidths are up to 12.5 GB/s, those differences could have a significant impact in
the application execution over time. Besides, without the bandwidth correction algorithm,
the system administrators would be forced to find an appropriate combination of parameters,
i.e. a combination of MTU, k and w values, that would allow them to obtain the required
bandwidth distribution being, in some cases, not possible. Note that in the case of SBT, the
scheduler has only one entry for each SL, because entry weights and the total weight are
equal.

4.4.2.3 Simulation results using the synthetic workload

In this section, simulation results are shown. The values shown for each injection rate are
the average of 30 different simulations varying the seed of the random number generation.
We have used two metrics to evaluate the networks and the different QoS mechanisms:

• End-to-end latency: Message latency from generation to delivery. It is the latency that
users will experience.

• Normalized SL throughput: Total amount data expressed in flits/cycle/NIC transmitted
through the interconnection network. This metric has been divided by SL and
normalized to the total throughput.

Figures 4.3a, 4.3c, 4.4a and 4.4c show the end-to-end latency in the 2D Torus, 3D
Torus, 8-ary 3-tree and 24-ary 2-tree topologies, respectively. Note that we have represented
each SL in different QoS algorithms with the same color and line pattern, and each SL is
represented always with the same point style, e.g. SLs in DTable (DT) are represented with
a circle and the SL VO is plotted with a line-dot pattern and a blue colour, SLs in SBT are
represented with a square, SLs in round-robin (RR) with a “X”, etc.

As explained in Section 4.3.2, SBT and round-robin algorithms do not provide latency
differences, which can be seen in end-to-end latency figures: the more generation ratio is
assigned to SLs, the more latency they have. The only exception is the SLs BE and BK,
which achieve a slightly higher latency because of sharing the VLs. For instance, the SL
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(f) 3D Torus

Figure 4.3: Performance comparison of each SL using a 2D Torus topology (4.3a, 4.3b and
4.3e) and a 3D Torus topology (4.3c, 4.3d and 4.3f). Results in Figures 4.3a and 4.3c refer
to end-to-end latency, in Figures 4.3b and 4.3d refer to normalized throughput and in Figure
4.3e and 4.3f refer to end-to-end DTable latency.
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(c) 24-ary 2-tree
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparison of each SL using a 8-ary 3-tree topology (4.4a, 4.4b
and 4.4e) and a 24-ary 2-tree topology (4.4c, 4.4d and 4.4f). Results in Figures 4.4a and 4.4c
refer to end-to-end latency, in Figures 4.4b and 4.4d refer to normalized throughput and in
Figures 4.4e and 4.4f refer to end-to-end DTable latency.
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VO has the same injection rate as SLs BE and BK combined and the best-effort SLs achieve
higher latency values when SBT or RR are used. Referring DTable end-to-end latency, in
some cases SLs get more latency than SBT or RR. This is because DTable does not reduce
the overall latency to ensure the latency requirements, but it splits the total latency between
SLs based on table entries distance. Given that, for example, SL VO using DTable gets a
higher latency than the same SL when SBT or RR are used, but SL CL with DTable gets
lower latency than this SL with SBT or RR. Note that in Figures 4.4a and 4.4c the SL CL in
the SBT and RR tests are off the chart, we have decided to leave them outside for the sake
of clarity, otherwise, the rest of the lines would be too close to each other. The end-to-end
latency for the injection rates of 1 flit/cycle/NIC is over 4,500 ns in both cases.

Figures 4.3b, 4.3d, 4.4b and 4.4d show the normalized throughput achieved on each
topology configuration. DTable obtains a normalized throughput very close to the desired
one with an error of a ± 2%. In the case of SBT, it gets an error greater than DTable,
specifically, it gets almost the same bandwidth division as the round-robin scheduler. These
results suggest that SBT is not suitable for high-performance interconnection networks.
The maximum throughput performance for each configuration is: 0.94 flits/cycle/NIC with
DTable and 0.8 flits/cycle/NIC with SBT or RR, 0.78 flits/cycle/NIC with DTable and 0.68
flits/cycle/NIC with SBT or RR, 0.95 flits/cycle/NIC with DTable and 0.85 flits/cycle/NIC
with SBT or RR and 0.95 flits/cycle/NIC with DTable and 0.8 flits/cycle/NIC with SBT or
RR, for the 2D Torus, 3D Torus, 8-ary 3-tree and 24-ary 2-tree, respectively. DTable achieves
more throughput because the scheduler has a hit rate higher than SBT or RR, and the fact
that the scheduler does not try to inject long bursts of packets helps to significantly reduce
the head-on-line blocking.

Regarding the topology configurations, in terms of end-to-end latency, Torus scenarios
show a higher latency values in all SLs before and after the network reaches saturation point
(Figures 4.3a, 4.3c, 4.3e and 4.3f). Also, Torus topologies penalize less the best-effort SLs
after the saturation point than k-ary n-tree configurations, i.e. the latency of all SLs increases
progressively as the injection rate increases. The expected behavior is that the best-effort SLs
increase its latency as much as possible before increasing the latency of high priority SLs.
This fact is very obvious in the 3D Torus, Figure 4.3d. The k-ary n-tree configurations
keep the high priority latencies closer to each other than nD Torus topologies, which means
that k-ary n-tree topologies segregate the traffic better than the nD Torus scenarios. Results
do not show significant differences in terms of achieved throughput per SL. Only the 3D
Torus topology in Figure 4.3b shows a slight throughput reduction in SLs using DTable
scheduler and the network gets congested earlier than others. This happens because the
head-on-line blocking on the 3D Torus topology is stronger than on the other networks, due
to this topology has more end points and thinner trunk links than the 2D Torus topology.
Nevertheless, the DTable scheduler is able to keep the bandwidth distribution very close to
the expected distribution.

Finally, Figures 4.3e, 4.3f, 4.4e and 4.4f show the end-to-end latency of DTable SLs.
The main aim of these figures is to show the latency differentiation among SLs. We have
established that the SL VO must have the lowest latency, the SL VI must have latency higher
than the SL VO and so on. As can be seen, SLs get a latency proportional to the desired
ones. After the network gets saturated, i.e. the NICs inject more packets per cycle that they
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are able to deliver, SLs entry distances are more clear and the latency differentiation is more
obvious.

Round-robin and SBT achieve similar behaviors before the network gets saturated. Their
results are practically the same because both algorithms work in the same way and before
saturation, each SL can inject as much flits as the NICs generate. However, when saturation
appears, there are differences because SBT will try to adjust the throughput to the desired,
while round-robin will try to give to each SL 1

NumSLs
of the available bandwidth. Note that

differences are more clear with higher injection rates. Nevertheless, we have decided not to
include these ratios because are just theoretical injection rates.

4.4.3 Simulated scenario using application trace files

As stated in Section 4.2.2, Hiperion includes support for MPI applications trace files using
the VEF trace framework [14]. The traces are a very representative way to know how a real
HPC application will behave in any interconnection network simulator without requiring
a complex system to run the applications. Therefore, we have also used trace files for
performing more representative experiments. We expect to see how a poor QoS assignment
or the absence of QoS degrades the system performance in terms of applications runtime.
Hence, those experiments will give us a better perspective on how OPA behaves using traffic
from real MPI applications.

We have carried out experiments using multiple trace files obtained from different MPI
applications: NAMD (NAMD) [78], a parallel application for simulating large biomolecular
systems; GROMACS (gro) [110], a scientific application to perform molecular dynamics;
and LINPACK (HPL) and MPIRandomAccess applications from of the HPCC Benchmark
Suite [3], which is one of the most used benchmark for evaluating supercomputers.
Specifically, we have used in all trace files 512 process for running the benchmarks. On
each experiment, we have used the SLs CL and BE, one carrying all the trace file traffic
and the other with CBR connections detailed in Section 4.4.2.1 and vice-versa. The purpose
of the CBR traffic is to introduce background network workload in order to see how the
output scheduling algorithm distinguishes between traffic classes. Otherwise, there would
be no competition for resources and the trace would occupy them all, making no difference
between using QoS or not.

We have performed several experiments for each trace file varying the injection rate of
the background traffic: 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% and the SL at which the trace file is injected,
SL CL and SL BE. This combination reveals us the scheduler and architecture behavior
when the application could use more or less network resources and when the application has
to compete harder for resources, because the increase of the background traffic will try to
use them. Those injection rate values have been chosen because they allow us to complete
the experiments in a reasonable amount of time while significant results could be extracted.
Also, we have run the trace file without any background traffic and QoS support to get the
execution time baseline.

We have used DTable as the output scheduling algorithm with the configuration shown
in Table 4.9. The results of RR are also included in order to compare the application
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performance without QoS mechanism. From the results obtained with the synthetic
workload, we have considered DTable more interesting for this experimentation than STB.
For this reason, and for the sake of clarity and not overloading the figures with too much
information, we have not included the SBT scheduler in the results.

In those experiments, we have used the same network configuration than the exposed
in Section 4.4.1. We have only changed the interconnection topologies, since the trace
evaluation is limited by the number of tasks of the trace. Since we have only available
512-task traces and this size is not enough to fulfill the systems presented on Section 4.4.1,
we have chosen two different topologies: a 2D Torus with 4x4 switches and a 8-ary 2-tree
with 16 switches. The configuration of each topology is the following:

• The 2D Torus configuration has 128 NICs. Each switch has 48 ports: eight single links
to NICs and four 10x trunk links to neighboring switches.

• The 8-ary 2-tree has been configured with 64 NICs and switches with 16 ports.

For those experiments, we have used the normalized total execution time, expressed
in percentage, between the QoS scenario with background traffic and the scenario without
background traffic none QoS support, used by the trace to complete its execution.

4.4.3.1 Simulation results

In this section, simulation results using the application traces are shown. Figures 4.5 and 4.6
show the bandwidth differences produced by DTable using trace files with the 8-ary 2-tree
and the 2D Torus configurations, respectively. Those topologies as well as the experiment
configurations are detailed in Section 4.4.3. Each bar in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 represents the
normalized execution time, expressed in percentage, between the trace file with background
traffic and QoS and the trace file running standalone and without QoS enabled. Those
percentages have been calculated for each SL. For example, in Figure 4.5 NAMD-CL result
within an injection rate of 0.01 flits/cycle/NIC is calculated running a simulation where: i)
the QoS is enabled; ii) the NAMD trace file is injected by the SL CL; and iii) the background
traffic is generated in the SL BK at injection rate of 0.01 flits/cycle/NIC. The execution time
of this simulation is compared with the obtained running the NAMD trace disabling the QoS
and removing the background traffic. This process has been performed to calculate each
result.

Regarding the results shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the total execution time increases
with the injection rate, being the MPIRandomAccess trace file the most time-consuming
in both topologies. On each experiment performed, the total execution time between SLs
CL and BK using the same trace file, regardless of the background traffic injection ratio, is
always lower in the case of the CL SL. This fact is more obvious as the background traffic
injection ratio increases. This means that the DTable scheduling output algorithm is able to
properly segregate the traffic flows because the SL CL has much more resources assigned
than the SL BK. Therefore, although the SL BK is trying to progressively allocate more
resources, DTable is properly limiting the amount of resources it can use. As the injection
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Figure 4.5: Performance comparison of 8-ary 2-tree topology using trace files and
background traffic.
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Figure 4.6: Performance comparison of 2D Torus topology using trace files and background
traffic.
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rate of the background workload increases, the differences between the SLs CL and BK
are increased. This is due to the fact that as the background workload increases, it tries
to use more resources and it is penalized by DTable increasing its execution time. At low
background injection rates, the differences between SLs CL and BK are in the range of 1% to
5% because they do not have to compete strongly for resources as the network has sufficient
capacity to serve both SLs.

In both topologies configurations, the scenarios where a round-robin output scheduler,
i.e. no QoS is provided, the application execution times are higher than in the DTable
experiments. Those execution times are even higher at low background traffic injection
rates. Hence, the DTable improves the applications performance by distributing the available
network resources.

Comparing the results obtained in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the trend of the results is the
same. However, the applications trend to require more time to complete its execution in the
2D Torus topology. This variation is due to the 2D Torus topology has a smaller radix and a
larger number of connected NICs than the 8-ary 2-tree. The percentage differences between
SLs using DTable in both topologies do not show significant differences. Therefore, the
topology configuration does not have any impact on the DTable output scheduler resources
distribution. Nevertheless, this is not true in the case of round-robin were the percentage
differences between SLs fluctuate depending on the topology.

Summing up, DTable is able to distribute the resources according to its configuration
and outperforms the round-robin scheduler in terms of total execution time required by the
applications and resources distribution among SLs.

4.5 Conclusion

To enable QoS support in high-performance interconnection networks, the most critical
architectural decision is the selection of an adequate output scheduling algorithm, which
is in charge of selecting the next packet to be transmitted at any moment. This output
scheduling algorithm has to keep the computational complexity as low as possible so
it can be realistically implemented. In this paper we have addressed this issue in the
context of hierarchical crossbar switch architectures, specifically on OPA switches using
SBT and DTable mechanisms. These two table-based output scheduling algorithms keep the
computational complexity low and they are able to provide the required QoS differences.
Moreover, we have proposed a DTable bandwidth correction algorithm capable of adjusting
the bandwidth imprecisions produced by the baseline DTable configuration methodology.
This methodology, in conjunction with the bandwidth correction algorithm, allows to set any
bandwidth proportion to SLs.

We have evaluated the performance of these scheduling algorithms using an
heterogeneous scenario where multiple traffic flows coexist. We have carried out different
experiments using several topology configurations and we have compared the results against
a round-robin output scheduler, which represents a scenario without QoS provision. On the
one hand, results show that SBT is capable of providing bandwidth differences but it is not
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able to provide latency differences. Moreover, SBT is not able to distribute the bandwidth
according to its configuration. On the other hand, DTable is capable of providing bandwidth
and latency differences among SLs, and we are able to establish which SL will experience
higher and lower end-to-end latency.

We have also carried out several experiments using multiple network topologies with
the aim of finding out differences in the behavior of schedulers in terms of QoS provision.
Results show that k-ary n-tree topologies are able to provide slightly better end-to-end
latency results than the nD Torus configurations. In terms of throughput, there are not
significant differences between configurations.

Moreover, we have carried out experiments with two different topologies using
communication trace files obtained from real MPI applications and background network
workload. These experiments have been performed with DTable as the output scheduling
algorithm. Results show that even with real MPI communications, DTable is able to properly
segregate the traffic according with the predefined configuration with independence of the
network topology and the trace file.

As explained in Section 4.2.2, unlike non-hierarchical switches, sometimes packets
have to cross the central crossbar in order to reach the required output buffer. Hence, we
are currently evaluating the impact of including another DTable scheduler in these central
buffers. We also are planning to perform a deeper hardware study in order to offer estimates
about the silicon area that this middle scheduling algorithm would require.
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5.1. Introduction

Abstract

Quality of service (QoS) provision has become an important aspect of high-performance computing
interconnection networks. Proof of that is the inclusion of mechanisms targeted to the provision of QoS by
the main interconnection technologies such as Gigabit Ethernet, Infiniband (IB) and Omni-Path (OPA). A key
component of QoS provision is the output scheduling algorithm, which determines when a packet should be
transmitted. An ideal scheduling algorithm should satisfy two main properties: good end-to-end latency and
implementation simplicity. Table-based schedulers are able to provide these two properties, and because of
this, IB and OPA have implemented this approach.

In this paper, we present a comparative study in terms of QoS provision between these two dominating
interconnection technologies. Those interconnection technologies are also two examples of non-hierarchical
and hierarchical switch architectures, respectively, which gives the results of this study greater significance.
In order to carry out the study, the Deficit Table scheduler (DTable) has been used. DTable is a table-based
scheduling algorithm which offers a good balance between end-to-end latency and implementation cost.

Keywords: Quality of Service, Scheduling Algorithms, Interconnection Networks,
Omni-Path, Infiniband Simulation, Hierarchical-crossbar-switch Architecture, Modeling and
simulation tool, Performance evaluation

5.1 Introduction

In high performance computing (HPC) systems, composed of up to thousands of nodes,
several applications are executed concurrently, generating a lot of messages in the network.
Since each node can produce a lot of data at a faster rate, network contention may appear, and
applications performance may be affected. To reduce the impact of contention, Quality of
Service (QoS) mechanisms can be used, providing applications with the necessary resources
to meet their requirements in the best possible way. For this reason, the main interconnection
networks technologies, InfiniBand (IB) and Omni-Path (OPA) technologies, include QoS
support.

QoS is still an active research topic in the two main environments where high-speed
interconnection networks are used: Internet datacenters and supercomputing platforms [31].
The increasing use of Internet has been one of the most dominant contribution to the need
of QoS. New application types have appeared [75], such as on-demand video streaming,
live video/voice communications, interactive applications, etc. Providing QoS is necessary
to satisfy the application requirements and to provide a good user experience. In the area
of HPC, QoS provides differentiate services between traffic flows, i.e. between users with
different privilege levels in a cluster [79, 60], or between users with different service level
agreements in a cloud. For those reasons, many studies have been carried out to provide QoS
on the Internet using wired or wireless networks [44, 30], and to provide QoS on HPC, such
as new output schedulers [102], techniques for meeting QoS requirements [96, 94], etc.

A key component for networks with QoS support is the output scheduling algorithm,
which determines when a packet should be transmitted, on the basis of some expected
performance metrics [38, 47]. In an HPC interconnection network, packets from different
applications interact with each other in every network element. Without any scheduling
policy, packets from different traffic applications flows use as many resources as they
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need. In the worst scenario, a single flow may consume all network resources, causing a
degradation of the performance of other flows or, even worst, starvation.

An ideal scheduling algorithm implemented in anHPC interconnection network should
provide fairness between the traffic flows (depending on their required service level), should
provide a good end-to-end latency and should be simple in terms of computational and
implementation complexity. However, designing an output scheduling algorithm involves
inevitable trade-offs among the stated properties. The simplicity is the most important
property. The fairness property only affects to the short-term distribution of the service
offered to the flows sharing the link. End-to-end latency implies burstiness of the flow at the
output of the scheduler, thus increasing the buffering requirements in order to avoid packet
contention.

A well-known scheduling algorithm family is sorted-priority schedulers, which use a
global variable, called virtual time, to keep track of the server’s progress and is updated when
a packet is received or transmitted. Each packet has a time-stamp, computed as a function
of the virtual time by the specific scheduling algorithm. Two of the most common examples
of this family of schedulers are Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [38] and Self-Clocked Fair
Queuing (SCFQ) [46]. They provide a good fairness and a low latency, but they are not very
efficient due to the complexity of computing the virtual time and maintaining a time-sorted
packet list. However, some works have shown how to reduce the complexity of WFQ and
SCFQ maintaining decent QoS provisioning [64, 48, 118].

Table-based scheduling algorithms are another well-known family. They are based on
a table with multiple entries assigned to one or more flows. Each entry has a weight that
determines the number of packets that may be transmitted. This family of schedulers is
able to provide good end-to-end latency, controlling the maximum separation between any
consecutive pair of entries of the same flow [7], and presents a very low computational and
implementation complexity. Generally, the table only requires a pointer indicating the last
entry selected [65, 63] and a number of entries ranging from 64 to 128. Both IB and OPA
have implemented this approach [35, 15, 17].

In this paper, we present a comparative study in terms of QoS provision of two
representative HPC interconnection technologies such as IB and OPA. In the most powerful
computer list TOP500 [107], they are well established. Up to 9.8% of these supercomputer
are using OPA and up to 30.6% are using IB as their interconnection network. Looking at top
100, both technologies are dominating, 20% of these systems use OPA and 40% use IB (June,
2020). Moreover, these two interconnection technologies are also two examples of different
switch architecture, hierarchical and non-hierarchical, respectively. Hierarchical switch
architectures were designed to bring together the advantages of high-radix [61, 98, 3, 97, 49]
and low-radix switches [42, 50, 6].

Furthermore, in order to carry out the study we will use DTable [73], a table-based
scheduling algorithm which offers a good balance between performance and hardware cost.
To our knowledge, there are no studies which compare the performance of non-hierarchical
and hierarchical switches in terms of QoS provision being this issue important to compare
both approaches.
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The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 5.2 briefly reviews the switch
architecture of IB and OPA and describes their simulation models. Section 5.3 reviews the
QoS support in both technologies. Section 5.4 explains the DTable scheduler operation, as
well as how it could be adapted to IB and OPA. Section 5.5 includes the experimental study
design and Section 5.6 shows and analyzes its results. Finally, Section 5.7 presents some
conclusions.

5.2 Hiperion simulator

As stated in Section 5.1, IB and OPA interconnection technologies are used to carry out
this study. This work has been carried out using simulation for being one of the most
popular methodology to evaluate different techniques in HPC networks. It allows to test,
compare and explore new techniques in a cheap, flexible and reproducible way. There
are multiple HPC network simulators such as Garnet [4], Booksim2 [55], xSim [19],
etc., focused on on-chip networks. These simulators also allow full-system simulation,
feasible for on-chip networks, due to the small network sizes (rarely more than 64 switches).
However, when the network size grows to hundred of elements, the computational resources
needed makes the full-system simulation unapproachable. Moreover, the characteristics of
the on-chip traffic and off-chip traffic are totally disparate. On the other hand, there are
no public simulators modeling the OPA switch architecture. For these reasons, we have
developed our IB and OPA models in a previous simulator, which has been used for years
in our research group, and with multiple publications behind him [10, 12]. Our simulator
Hiperion (HIgh PERformance InterconnectiOn Network) gives us a deep knowledge of its
operation and a wide flexibility regarding the techniques that can be implemented and its
interoperability [52]. Hiperion is a discrete-event based network simulator that models the
behavior of HPC network elements, such as switches, links and network interfaces. The
simulator main goal is to perform comparative studies and it has a large range of configurable
parameters, e.g. topology, routing, queue sizes, output scheduling algorithms, etc. Hiperion
is capable of running simulations using synthetic traffic (e.g. random uniform, bit-reversal,
bit-complement, etc.). Multiple performance metrics have been implemented such as end-
to-end latency, throughput, etc.

5.2.1 Infiniband simulation model

This section details the main components of our IB-like simulation model and its behavior.
Figure 5.1a shows a generic scheme of a k port IB-based switch where k is the total number
of ports. The IB switch implements virtual cut-through as switching technique and a credit-
based flow control. We have defined the input/output bandwidth to 12.5 GBps. The model
assumed in Figure 5.1a includes the following elements:

• Input/output buffers: They store the flits from the input/output ports. There is one
input/output buffer per input/output port. Buffer storage space is dynamically shared
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by virtual lanes (VLs). The dynamic buffers provides more flexibility than static
buffers [104].

• Routing units: They add the routing information to header flits. There is one routing
unit per input port.

• Central crossbar: It interconnects input ports to required output ports.

• Input arbiter: Given an input buffer, it selects the VL that participates in the next
allocator phase. The more VLs, the bigger the arbiter is.

• Output arbiter: Given an output port, it chooses which input port is going to transmit
flits on that output port.

As stated before, Hiperion is a discrete-event based simulation tool. We have defined
and implemented a collection of events. Those events are:

• IB (Input Buffering): Each input buffer may receive 1 flit/cycle. Flits are stored in the
corresponding VL queue, depending on the transmission VL. A header packet flits are
labeled as RT-ready and triggers the RT event. Otherwise, the flit is just stored and
labeled as X-ready.

• RT (RouTing): Only applied to header packet flits labeled as RT-ready. The routing
unit determines in which output port will be placed on the entire packet. After RT,
the header flit is labeled as VA-SA-ready and its input buffer/VL can be eligible for
the VA-SA stage. Note that non-header flits always follow the header flit path. The
routing function is configurable and must be according to the configured topology.

• VA-SA (Virtual Allocator / Switch Allocator): A two-staged allocator:

− Virtual Allocator: Each input arbiter chooses a VL with at least one VA-SA-ready
header flit. The winning VL will be allowed to deliver a packet. VLs are chosen
in a round-robin order.
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5.2. Hiperion simulator

− Switch Allocator: Each output arbiter chooses an input buffer with a winning VL
whose packet is destined to its output port. The winning buffer will be allowed
to move a packet to an output buffer. The top header flit at input buffer is tagged
as X-ready.

• X (Xbar): Winning packets from the allocation process are moved from the input
buffer to the output buffer selected in the RT stage. Flits that reach the requested
output buffer are tagged as OB-ready.

• OB (Output Buffering): Each output buffer with OB-ready flits chooses which VL will
send flits to the neighbor network element (i.e. switch or network interface). The VL
selection process is performed by a configurable output scheduling algorithm, being
this event in charge of the QoS provision. Each output scheduler selects a VL with
OB-ready packets and available credits. When the tail packet flit is transmitted, the
output scheduler releases the winning VL and selects a new VL.

5.2.2 Omni-Path simulation model

A generic diagram of a 48 ports OPA-like switch can be found in Figure 5.1, which is based
in [17, 18]. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, it has a large range of internal link with different
bandwidths. The base bandwidth is 12.5 Gbps, thereby, an x3 port means that it may deliver
3 flits/cycle, which allows us to reach those bandwidths. The number of input and output
ports is represented in the figure as INPORTS:OUTPORTS. For instance, the MPort0 xBar
has 4 input ports and 6 output ports (4:6). The model shown in this figure includes the
following elements:
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the modeled OPA switch of 48 ports. For clarity, MPorts are unfolded
in Input and Output buffers.
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• MPort: It is a cluster of 4 input and 4 output ports and their input/output buffers,
there is one buffer per input and output port. Ports belonging to the same MPort are
directly connected each other through an MPort crossbar (MPort Xbar). MPorts are
also connected to the rest of MPorts through the Central Crossbar.

• MPort Xbar: This crossbar has 4 input ports, one per input buffer; and 6 output ports:
4 connected to output buffers and 2 connected to the Central Crossbar. Note that the
75 Gbps link to the Central Crossbar is modelled with 2 links. Also, those links may
deliver 3 flits/cycle, resulting on 2Links× 3× (12.Gbps) = 75Gbps.

• Central Crossbar: This is a buffered 24:48 crossbar. It provides connectivity for all
MPorts. Note that the Central Crossbar is used when a packet requests an output port
that does not belong its input MPort. For instance, a new packet arrives to the port P0,
which belongs to the MPort0. The packet requests the output port P44, which belongs
to the MPort11. Then, the packet will need to cross the Central Crossbar. Otherwise,
if for example, the packet requests the port P2 (MPort0), it will not need to cross the
Central Crossbar, only the MPort Xbar 0.

Note that the remaining elements work in the same way that the ones explained in
Section 5.2.1. The simulation events defined in this OPA-like simulation model are the same
explained in Section 5.2.1. However, when a packet is stored in the Central Crossbar buffers,
this packet is tagged again as VA-SA-ready being forced to face the allocation process.
After the arbitration process, the packet is tagged as X-ready and it can be moved to the
corresponding output port at X event execution. After reaching the output buffer, the packet
is tagged as OB-ready. Finally, the OB event explained in Section 5.2.1 is triggered and
executed as stated. Further details about the OPA simulation model can be found at [26, 25].

5.3 Interconnection network QoS support

In this section we review the QoS mechanisms offered by IB and OPA to provide QoS to
applications, flows, packets, etc. All the mechanisms detailed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2
have been implemented into Hiperion.

5.3.1 Infiniband

The IB architecture has mechanisms enabling QoS support. According to [35, 15, 85], these
mechanisms are:

• Virtual lines (VLs) provide dedicated buffer space for packets. IB implements a credit-
based flow control at VL-level. IB supports up to 16 VLs being the last VL reserved
for management purposes.

• Service Levels (SLs) are the only QoS identifier stored in packets. SLs are used to
aggregate flows with similar characteristics in order to provide applications with QoS
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in the network. The packet SL is set by the network interface (NIC) before its injection,
and cannot be modified.

Every switch has an SL-to-VL mapping table (SL2VL) per output port, as can be seen
in Figure 5.1a. Through these tables, the packets are assigned to a VL based on their SL,
output port and input port. Note that SL2VL tables are placed in the output ports and each
switch has its own tables, so that, packets may be assigned to different VLs along their route
depending on the SL2VL tables at each output port.

As shown in Figure 5.1a, IB defines an output scheduling algorithm per output port. This
scheduler is a table-based scheduler which uses two tables, as can be seen in Figure 5.1b.
The first table schedules packets from high priority VLs while the second one schedules
packets from low priority VLs. Each table has up to 64 entries and each table entry has a VL
identifier and a weight in the range of 0 to 255. The weight indicates the number of units
of 64 bytes to be transmitted from that VL. Entry weights are always rounded up in order
to allow the transmission of an entire packet. IB output scheduling algorithm also defines
a value (LimitOfHighPriority × 4096) representing the maximum amount of information
that may be delivered from the high priority table before transmitting a packet from the low
priority table. The LimitOfHighPriority value is configurable by the network administrator.
When arbitration is needed, the table is cycled through sequentially until a table entry with
an active VL is found, that is, a VL with stored packets and enough credits. Then the VL can
transmit a maximum of as many packets as the table entry weight states. Finally, the table is
cycled through again.

Moreover, if there are no high priority packets stored in an output port, the arbiter will
allow to transmit low priority packets (if there is any) until a high priority packet arrives.
This mechanism avoids to waste bandwidth.

5.3.2 Omni-Path

The OPA architecture also has some mechanisms enabling QoS support to packets, flows,
applications, etc. According to [17], these mechanisms are:

• Virtual Lanes (VLs) provide dedicated receive buffer space for incoming packets at
switch ports. VLs are also used for avoiding routing deadlocks. The Intel Omni-Path
architecture supports up to 32 VLs.

• Service Channels (SCs) differentiate packets from different Service Levels. The SC is
the only QoS identifier stored in the packet header. Each SC is mapped to a single VL,
but a VL can be shared by multiple SCs. SCs are used for avoiding topology deadlocks
and avoiding head-of-line blocking between different traffic classes. The Intel Omni-
Path architecture supports up to 32 Service Channels, however SC15 is dedicated to
in-band fabric management.

• Service Levels (SLs) are a group of SCs. An SL may span multiple SCs, but an SC
is only assigned to one SL. SLs are used for separating high priority packets from
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lower priority packets belonging to the same application or Transport Layer, avoiding
protocol deadlocks, etc. The Intel Omni-Path architecture supports up to 32 SLs.

• Traffic Classes (TCs) represent a group of SLs aimed to distinguish applications’
traffic. A TC may span multiples SLs, but each SL is only assigned to one TC. The
Intel Omni-Path architecture supports up to 32 TCs.

• A vFabric is a set of ports and one or more application protocols. For each vFabric, a
set of QoS policies are applied. A given vFabric is associated with a TC for QoS and
associated with a partition for security.

In contrast to IB, this architecture requires three mapping tables, an SL-to-SC table
(SL2SC), an SC-to-VL table (SC2VL) and an SC-to-SL table (SC2SL) per network device.
Packets may change of VL and SC on their route through the network, however, they cannot
change of SL or TC. This fact, added to the fact that the SC identifier is the only QoS
identifier stored in the packets, makes necessary to implement the SC2SL and SL2SC tables.
Note that is is necessary to know the SL associated to a given SC, and vice-versa. The SC2VL
table is also required to be able to store packets in the proper VL buffer. Note that NICs also
require the SL2SC and SC2VL tables to assign the SC identifier and deliver packets to the
proper VL.

Figure 5.1 shows a generic diagram of our OPA-based simulation model, where SC2SL,
SL2SC and SC2VL tables are connected to the routing units and the output schedulers.
Before packets can be moved from input buffers to output buffers, a mechanism is required
to decide if a packet needs to change the SC. In our simulation model the SC change
is performed when the packet is routed, avoiding deadlocks and/or distributing the traffic
among the SCs belonging to the same SL.

OPA also includes QoS mechanisms such as VLArbitration algorithm and preemption
Tables. However, there is not much information about how these mechanisms work. In our
simulation model we have implemented DTable as the output scheduler as we will detail in
Section 5.4. Note that, as far as we know, some elements of the OPA architecture are not
detailed in the available public information [26, 17]. Given that, some assumptions have
been done.

5.4 The Deficit Table scheduling mechanism

The main goal of an scheduling algorithm is to determine when packets from different
SLs are delivered to satisfy the specified end-to-end latency and bandwidth requirements.
Moreover, as stated in Section 5.1, in the context of HPC interconnection networks,
output scheduling algorithms must meet two main properties: low computational complexity
(the scheduler latency should be as low as possible) and low implementation complexity
(the scheduler algorithm is typically implemented in hardware and a high implementation
complexity implies a large silicon area). The complexity and silicon area of DTable
compared with output schedulers such as Deficit Round-Robin (DRR) or SCFQ have been
studied in [72]. This work has proven that in a scenario of high traffic load (> 80%)
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and if VLs are used, DTable and SCFQ provide better packet latency [71] than DRR.
It also concludes that the silicon area of DTable scheduler is twice the area of the DRR
scheduler, while the silicon area of SCFQ is 4.5 times bigger. In addition, the IB architecture
specification release 1.4, describes in Section 7.6.10 an enhanced QoS arbiter using an
DTable-like mechanism [35, 15]. For these reasons, we have decided that DTable is a good
option to perform this comparative study.

The DTable scheduler is a table-based output scheduling algorithm [73]. It uses an
arbitration table with an arbitrary number of table entries, e.g. 32, 64, 128, etc. Each
table entry has two fields: an SL identification number and an entry weight. The entry
weight determines the maximum amount of information, measured in flow control credits,
to be transmitted by a given SL each time that the entry is selected. When scheduling is
required, the table is cycled through until a table entry from an active SL is found. An SL
is considered active when it stores at least one packet and the flow control allows that SL to
transmit packets, i.e. the buffer of the associated VL has enough flow control credits. Then,
the DTable scheduler is composed of:

• Scheduling table: As stated before, it is a set of table entries, each one having an SL
identifier and an associated weight.

• Deficit counters: It represents the weight that the scheduler owns to the SL. Every SL
and output port have a counter. It means that there are NumSLs × OutputPorts
deficit counters per switch. Each deficit counter is initialized to 0 at the system start-
up.

• Accumulated weight counter: It is equal to the sum of the selected entry weight and
the SL deficit counter. There is one accumulated weight counter per output port.

The selected SL may deliver as many packets as the accumulated weight allows. When
a packet is transmitted, the accumulated weight is reduced by one packet size measured in
flow control credits.

The next active table entry (i.e. a table entry associated to an active SL) is selected
when the accumulated weight is smaller than the packet size. For instance, let us suppose
an input/output port with 2 SLs and one buffer per SL. The SL 0 buffer stores 3 packets and
requires 2 flow control credits per packet. Hence, 2 weight units are required to deliver a
packet. Figure 5.2 shows this example. The scheduler selects the table entry SL 0, being its
weight of 3 units and its deficit counter of 0. Given that, the accumulated weight counter is
equal to 3 units (Round N Before delivery in the figure). The SL 0 transmits 1 packet and the
accumulated weight counter is reduced in 2 units. The final accumulated weight counter is 1
unit (Round N After delivery). Since the minimum weight to send a packet is 2 units, the SL
0 cannot send packets until the next arbitration round. The remaining accumulated weight (1
unit) is stored in the SL 0 deficit counter and the scheduler selects the next active table entry.
Since the SL 1 has no packets, the SL 0 table entry is selected again. Adding its associated
weight and its deficit counter, the SL 0 has an accumulated weight of 4 units (Round N+1
Before delivery), and it delivers its 2 remaining packets (Round N+1 After delivery).
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Figure 5.2: Example of DTable behavior.

If a given SL becomes inactive in a given output port, the SL deficit counter is set to
zero, the accumulated weight is discarded and the scheduler goes through the table to find
the next active entry. In short, there are two possible scenarios: the accumulated weight
becomes smaller than the packet size (it is stored in the deficit counter) or the SL becomes
inactive (both counters are set to zero).

The bandwidth φi assigned to the SLi in an N -entry arbitration table is

φi =

J−1∑
j=0

weightj

N−1∑
k=0

weightk

,

where J is the set of table entries assigned to SLi and weight is the entry weight assigned
to a table entry. The number of table entries and the maximum distance between any pair of
consecutive table entries assigned to the same SL allow to control the SL latency [7]. Let us
suppose a system with a table-based output scheduling algorithm with 64 table entries. The
SL 0 has 32 table entries with a distance of 2 between any pair of consecutive table entries.
The SL 1 has 16 table entries with a distance of 4 entries. The weight of each SL 0 table
entry is 2 units while the weight of each SL 1 entry is 4 units. Hence, φ0 = φ1, in other
words, both SLs have been assigned the same bandwidth. However, SL 0 packets have lower
end-to-end latency than SL 1 packets since the distance between table entries is lower for SL
0. The DTable configuration methodology can be found in Section 5.4.4 and at [73].
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Figure 5.3: DTable scheduling algorithm implementation in an IB-based architecture.

5.4.1 DTable implementation on IB-based interconnection network

In Section 5.3.1 we have detailed the QoS mechanisms of IB-based system and in Section
5.4 we have established the basic DTable behavior. This section details the implementation
aspects of DTable in our IB-based simulation model. The DTable scheduler requires a set of
table entries, deficit counters and accumulated weight counters. IB-based architecture has a
total of 128 table entries (64 high priority entries and 64 low priority entries) per output port
and it supports up to 16 SLs.

In order to implement DTable in IB-based architectures, we have established that the
high priority table entries will be the DTable set of table entries. Thereby, these table entries
store the SL identifiers and the associated entry weights. It is required a deficit counter per
SL, switch and output port. As stated above, IB provides an output scheduling table per
output port with 64 entries. Therefore, the deficit counters have been implemented using
the first 16 low priority table entries, as many entries as the maximum number of possible
SLs in the system. An accumulated weight counter per output port is also required. The
accumulated weight counter has been implemented using the last low priority table entry on
each output port, in a similar way that we have stated for the accumulated weight counter.
Note that IB table entries are 8-bit wide, and therefore, the accumulated weight could easily
overflow. However, more unused adjacent entries could be used to implement the counter.
In our IB-based simulation model we have used only one entry for the sake of simplicity.
Figure 5.3 shows the arbitration table and counters implementation using the high and low
priority table entries.

Using this technique to implement DTable on IB-based architectures, 47 table entries
are wasted. Nevertheless, these entries could be used as part of the DTable scheduling table
entries set, which gives us a total of 111 table entries. In this work we have left those 47
entries unused for the sake of simplicity. When scheduling is required, the high priority table
entries will be cycled through until a table entry is found.
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5.4.2 DTable implementation on OPA-based interconnection network

Section 5.3.2 details the QoS mechanisms provided by OPA and Section 5.4 explains how
the DTable output scheduling algorithm works. In this section we explain the DTable
implementation details in OPA.

As mentioned in Section 5.3.2, there is no much details in the public available
information about the output scheduler algorithm. Hence, we cannot take advantage of any
existent table as we have done in IB (Section 5.4.1). In our OPA-based simulation model, he
have implemented a scheduling table for each network device, a deficit counter per output
port and SL and an accumulated weight counter per output port. OPA supports up to 32 SLs
and the canonical switch has 48 ports, this means a total of 1536 deficit counters and 48
accumulated weight counters per network device.

OPA architecture defines the QoS level of the traffic flows through the SLs. Then, DTable
must perform the arbitration process at SL level (i.e. arbitration entries store SL identifiers).
As mentioned in Section 5.3.2, SCs and VLs are also involved in the QoS process, and
therefore SL2SC, SC2SL and SC2VL tables are also required. When scheduling is required,
the scheduler selects the next table entry and reads the SL identifier of the entry. Using
SL2SC and SC2VL tables, the scheduler determines if some VL associated to that SL stores
packets and can transmit packets to the next network device (i.e. it has enough flow control
credits). Finally, if these conditions are satisfied, the device delivers as many packets as the
DTable scheduler allows.

5.4.3 The DTable scheduler and variable maximum transmission units

To fully exploit the DTable scheduler, variable maximum transmission units (MTUs) per SL
are required. The MTU is the size of the biggest packet that may be delivered. A variable
MTU per SL is necessary when using DTable scheduler for two main reasons:

1. In a system with fixed MTU, the deficit counter will never be used.

2. Having different packet sizes allows to decouple the bandwidth assignments from the
latency requirements [73], which is very important.

Note that in the context of HPC interconnection networks, messages are composed of
one or more packets, which are divided into one or more flits [41]. To that end, we have
included in both architectures SL_MTU tables. These tables have as many entries as SLs in
the system and only need one SL_MTU table per network device. MTU tables determine
how many flits compose the packets per SL and also permit us to have different maximum
packet sizes for different SLs, taking fully advantage of the DTable scheduler.

Nevertheless, neither IB nor OPA support variable packet sizes. To overtake this
limitation, SL_MTU tables in our simulation model determine how many fixed size packets
compose the messages, and the message generation has been modified to always generate
messages according to SL_MTU packet sizes. Moreover, before sending a message to the
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next network device, DTable has to ensure: i) the entire message fits onto the neighbor
receiving buffer and ii) there is enough remaining weight for the selected SL.

Since the switching technique used is virtual-cut through and the mentioned delivery
message system, all flits of the same message are stored, sent and received consecutively.
Given that, VL buffers must have enough space (i.e. flow control credits) for storing at least
the biggest MTU in the system.

5.4.4 DTable configuration methodology

In order to provide applications, flows, etc., specific QoS differences, DTable arbitration
tables must be configured in a proper way. Note that DTable scheduling mechanisms
themselves do not provide QoS without a proper configuration methodology [73].

Table 5.1: Arbitration table parameters.

maxφi,minφi Maximum/Minimum bandwidth assignable to the SLi MTUi Specific Maximum Transfer Unit of the SLi

φi Bandwidth assigned to the SLi M Maximum weight per table entry
N Number of entries of the arbitration table pool Bandwidth pool
ni Number of entries assigned to the SLi k Bandwidth pool decoupling parameter

GMTU General Maximum Transfer Unit w Maximum weight decoupling parameter

In an arbitration table configuration with N entries, a certain GMTU value and ni table
entries for each SL (depending on their latency requirements), we would like to be able to
assign the SLi with a certain bandwidth φi in a flexible way. In other words, this means to
keep the minimum bandwidthminφi that can be assigned to the SLi as small as possible and
the maximum bandwidth maxφi assignable to the SLi as large as possible. Table 5.1 shows
the definition of all the parameters of the configuration methodology.

The maximum total weight that can be divided among the table entries is M × N .
However, we are going to fix it to a lower value called pool, which is determined by the
k parameter. Section 5.4.3 explains that we can assign an specific MTU value for each SL.
Then, the bandwidth φi of the SLi is

φi =

J−1∑
j=0

weightj

pool
,

where J is the set of table entries assigned to the SLi and weight is the weight assigned to
the table entry. Therefore, minφi and maxφi assignable bandwidth values to the SLi are

minφi =
ni ×MTUi

pool
, maxφi =

ni ×M
pool

.

Let us define M and pool using the GMTU parameter and the decoupling parameters w
and k:

M = GMTU × w, pool = N ×GMTU × k.
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where k ≤ w because the bandwidth pool has to be smaller than N × M . Hence, the
maximum and minimum bandwidth depend not only on the proportion of table entries ni,
but also on the w and k parameters and the proportion between their specific MTUi and
GMTU :

minφi =
ni ×MTUi

N ×GMTU × k
, maxφi =

ni ×GMTU × w
N ×GMTU × k

=
ni × w
N × k

.

Therefore, parameters w, k and the specific MTUi assigned to each SL allow to vary the
maximum and minimum bandwidth assignable to SLs without affecting the final latency
[73].

5.5 Performance evaluation

In this section, we compare the QoS provision performance of IB and OPA switch
architectures using the DTable scheduler. We have used the following metrics:

• End-to-end latency per SL: Average message latency of all the messages labeled with
the same SL measured from generation to reception. This is the latency that users of
each SL will experience.

• Throughput per SL: The total amount of delivered information per SL expressed in
flits/cycle/NIC transmitted through the network.

We have used Hiperion, which implements both IB and OPA simulation models detailed
in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, which mimic the architectural behavior of both switches, as well
as the QoS mechanisms explained in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, the DTable scheduler adapted
for each architecture as stated in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, and SL_MTU tables detailed in
Section 5.4.3.

5.5.1 Traffic model

Table 5.2 shows the traffic types considered and if they have QoS requirement of they are
best-effort traffic. There are seven types of traffic flows, five of them with explicit QoS
requirements such as latency and bandwidth, and three of them are best-effort with slight
different levels of priority. SLs in Table 5.2 are sorted from the most latency sensitive to the
least latency sensitive SL. For instance, NC SL is the most latency sensitive, which means
that it must achieve the lowest latency of all SLs. The best-effort SLs are the least sensitive
SLs. In terms of the DTable configuration, all the explicit requirements for each SL have been
defined, except the best-effort flows, which have been assigned with the furthest arbitration
table distances and the remaining bandwidth percentages.

Packets from each SL have been simulated using the most appropriated traffic pattern to
emulate its behavior:
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Table 5.2: Set of SLs considered in the evaluation.

Type SL Description Traffic pattern Message size
QoS Network Control (NC) Supports the network infrastructure Random uniform 192B
QoS Voice (VO) Audio and online videogames backend traffic CBR connections 128B
QoS Video (VI) Video streaming traffic CBR connections 2048B
QoS Controlled load (CL) High performance computing traffic CBR connections 2048B
Best-effort Excellent-effort (EE) Preferential best-effort traffic. Bursts4 1024B
Best-effort Best-effort (BE) Backup protocols, email system, etc. Bursts4 1024B
Best-effort Background (BK) Rest of applications and services Bursts4 1024B

• Network Control (NC) traffic is generated using a random uniform traffic distribution.
In an HPC network we can expect fabric managers deliver to all network devices
control packets in an uniform way. We have chosen a payload of 192 bytes in order to
represent the worst case scenario. We have assumed that this SL will use nearly 1% of
the total network bandwidth.

• Voice (VO) traffic is generated using a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) distribution. VO
is composed of multiple point-to-point connections. We have defined that these
connections will be selected at the simulation beginning and they will be up until
the simulation ends. In [108], several payload values for voice codecs algorithms are
shown. These values range from 20 to 160 bytes. We have selected a payload of 128
for being the closest one with a packet size of 64 bytes due to the limitations explained
in Section 5.4.3. We have assumed that this SL will use nearly 2% of the total network
bandwidth.

• Video (VI) traffic is generated using a CBR distribution. VI traffic is generated in the
same way as in the VO traffic. According with [112], payload values ranging from 100
bytes to 64 kilobytes are feasible. We have chosen a payload value of 2048 bytes. We
have assumed that this SL will use nearly 30% of the total network bandwidth.

• Controlled Load (CL) traffic is generated using a CBR distribution with payload
of 2048 bytes, representing a possible average payload of many HPC application
communications. We have assumed that this SL will use nearly 35% of the total
network bandwidth.

• Best-effort traffic: Excellent-effort (EE), Best-effort (BE) and Background (BK), are
generated using a Bursts4 distribution. This traffic is composed of bursts of 4 messages
generated at the same time heading to the same destination. Note that each message is
composed of multiple packets according with SL_MTU tables. The packet payload of
these SLs is 1028 bytes. We have assumed that those SLs will use nearly 12% of the
total network bandwidth.

For all cases, except VI and VO traffic patterns, the destination distribution is uniform in
order to fully load the network. Note that we have chosen a heterogeneous scenario where
multiple traffics are mixed using the above mentioned bandwidth percentages. However, our
proposal is aimed to any environment where flows with different QoS requirements coexist.
Nevertheless, the multimedia environment is the most straightforward one.
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5.5.2 Network topology

We have chosen the k-ary n-tree and nD Torus interconnection topologies for being very
common and well known solutions in high performance environments. We have used these
topologies with two different layouts: 4-ary 3-tree, 24-ary 2-tree, 8x8 2D Torus and 8x8x8
3D Torus. The configuration on each layout is the following:

• The 4-ary 3-tree configuration has 64 end points connected or NICs. Each switch,
either IB or OPA, has 8 ports.

• The 24-ary 2-tree has been configured with 576 NICs and switches with 48 ports.

• The 2D Torus configuration has 512 end points and 64 switches with 48 ports: the ports
have been aggregated to create trunk links of 10x (4 × 10 = 40 ports) and there are
8 NICs attached by one link per switch. Note that the trunk links are used to increase
the bandwidth in each torus direction, but the ports belonging to the same trunk link
works independently, i.e. the ports transmit different packets traveling in the same
torus direction.

• The 3D Torus configuration has 2048 NICs and 512 switches with 28 ports: 6 trunk
links of 4x and 4 NICs connected by one link.

The k-ary n-tree topology implements the valiant routing algorithm for being able to
mitigate congestion and Head-on-Line contention [109]. The nD torus implements DOR
for being the most common in those topologies [37]. The SL2SC and SC2VL tables
configuration used in the OPA architecture scenario are shown in Table 5.3. In short, each
SL has one SC associated and each SC has one VL assigned. For instance, the NC SL has the
SC 0 and the VL 0 associated. SLs description can be found in Section 5.5.1. The SL2VL
table configuration used in the IB architecture scenario is shown in Table 5.3. As in the OPA
scenario, each SL has a single VL associated.

Table 5.3: Configuration of IB SL2VL, OPA SL2SC and OPA SC2VL tables.

IB SL2VL OPA SL2SC OPA SC2VL
SL VL SL SC SC VL
NC 0 NC 0 0 0
VO 1 VO 1 1 1
VI 2 VI 2 2 2
CL 3 CL 3 3 3
EE 4 EE 4 4 4
BE 5 BE 5 5 5
BK 6 BK 6 6 6

In both architectures, switches implement a credit-based flow control protocol. Given
that, packets are not dropped when congestion appears and they are only transmitted if
there is enough space in reception buffers. Flows from different applications and similar
characteristics are aggregated via SLs. The packet scheduling is performed through SLs and
flow control via VLs. For the sake of comparison, we have established the flit size in 64
bytes, the packet size in 1 flit and the flow control credit unit in 64 bytes. Therefore, the
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final packet size is 64 bytes and each packet is 1 flow control credit sized. We have stated
the GMTU in both architectures to 32 (i.e. 2048 bytes). Nevertheless, the evaluation may be
performed with smaller or larger MTUs.

As stated, we have used in both cases an input, output and central (in the case of OPA)
buffer queuing architecture. The same buffer capacities have been used in both architectures.
The buffer capacity is 114,688 bytes at input and output ports of switches and 229,376 bytes
at the network interfaces. In OPA, the central crossbar buffer capacity is 229,376 bytes for
every 4 ports (MPort), e.g. in an OPA-based switch with just 8 ports, the central buffer
capacity is 458,752 bytes. This central crossbar buffer capacity is available only for each
Mport (i.e. each MPort may consume in total 229,376 bytes). These buffer capacities
have been adjusted experimentally in order to avoid flow contention before reaching the
congestion point. Both architectures dynamically manage the VL buffer storage space, i.e.
there are no independent buffers per VL and the buffer space is divided according with
the traffic requirements, ensuring a minimum and a maximum space per VL. The dynamic
buffers provide more flexibility than static buffers [104]. Finally, if an application wants to
inject a packet into an interface network queue but it is full, we assume that the packet is
stored in the application layer queue.

5.5.3 Simulated scenario and scheduler configurations

We have assumed a scenario where the goal is to dedicate the following egress link
percentages to the SLs shown in Table 5.2: 1% to NC SL, 2% to VO SL, 30% to VI SL,
35% to CL and the remaining percentage to be shared among the best-effort SLs. Regarding
maximum latency requirements, as mentioned in Section 5.4 and in [7], maximum latency
values can be handled through the maximum distance between any pair of table entries
assigned to an SL. The bandwidth percentages are intended to represent, as close as possible,
a realistic combination of traffic and applications with QoS requirements. Distances assigned
to each SL are shown in Table 5.4, in the Distance column. As can be seen, we have stated
that the maximum latencies, in ascending order are: NC, VO, VI, CL and best-effort SL.
Note that distances do not define an absolute end-to-end maximum value but an order. For
instance, the NC SL has lower latency requirements than the VO SL, the VO SL has a
lower latency requirements than the VI SL and so on. This approach permits us to provide
differentiated services to the applications.

The DTable configuration process requires a defined methodology. This methodology
is explained in Section 5.4.4 and at [73]. It allows to decouple bandwidth assignments
from latency assignments. As stated before, we have established the maximum distances:
a maximum distance of 2 entries for the NC SL and a maximum distance of 64 entries to
the best-effort SLs. Table 5.4 shows the total number of entries (#entr.) and the proportion
of table entries (%entr.) for each SL. In order to achieve the maximum flexibility possible,
MTU values have been established as small as possible. Table 5.4 shows the specified MTUs
for each SL in the MTUi column.

Finally, we have configured proper values for w and k parameters (Section 5.4.4). To
that end, we have used a w and k adjustment methodology. This methodology is based
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Table 5.4: Application of the decoupling methodology and DTable bandwidth configuration.

DTable decoupling metodology Injection DTable scheduler configuration
SL Distance #entr. %entr MTUi minφi maxφi Min. Max. φi #entr. E.W. T.W.
NC 2 32 50 192 0.094 3 0.01 0.01 0.094 32 4-3 101
VO 4 16 25 128 0.047 1.5 0.016 0.016 0.164 16 11 176
VI 8 8 12.5 2048 0.25 0.75 0.23 0.23 0.3 8 40-41 322
CL 16 4 6.25 2048 0.125 0.375 0.28 0.28 0.35 4 93-94 375
EE 32 2 3.125 1024 0.0313 0.188 0.0125 0.1525 0.04 2 21-22 43
BE 64 1 1.563 1024 0.016 0.094 0.0125 0.1525 0.036 1 39 39
BK 64 1 1.563 1024 0.008 0.047 0.0125 0.1525 0.016 1 17 17

Total 64 100 0.57 5.95 0.5735 0.9935 1 64 1073

N = 64, GMTU = 32, w = 3, k = 0.5

in a multipurpose backtracking algorithm [87]. The main condition taken into account
is we want for the CL SL a bandwidth higher than the actual proportion of table entries
assigned. Moreover, we want to assign the NC SL, which has a high proportion of table
entries assigned, a small proportion of bandwidth. Nevertheless, it is important to keep the
k parameter value as small as possible in order to obtain good latency performance. For that
reason, the backtracking algorithm always tries first to adjust the k parameter, starting from
the lowest value possible 0.1 being w = k and increasing k in steps of 0.1 until minφi is
lower than the desired φi for all SLs. Finally, the algorithm starting from w = k increases w
in steps of 0.1 until maxφi is higher than the desired φi for all SLs. We have finally chosen
a value of 3 for w and a value of 0.5 for k. This combination of values allows us to get
an assignable bandwidth range [minφi, maxφi] for each SL, which fits with the bandwidth
requirements. Table 5.4 shows the minimum and maximum bandwidth that may be assigned
to each SL using this configuration.

Table 5.4 shows in the column φi the final assigned bandwidth values. These bandwidth
values have been selected taking into account the expected SL bandwidth usages stated
in Section 5.5.1. Note that the high priority SLs have more reserved bandwidth than the
corresponding injection rates in order to prevent flow congestion and HoL could affect these
flows. Note also that these values are within the defined ranges. The column injection shows
the total amount of traffic expressed in flits/cycle/NIC that each SL injects. In this scenario,
SLs NC, VO, VI and CL inject a fixed amount of traffic and the best-effort SLs increase
gradually the amount of traffic, Min. and Max. columns show these increases. The column
(T.W.) shows the total weight distributed among the table entries of each SL and the weight
associated to each table entry (E.W). Note that some SL entries may have been assigned
different E.W. values, e.g. some NC SL table entries have been assigned with a weight of
4 and others with 3. The reason behind these table weight deviations is the original DTable
configuration methodology may produce slightly bandwidth deviations, i.e. an SL gets more
or less bandwidth than desired. We have developed a system able to correct these deviations.
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5.6 Simulation results

Performance metrics are described in Section 5.5 and the values shown for each injection rate
are the average of 30 different simulations varying the seed of the random number generation.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the end-to-end latency and throughput results using the k-ary
n-tree and nD Torus topologies, respectively. Note that in some figures the BK SL is off the
chart. We have decided to leave it outside for the sake of clarity, otherwise, the rest of lines
would be too close to each other.

Total end-to-end latency using OPA switches is lower than using IB switches. For
instance, the NC SL at the 0.7 injection rate is 780.41 on IB, 647.1 ns in OPA, 604.01
on IB, 446.87 ns in OPA for the 4-ary 3-tree and the 24-ary 2-tree topologies, respectively.
In the same injection rate, the latency achieved by the NC SL in the nD Torus scenarios is
840.95 ns on IB, 758.1 ns in OPA, 1330.24 ns on IB and 1115.85 ns in OPA for the 2D and
3D Torus topologies, respectively.

High priority SLs in OPA are less degraded than on IB. For instance, the NC SL latency
difference in OPA between the first and the last injection rate shown in Figure 5.4c is 44.6 ns
while on IB the latency difference between the first and last injection rate shown in Figure
5.4a for the same SL is 55.78 ns. Comparing latency increases with Figures 5.4e and 5.4g,
the differences are 35.95 and 144.95 ns for OPA and IB, respectively. Regarding the nD
Torus topologies, the NC SL latency difference in OPA shown in Figures 5.5a and 5.5c is
69.45 ns compared with 267.66 ns on IB. Differences in Figures 5.5e and 5.5g are 229.89
and 80.36 ns for IB and OPA, respectively.

In the OPA scenario, in terms of latency, point-to-point connections (VO, VI and CL
SLs) are also less penalized, while on IB the point-to-point connections are more penalized
than the low priority SLs. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 5.4a, VO and VI latencies
increase drastically when the network congestion point is reached. However, on IB the best-
effort SLs increase their end-to-end latency more quickly than in OPA, when the injection
ratio increases. This means that in order to meet the latency requirements on the high priority
SLs, IB switches are forced to increase the low priority latencies. Whilst, this behavior can
also be seen in OPA, although it is more widespread. This means OPA switches are able
to provide better latency values than IB switches. Note that in Figures 5.4a, 5.4e, 5.4c and
5.4g BK SL latencies suffer from a large increase, the reason behind this fact is because the
BK SL is generating packets at a higher rate than packets are injected, therefore, they are
accumulated in the injection queues increasing drastically their final latency.

Referring throughput results shown in Figures 5.4b, 5.4d, 5.4f, 5.4h, 5.5b, 5.5d, 5.5f
and 5.5h, achieved by each SL on each configuration. Throughput results are very close to
the desired ones, even after the saturation point. The BK SL suffers of a slight throughput
reduction because the BK SL is trying to use more bandwidth than the scheduler allows.
Hence, the final throughput for the BK SL is slightly reduced. In both architectures, results
show the scheduler using the proposed configuration is almost able to meet the bandwidth
requirements in all cases. However, results of IB in Figure 5.4b, show the VI and VO
throughput is reduced behind of the expected. Also, in the results shown by Figures 5.5f
and 5.5h, the achieved throughput by the VO an VI SLs, is a bit lower than the expected.
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Figure 5.4: Performance of each SL using a 4-ary 3-tree (5.4a, 5.4b, 5.4c and 5.4d) and
24-ary 2-tree (5.4e, 5.4f, 5.4g and 5.4h) topologies with IB switch (5.4a, 5.4b, 5.4e and 5.4f)
and OPA switch (5.4c, 5.4d, 5.4g and 5.4h). Results in Figures 5.4a, 5.4c, 5.4e and 5.4g refer
to end-to-end latency and results in Figures 5.4b, 5.4d, 5.4f and 5.4h refer to throughput.
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Figure 5.5: Performance of each SL using a 2D Torus (5.5a, 5.5b, 5.5c and 5.5d) and 3D
Torus (5.5e, 5.5f, 5.5g and 5.5h) topologies with IB switch (5.5a, 5.5b, 5.5e and 5.5f) and
OPA switch (5.5c, 5.5d, 5.5g and 5.5h). Results in Figures 5.5a, 5.5c, 5.5e and 5.5g refer to
end-to-end latency and results in Figures 5.5b, 5.5d, 5.5f and 5.5h refer to throughput.
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Note that in the case of OPA, the CL SL is the only one affected. In our opinion, this is
due to the fact that the IB pipeline is shorter than the OPA pipeline which encourages point-
to-point SLs to suffer from increased congestion and HoL. Generally, in extreme cases, e.g.
when an SL is heavily saturated, OPA is able to provide better QoS provision than IB. As
commented above, in all proposed scenarios, OPA achieve better result than IB. The reason
for this is that the OPA hierarchical crossbar architecture makes it possible to achieve higher
throughput ratios and to maintain lower end-to-end latency values than IB, although in OPA
packet could takes more time to cross the switch than on IB because some packets have
to go through the central crossbar. Therefore, it seems more interesting to have high-radix
switches even using more complex design to improve the achieved throughput than a more
simple design providing lower latencies to all packets that cross the switch.

5.7 Conclusions

QoS provision is a relevant aspect of HPC interconnection networks. A key component for
networks with QoS support is the scheduling algorithm, which is in charge of determining
when the next packet should be transmitted. An ideal scheduling algorithm implemented in
HPC networks should satisfy two main properties: good end-to-end latency and simplicity.

In this paper we have designed an IB-based and an OPA-based simulation models.
They are two of the dominating technologies in the list TOP500 of the most powerful
computers. Both architectures are also an example of non-hierarchical and hierarchical
switch architectures, respectively. We have adapted to these architectures the DTable output
scheduler which offers a good balance between performance and hardware cost

We have evaluated the performance of the DTable scheduling algorithm in both
architectures using an heterogeneous scenario where multiple traffic types coexist. We
have carried out different experiments using several topology configurations and we have
compared results against both architectures. End-to-end latency per SL results show that the
OPA architecture is able to meet latency requirements better than the IB architecture, it is
able to achieve lower latency values than IB. Also, high priority and point-to-point SLs in
OPA are less degraded than on IB. Moreover, IB is forced earlier to drastically increase the
latency of low priority SLs in order to keep the latency of high priority SLs. Throughput
per SL results show that either IB or OPA can provide bandwidth desired values. However,
on IB, in some scenarios, point-to-point SLs achieve throughput results a bit lower than
expected.

Currently, we are developing a strategy to reduce the congestion, specially on IB
for being the architecture most affected. We are also adapting sorted-priority scheduling
algorithms.
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6.1. Introduction

Abstract

Modern high-speed interconnection networks include support for the provision of quality of service (QoS) to
the applications. The output scheduling algorithm plays an important role in the QoS provision, choosing the
packets to be delivered from the output buffers. InfiniBand, one of the most used interconnection technologies,
includes a table-based scheduler composed of a high and a low priority tables, and a counter limiting the
number of high priority traffic flows that may be delivered before giving the opportunity to low priority ones.
Therefore, the performance of the traffic flows in the network largely depends on the tables configuration
since the switch scheduler uses this information to allow/deny packets being forwarded, according to the QoS
provision scheme. As far as we know, there is no study on the influence of these configurations to the traffic flows
performance. In this paper, we present an offline analysis tool to accurately determine the expected end-to-
end latency and bandwidth of the traffic flows in an InfiniBand-based network using the information contained
in the high and low priority tables. Moreover, we present a methodology to aid network administrators in
configuring the QoS provision in a real InfiniBand cluster. Finally, we evaluate the analysis tool, comparing its
results with those obtained from a real cluster and from simulation.

Keywords Analysis tool, High-performance networks, Quality of Service, InfiniBand,
Performance evaluation, Scheduling algorithms.

6.1 Introduction

High-performance computing (HPC) is expected to break the Exascale barrier soon [59].
In HPC systems, the interconnection network is a crucial element, as it needs to process
communications generated by HPC applications and, therefore, it may become the entire
system bottleneck. In order to overcome this potential problem, many improvements
have been devised in the last years, focused on routing algorithms, congestion avoidance
mechanisms, switch architectures, etc [5, 116].

There are multiple HPC interconnection network technologies that have been competing
to achieve better performance and market share. Some of the most popular interconnection
network technologies are Gigabit Ethernet (GE) [99], InfiniBand (IB) [85] and Omni-Path
(OPA) [17]. In the most powerful computer list TOP500 [107], GE has 50.8%, IB has 31%
and OPA has 9.4% of market share (November, 2020). But in the top 100, the amount
of IB-based supercomputers grows to 61%. As can be seen, IB is one of the most used
interconnection technologies by the most powerful HPC systems in the world.

One crucial feature in HPC interconnection networks is the quality of service (QoS)
provision. QoS allows to differentiate traffic flows from different applications according to
their specific requirements (e.g. latency or throughput). If this functionality is available,
network administrators need to configure the QoS provision a priori, avoiding that one or a
few traffic flows consume all the network resources, or that the end, users may experience a
poor system performance, even if the system is not overloaded. Note that the most popular
interconnection network technologies include support for providing QoS, being nowadays
an active research topic in HPC environments [102, 96, 94].

The cornerstone of QoS provision is the output scheduling algorithm [38, 47], which
determines when a packet should be delivered to the next network device (i.e. network
interface, switch, etc.). The decision is based on performance metrics such as end-to-end
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delay and/or bandwidth requirements. In the context of HPC interconnection networks, this
scheduler has to be as simple as possible in terms of computational and implementation
complexity [101]. The algorithm latency must be smaller than the transmission time.
Otherwise, the system will expend more time choosing the next packet to be delivered
than transmitting packets. Also, the implementation complexity must be low because these
schedulers are typically implemented in hardware.

A well-known family of scheduling algorithms is table-based schedulers. In fact, both IB
and OPA HPC interconnection networks include table-based schedulers [17, 15]. This family
of schedulers offers a good latency and bandwidth performance with a low computational
complexity. These schedulers have been widely studied over the last few decades [73, 7, 69],
especially on IB.

The IB scheduler is based on two arbitration tables: high-priority table and low-
priority table. The scheduler also includes a high-priority counter which determines the
maximum amount of data that may be transmitted using the high-priority table before giving
an opportunity to the low-priority table. The high-priority table has been widely studied
[7, 35, 9]. However, how the low-priority table and the high-priority counter influence the
final traffic flows performance, as far as we know, has not yet been analyzed.

In this paper, we present an offline analysis tool that allows users to extract the expected
end-to-end latency and bandwidth values of the traffic flows from a given IB scheduler
configuration. We also present a methodology to test these QoS configurations in a real
IB testbed, and a comparison between the expected values obtained from our offline analysis
tool and the achieved results from the testbed.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 6.2 describes the QoS support on
IB. Section 6.3 introduces the offline InfiniBand analysis tool and Section 6.4 presents the
methodology to test the scheduler configurations in a real IB testbed. Section 6.5 shows the
experimental results. Finally, in Section 6.6, some conclusions are drawn.

6.2 InfiniBand QoS support

This section reviews the mechanisms provided by the IB architecture to provide QoS to
applications. These mechanisms are the virtual lanes (VLs), service levels (SLs), output
scheduler and SL2VL tables [15, 85, 35].

VLs provide dedicated buffer space for packets at the input/output ports. Moreover, IB
implements a credit-based flow control at VL-level. IB supports up to 16 VLs being the last
VL (VL15) reserved for network control traffic.

SLs are the only QoS information stored in packets. SLs provide QoS to the applications
aggregating traffic flows with similar characteristics through the network. The packet SL is
set by the network interfaces (NICs) before their injection in the network and cannot be
modified later.

Moreover, in order to provide QoS, IB switches also require in each output port, the
SL-to-VL mapping tables (SL2VL), as can be seen in Figure 6.1a. Through these tables, the
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packets are assigned to a VL based on their SL, output port and input port. Note that as each
output port has its own SL2VL table, packets may be assigned to different VLs along their
route.

Figure 6.1a also shows an output scheduler per output port. This scheduler is a table-
based scheduler with two tables, as can be seen in Figure 6.1b. The first table (High-priority
table) is aimed to schedule high-priority VLs while the second table (Low-priority table) is
devoted to low-priority VLs. Both arbitration tables have up to 64 entries. Each entry has a
VL identifier and a weight ranging from 0 to 255. The weight indicates how many 64-byte
units may be delivered from that VL. Entry weights are always rounded up in order to allow
the transmission of an entire packet.

IB output scheduler also defines the LimitOfHighPriority counter. It represents the
maximum amount of information that may be delivered from the high-priority VLs before
selecting the low-priority ones. A byte counter accumulates the amount of information
sent by high-priority VLs. When this counter reaches LimitOfHighPriority × 4096
bytes, the scheduler can choose a low-priority VL. If there are no packets in high-priority
VLs, the scheduler can also choose a low-priority entry. There are two special values for
LimitOfHighPriority: 255 indicates that there is no byte limit for high-priority VLs,
while 0 indicates that only one high-priority packet can be transmitted, allowing to send
packets from both tables alternately.

For instance, let’s consider the output IB port shown in Figure 6.1. The port has 4 VLs
and one buffer per VL. The high-priority VL 0 has 3 packets, the low-priority VL 2 has 2
packets and packets are 64 bytes sized. Finally, LimitOfHighPriority = 1 (i.e. 4096
bytes), and the byte counter is 3968.

When the scheduling is needed, the high-priority table is cycled through until an active
VL1 is found. Then the VL can transmit as many packets as defined in the “weight” field of
the selected table entry. In the example, the scheduler selects the first table entry, allowing
VL 0 (black arrow on the left) to deliver 196 bytes, i.e. 3 packets (Round N high-priority
Before delivery). However, the byte counter reaches 4096 after transmitting the second
packet. Given that, the VL 0 interrupts the transmission, giving the opportunity to send
packets to the low-priority VLs (Round N high-priority After delivery). Then, the first low-

1A VL is active when it stores packets and has credits to send at least one packet.
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Figure 6.1: Example of high-priority and low-priority tables.

priority table entry is selected, allowing VL 2 to deliver its two packets (Round N+1 low-
priority Before delivery). Finally, the byte counter is reset, the delivery of high-priority VLs
is resumed and VL 0 sends its last packet.

In a table-based scheduler that only uses a single table, e.g. using the IB output
scheduler with only the high-priority table, using a proper table entry weights and distances
distribution, the total amount of bandwidth φi assigned to the V Li in an N -entry arbitration
table is

φi =

(
J−1∑
j=0

weightj

)
/
(

N−1∑
k=0

weightk

)
(6.1)

where J is the amount of table entries assigned to the V Li, weight is the entry weight
assigned to a table entry and N is the total number of entries of the arbitration table.
However, as far as we know, there is no tool or methodology that could be used by system
administrators and researchers to figure out the φi assigned to the V Li when the two IB
arbitration tables are used, apart from testing the configuration on a real IB cluster or
simulator with IB support. Furthermore, the maximum distance is very complicated to know
in advance, since it is not possible to know exactly when the byte counter will exceed the
LimitOfHighPriority and so to interleave a low-priority table entry between two high-
priority table entries.

6.3 Offline InfiniBand multi-table analysis tool

Given a high priority arbitration table configuration, we can easily calculate the bandwidth
assigned to each traffic flow and the maximum entry distance between any pair of table
entries assigned to the same traffic flow. Intuitively, let’s consider that the VL 0 has 32
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entries assigned in the high priority table with a distance of 2 between any pair of consecutive
entries, the VL 1 has 16 table entries with a distance of 4 entries, and the weight of each VL
0 entry is 2 units while the weight of each VL 1 entry is 4 units. Hence, the total amount of
bandwidth assigned is the same (i.e. 50%) for each VL. However, with this configuration, the
VL 0 packets will show lower end-to-end latency than that of VL 1 packets, since the distance
between table entries is lower for VL 0. Note that, when the LimitOfHighPriority is
added to the arbitration process, these values become more complicated to obtain. For
instance, if a low priority entry and a LimitOfHighPriority counter are added to the above
example, the bandwidth portion assigned and entry distances cannot be directly obtained.
Therefore, predicting in advance the exact moment when the low priority table has the
opportunity to deliver packets is not a trivial task.

For this purpose, we have developed an offline analysis tool. The main goal of this tool
is to obtain, from a given IB output scheduler configuration, the VL effective bandwidth and
maximum distance between any pair of consecutive entries assigned to the same VL. The
VL effective bandwidth is a valuable metric because different traffic flows have bandwidth
requirements that should be met. The maximum distance allows to control the final latency
achieved by each VL[7].

This tool has a range of configurable parameters aimed to cover almost all the possible
configurations of the IB output scheduling algorithm. These parameters are:

• High-priority table: A comma-separated plain text file including on each line a high-
priority table entry. This parameter is mandatory.

• Low-priority table: A comma-separated plain text file including on each line a low-
priority table entry. This parameter is optional.

• Limit of high-priority: This value represents the LimitOfHighPriority counter,
which ranges from 0 to 255. Its default value is 1.

• Runs: It specifies the number of high-priority table cycles performed during the
analysis. A table cycle is considered completed when the last high-priority table entry
is reached and the scheduler returns to the first table entry. It is recommended to set
this parameter at least to 30, which is the default value. However, some configurations
may require more runs to converge.

• Packet size: The packet size in bytes. This value can be fixed to match the maximum
transmission unit (MTU), which on IB networks by default is 4096. Also, the packet
size is 64, so that 64× 64 = 4096 bytes. The default value is 4096 bytes.

The analysis tool simulates the delivery of packets in the output ports under the following
assumptions: 1) There are always packets ready for delivery and 2) There is always space in
the next network device to store the transmitted packet. These assumptions give us an ideal
scenario for obtaining the theoretical bandwidth divisions and the maximum entry distances.
The tool also includes a statistical module to collect and compute the results. Algorithm 4
shows how the tool simulates the packet delivery and collects statistics.
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In Algorithm 4, there are several functions involved: len() extracts the number of table
entries from a given arbitration table, get_hp_entry() gets the next table entry and cycles
through the table in a round-robin order, get_weight_from_entry() returns the associated
weight to the given entry, deliver_all_lp_packets() simulates the delivery of as many
packets as the next low-priority table entry states, update_stats() refreshes the current VL
statistics and deliver_hp_packet() simulates the delivery of one high-priority packet. Note
that high-priority packets are sent out one at a time for the current entry, while low-priority
packets of the current entry are delivered at the same time. Unlike high-priority packets,
there is not a byte counter limiting the amount of information sent by the low-priority table.
The scheduler just delivers as many from the low-priority table packets as the selected entry
weight allows.

Algorithm 4 Delivery simulation and statistics collection.
1: procedure RUN(hp, lp, limit_hp, runs)
2: num_entries← len(hp)
3: limit_hp_counter ← 0
4: for i← num_entries ∗ runs do
5: hp_entry ← get_hp_entry(hp)
6: entry_weight← get_weight_from_entry(hp_entry)
7: for j ← entry_weight do
8: if limit_hp 6= 255 and limit_hp_counter ≥ limit_hp then
9: lp_entry ← get_lp_entry(hp)

10: deliver_all_lp_packets(lp_entry)
11: vl_stats← update_stats(lp_entry)
12: limit_hp_counter ← 0
13: end if
14: deliver_hp_packet(hp_entry)
15: limit_hp_counter ← limit_hp_counter + packet_size
16: vl_stats← update_stats(hp_entry)
17: end for
18: end for
19: return vl_stats
20: end procedure

Once the Algorithm 4 has finished, the bandwidth φi and the maximum entry distance
dsti are calculated as follows:

φi =
packetsi

V−1∑
j=0

packetsj

, dsti =
accumDsti

timesSelectedi
, (6.2)

where packetsi is the total amount of packets delivered by the V Li and V is the total
number of VLs in the system. The accumDsti is the sum of distances between any pair of
consecutive entries assigned to V Li and timesSelectedi is the sum of times that the entries
associated to V Li have been selected.
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6.4 InfiniBand QoS testing methodology

This section details a simple methodology to test and compare the performance of different
configurations of the IB output scheduler. As stated in Section 6.3, to know in advance the
bandwidth assigned to every V Li from a configuration is not possible, unless we use an
analysis tool such the one presented in Section 6.3, a simulation tool or a real IB network.

The main idea behind our methodology is to create multiple traffic flows which will be
sent between two nodes interconnected by means of an IB switch. Each traffic flow will try
to use the full bandwidth, and therefore, all the traffic flows will be forced to compete for
the switch resources. Thus, the output scheduler will distribute the resources (i.e. buffering
space, internal links, etc.) among the traffic flows based on their QoS configuration. Figure
6.2 shows an example using three traffic flows. The methodology defines the following steps
for QoS testing:

1. Define the output scheduler configuration that we want to test. That is, to define
the arbitration table configurations (high-priority is mandatory and the low-priority
is optional), the LimitOfHighPriority counter value (if low-priority table is used)
and the SL2VL table configuration.

2. Define the traffic flows. One traffic flow is required for each VL defined on the
scheduler configuration in step 1. Each traffic flow is assigned with a different SL
at the computing node IB interface, prior to its injection in the network. Each SL
is associated to a different VL in the network setup stage through the SL2VL tables,
allowing to the output scheduler to segregate the traffic flows and allocate different
link bandwidth for each traffic flow.

3. Set up the scheduler configuration (step 1) and the SL2VL tables (step 2) using
the Subnet Manager (SM)[15]. The SM is in charge of multiple actions, such as
discovering the topology, configuring the SL2VL and arbitration tables, populating
the routing tables, etc. We have used OpenSM [82] which is the common open-source
choice on IB networks.

4. Select the source and the destination nodes. The nodes must be interconnected by
switches.

5. Generate all the traffic flows simultaneously. Each traffic flow will be assigned to a
different SL, according to step 2.

6. Analyze the obtained results. The applications, generally show the benchmark results,
which can be stored in a plain text file and later analyzed.
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Figure 6.2: Traffic flow example inside a IB cluster.

6.5 Performance analysis

This section compares the results obtained from the offline analysis tool described in Section
6.3 with those achieved from a real IB cluster using the methodology explained in Section
6.4. The main goal of this analysis is to validate the analysis tool behavior.

Moreover, we have carried out experiments using the simulation tool Hiperion [52, 23]
to compare the results obtained from the analysis tool against multiple system configurations.
The main goal is to find out if the bandwidth obtained by the SLs in the experiments remain
accurate when the system size grows.

6.5.1 Testbed configuration

The IB testbed is composed of one switch Mellanox SB7800 Series 2 EDR 100Gb/s with
36 ports and three computing nodes HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server. Each node has
two Intel Xeon Silver 4116 processors. The operating system is CentOS 8 running OpenSM
3.3.19. To generate the traffic flows, we have used the InfiniBand Perftest package 4.4.0
[84], a collection of software tests written using the IB verbs API [90], which are used
as performance micro-benchmarks. Specifically, we have used the ib_send_bw and the
ib_send_lat applications. The ib_send_bw is aimed to test the bandwidth sending
packages from a sender to a receiver, while ib_send_lat application measures the
message latency.

Table 6.1: Arbitration tables configurations.

Configuration A Configuration B
SL SLentries EntryWeight SLTotalWeight SLEntries EntryWeight SLTotalWeight
0 32 8-9 264 32 22 704
1 16 9-10 158 16 27 432
2 16 6-7 106 16 18 288
3 1 6 6 1 2 2

Total 65 534 65 1426
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We have carried out experiments using two different arbitration table configurations.
Table 6.1 shows both configurations A and B. SL 0, 1 and 2 are high-priority SLs, while
SL 3 is a low-priority SL. The SLEntries column shows the number of table entries
assigned to each SL. For instance, SL 0 has 32 high-priority entries in both configurations
and SL 3 has 1 low-priority entry. The EntryWeight is the weight assigned to each table
entry, while the SLTotalWeight column shows the total weight accumulated per each
SL. LimitOfHighPriority is set to 1 (1 × 4096 = 4096 bytes) in both cases. Note
that in configuration A, there are two values in EntryWeight column, (e.g. SL 0 has
an EntryWeight of 8-9). This means that some SL 0 table entries have been assigned
with a weight of 8 and others with 9. We have used the methodology proposed at [73] for
configuring the high-priority table. However, this methodology may produce that an SL gets
more or less bandwidth than desired, so we add or subtract weight from the entries until the
bandwidth assigned to each SL is equal or very close to the desired bandwidth. The offline
analysis tool is configured using these two configurations, 300 runs and a packet size of 4096
bytes.

6.5.2 Simulation configurations

We have chosen the k-ary n-tree topology or fat-tree for being very common and well
known solution in high performance environments. We have tested this topology with
multiple layouts, varying the number of stages (n ∈ {2, 3}) and the k-arity (k ∈
{2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14}).

The k-ary n-tree topology implements the valiant routing algorithm, which leverages
the available routes in the topology, balancing in a fair manner the traffic flows among them
[109]. In these experiments we have used the Configuration A shown in Table 6.1. The flit
size is 16 bytes and the packet size is 4 flits, resulting in a 64-byte credit unit. The buffer
capacity is 7,168 flits at switch input/output ports and 14,336 flits at the NICs. Finally, if
an application wants to inject a packet into a full NIC queue, we assume that the packet is
stored in the application layer queue.

Regarding the traffic, in this study we have used synthetic traffic. Specifically, we
have modeled a random uniform traffic distribution using a fixed generation rate of 1
flit/cycle/NIC. This traffic pattern along with this injection ratio ensures that the network
is fully loaded.

6.5.3 Evaluation results

We have used three metrics in this study:

• Bandwidth difference: This is the link bandwidth percentage difference obtained on
each system for every SL. This is φtool

i − φIB
i , where φtool

i is the bandwidth percentage
obtained by the SLi with the analysis tool, and φIB

i is the bandwidth percentage
obtained by the SLi on the real system.
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Figure 6.3: Performance of each SL using configurations A (6.3a, 6.3b and 6.3c) and B (6.3d,
6.3e and 6.3f).

• Maximum entry distance: It is the maximum distance between any pair of
consecutive entries assigned to the same VL. It allows to know the expected VL
latency. This metric gives us the end-to-end packet latency.

• Average message latency: It measures the end-to-end message latency on the real
system.

Note that we have used the message latency instead of the packet latency. In HPC
environments, the clock signal of different computing nodes is not synchronized and, there
is no global time variable allowing us to know the exact deliver and reception packet
timestamps in different nodes. For the same reason, as it is also very complicated the end-
to-end message latency we use the ib_send_lat application to estimate this metric.

Figure 6.3 shows the obtained results. Referring bandwidth percentage differences
shown in Figures 6.3a and 6.3d, the differences are always below 0.5%. For instance, using
the configuration A, the SL 3 gets 8.57% of the total link bandwidth using the analysis tool
and 9% in the real system. Hence, the bandwidth difference is 8.57 − 9 = −0.43 meaning
that the SL has achieved 0.43% more than indicated by the analysis tool. These differences
are because the IB EDR specification uses an encoding protocol 64b/66b, which means that
2 of 66 delivered bits are used for error control. This may lead to situations where some SLs
achieve less bandwidth than specified in the arbitration tables and others allocate those free
resources obtaining more bandwidth than specified. Because of it is not possible in advance
to know which traffic flows are going to be affected, we have not considered the encoding
protocol in our simulation tool in order to obtain a theoretical bandwidth value. Note that, in
general, the bandwidth differences are negligible.

Regarding the maximum entry distances and the message latencies shown in Figure 6.3b,
6.3c, 6.3e and 6.3f, the final message latency corresponds to the entry distances obtained by
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Figure 6.4: Bandwidth differences in simulated scenarios (Configuration A).

the analysis tool. There is an exception in SLs 1 and 2, which theoretically have the same
maximum entry distance and on the real system tests the SL 2 achieves more message latency
than the SL 1. This is because despite having the same maximum entry distance, the SL 1
has more bandwidth assigned than the SL 2, which indirectly affects to the final message
latency as well. However, entry distances results obtained by the analysis tool are useful as
a general idea of the expected message latencies.

Figure 6.4 shows the obtained results for each SL, using the simulated system
configurations described in Section 6.5.2. In this case, the main goal is to compare the
results of the analysis tool when the system size grows. To carry out this comparison we have
analyzed the bandwidth differences. As can be seen in Figure 6.4, the bandwidth differences
remains constant in all tested scenarios and these differences are always below ±0.045%,
which is a negligible difference. Therefore, the analysis tool is able to predict the bandwidth
division regardless of the system size.

6.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an offline InfiniBand multi-table analysis tool capable
of extracting from the possible configurations for high and low priority tables; and a
LimitOfHighPriority counter, the expected end-to-end latency and link bandwidth
division. We have also presented a simple methodology to test and validate the same
configurations on a real InfiniBand system. Moreover, we have carried out experiments
using the simulation tool Hiperion, in order to explore if the analysis tool is accurate when
the system size grows. Results show that the analysis tool is able to achieve its objective, in
a fast, accurate and simple way. Furthermore, the accuracy of the result obtained does not
decrease as the network is scaled. Results show that the analysis tool is capable of extracting
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the bandwidth division and the maximum entry distance, with negligible differences, in a
fast, accurate and simple way.

As future work, we are working on a mathematical approach to configure the IB
output scheduler. This approach can determine the optimal scheduler configuration, given a
bandwidth and latency requirements, instead of testing multiple configurations looking for
the one that meets our requirements.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter includes a general discussion about the main contributions of this Ph.D. thesis.
The contributions made in each paper are analyzed and put in context. We conclude this
thesis summarizing the main conclusions of our work and, we discussing about the possible
tasks that could be developed in future related works.

7.1 General Discussion

As shown in the papers that compose this Ph.D. thesis, the proposed OPA simulation model
explained in Chapter 2 allows us to test different network configurations using a novel and
relevant hierarchical switch architecture. This simulation model is, as far as we know,
the first OPA-like simulation model available. In addition, in Chapter 2 the first known
output scheduling algorithm for this kind of architecture is presented, SBT. It is of particular
importance because it shows that output schedulers already known for non hierarchical
switch architectures are viable for hierarchical ones, and only requiring some adaptations.

The updated VEF3 framework version shown in Chapter 3 is a very important step
forward to achieve much more detailed and complete QoS performance experiments.
Thereby, the output scheduling algorithms can be tested using communication patterns from
real MPI applications. However, each trace file generates just one traffic flow, and it is
required up to two traffic flows in order to test the output scheduler behavior. With just one
traffic flow, there is not competition for the network resources and the traffic flow would use
all of them. Nevertheless, due to the reduction of the simulation execution time obtained
from the update of the VEF2 to the VEF3 framework version, we have been able to test
the output scheduling algorithms using trace files and background traffic. The relevance of
this combination of traffics is notable because using two trace files, one for the QoS traffic
and other for the background traffic would make the simulation time unfeasible. By using
trace files for the QoS traffic and synthetic traffic for the background network workload, it is
possible to complete the experiments in a reasonable amount of time and it allow us to test
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the behavior of the output scheduling algorithm when flows have to compete for the network
resources.

Chapter 4 ratifies the fact exposed in Chapter 2 by showing a more advanced known
output scheduling algorithm such as DTable, adapted to the OPA simulation model. Multiple
experiments with DTable have been carried out in other architectures [73, 72, 69], but DTable
has never been tested in the context of hierarchical switch architectures in an scenario
where multiple traffic flow patterns are mixed. And also in a scenario where real MPI
communications patterns, using VEF3 file traces, are used along with background traffic.
The inclusion of DTable also overtakes the limitations of SBT, which is unable to meet
the bandwidth requirements under certain circumstances. This clears up the doubt as
whether the problem of not meeting the requirements in certain scenarios was a problem
of the architecture itself or of the SBT algorithm. Furthermore, DTable has a configuration
methodology based on two characteristics: the amount of weight of each table entry and the
distance between any pair of table entries assigned to the same flow. The first characteristic
allows to achieve a certain bandwidth percentage for each flow while the second allows to
get latency differences. However, as exposed in Section 4.3.3.3, the DTable configuration
methodology has some weakness that results in some flows obtaining more bandwidth
percentage than expected. The proposed bandwidth correction algorithm proposed in this
thesis solves this issue. The importance of this algorithm is notable because it is applicable
to any architecture where DTable is implemented.

Although we have proven that hierarchical switches are able to provide QoS to
applications and flows, these switches face some problems with respect to non hierarchical
ones. Some works prove that these problems are solvable and worthwhile, since higher
network performance is archived [61, 98, 3, 49, 5]. However, as far as we know, there
is no work comparing hierarchical and non hierarchical switches in the context of QoS
provision. In Chapter 5, this comparative study is presented. The results of this study are very
remarkable because show that hierarchical switch architectures are not only able to provide
QoS to applications and flows, but they improve the performance of non hierarchical switch
architectures in terms of flow bandwidth division, end-to-end latency and network latency,
as shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

In addition, we have studied how to improve the performance of non hierarchical
switches in terms of QoS provision, specifically Infiniband switches. This topic has been
addressed in multiple studies [7, 8, 83]. The output scheduling algorithm used by IB uses
two arbitration tables, high and low priority tables, to arbitrate packets. However, how those
two tables working in conjunction affects to the final flow bandwidth and latency distribution
has not been studied. In Chapter 6, an analysis tool able to extract the expected results in
those terms is presented. This is a novel an useful tool because allows to test different QoS
configurations in order to find out the optimal for a specific case of use and more important,
without requiring specific hardware. Moreover, the analysis tool results have been validated
with real IB hardware. To validate the results, we have developed a novel methodology
to test QoS configurations on a real IB cluster. Figure 6.3 shows that the analysis tool is
accurate with the added benefits of being fast and not needing an IB cluster. This tool states
a relevant step forward towards to improve the QoS performance on IB clusters because
could potentially led researchers to fully explore the possibilities of the IB output scheduler.
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7.2 Conclusions

In this section the main conclusions which can be drawn from this Ph.D. thesis are presented.
Afterwards in next section, we discuss about other tasks which could be developed as future
work.

In the following, the most relevant conclusions are stated:

• Enabling QoS on high performance interconnection networks is important in order
to provide differentiated services to applications and flows. QoS support allows
to manage properly the resources available in the network to satisfy applications
requirements and to avoid applications to overuse network resources.

• Omni-Path has been chosen for our research, but the proposals made are valid for
hierarchical switch architectures, and we are sure that the results obtained would
follow the same trend as these presented in this thesis.

• Both output scheduling algorithms presented in this work, SBT and DTable, keep
the computational and implementation complexity low. This is essential because
otherwise, the system will spend more time choosing which packets to deliver than
actually delivering them.

• The updated VEF3 framework allows to perform much more detailed QoS
experimentations combining synthetic and trace file traffic, while keeping the total
execution time low.

• DTable scheduling mechanism is capable of providing bandwidth and latency
differences even in the worst scenario.

• Results show that OPA is able to meet latency requirements better that IB. OPA is also
able to keep the latency of high priority flows lower and the latency of low priority
flows higher than IB. In both architectures the assigned bandwidth results are very
close to the desired values. In the case of IB bandwidth results are a bit lower than
expected.

• To improve the QoS performance of IB, we have developed an offline analysis tool to
extract the expected behavior of flows from a given QoS IB configuration. The results
of the tool have been validated with the real hardware obtaining negligible differences,
proven that our tool gets the IB scheduler behavior in a fast, accurate and simple way.

• A QoS testing methodology has been proposed with the aim of being able to test QoS
configurations in real IB clusters.

• By using a few hardware resources such as an IB switch and three end points is possible
to build a system able to provide QoS to applications and flows.

In summary, we have proved the viability of providing QoS to hierarchical switch
architectures using existing output scheduling algorithms. We have proved that hierarchical
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switches have some benefits in terms of QoS provision against non hierarchical ones. The
QoS performance of a non hierarchical switch architecture such IB, could be improved by
using all the mechanisms available such as both arbitration tables.

7.3 Future Work

The work presented in this Ph.D. thesis can be expanded in several ways. More output
scheduling algorithms could be adapted to hierarchical switch architectures, for instance,
sorted-priority scheduling algorithms, in order to get a deeper knowledge about the benefits
of this kind of switch architectures. The same sorted-priority algorithms may be checked
in non hierarchical switches and the results obtained for both architecture can be compared.
This could give us better perspective of the benefits of using hierarchical switch architectures
to provide QoS to applications.

Another possible research line consists in developing simulation models based on either
hierarchical or non hierarchical switches such as BXI and GE, respectively. Thus, providing
QoS using the known output schedulers to be able to perform comparative studies that ratify
the extracted conclusions. In the case of BXI, a novel and still developing technology, it
could mean finding the right algorithm for this architecture.

Given that the pipeline of hierarchical switch architecture is deeper, we are currently
evaluating the impact of including another scheduler in the central part of the pipeline, e.g.
OPA has a set of central buffers, here another scheduler could be implemented. We have also
to study if the extra silicon area required is worth the performance improvement, if any.

Finally, another research line consists in developing a mathematical approach to
configure the IB output scheduler. The approach can determine the optimal scheduler
configuration, given bandwidth and latency requirements. With the tools available nowadays,
the only way to find this optimal configuration is testing multiple configurations in search of
the one that meets the requirements.
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